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PREFACE

It is sometimes assumed that the German Historical Institute 
focuses mostly on German history. As demonstrated by this issue of 
the Bulletin, however, the Institute also fosters research in American 
as well as transnational, comparative and global history.

Three of this Bulletin’s feature articles deal with American history. 
In the Annual Lecture that she delivered at the GHI last fall, the 
distinguished American historian Paula Fass, a pioneer in devel-
oping the fi eld of children’s history, examines the history of child-
hood and generational relations in the United States over the past 
two hundred years. She argues that the era of the early American 
Republic established a paradigm of American child-rearing that 
continued to be invoked even aft er general social conditions had 
been transformed. In his comment on Fass’s lecture the German 
historian Till Kössler, an expert on the history of childhood and edu-
cation in modern Europe, reveals the entanglements of European 
and American visions of child-rearing as well as the ambivalences 
and contradictions within these visions. 

The article “‘At Once Judge, Jury, and Executioner’: Rioting and 
Policing in Philadelphia, 1838-1964,” by Alexander Elkins, GHI 
Doctoral Fellow in African American History, combines the history 
of African Americans, the police, and vigilantism to investigate 
the historical relationship between violent riotous justice and the 
practice of collective policing in nineteenth and twentieth century 
America. “The Rise of the Toxic Politics of Migration,” by Elisa 
Minoff , GHI Fellow in Social and Economic History, examines how 
a series of controversies in the late 1950s and early 1960s marked a 
decisive shift  in the politics of internal migration within the United 
States. By tracing how race was injected into the debate and migra-
tion was charged with causing urban problems, she seeks to explain 
how the American politics of migration gradually became “toxic.”

The two articles by the recipients of GHI prizes address topics of 
transnational history. Ricky Law, winner of the 2013 Fritz Stern 
Dissertation Prize, argues for the importance of examining the 
cultural prehistory of the German-Japanese Axis Pact of 1940. His 
article investigates the role of the interwar German and Japanese 
mass media in preparing the ground for the axis by studying 
the portrayal of Japan in German newspapers, motion pictures, 
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nonfi ction, and voluntary associations as well as the depiction of 
Germany in Japanese dailies, lectures and pamphlets, nonfi ction, 
and language textbooks. Mary Nolan, winner of the 2013 Helmut 
Schmidt Prize in German-American Economic History, delivered a 
prize lecture, published here, in which she seeks to place current 
eff orts to increase economic cooperation between Europe and the 
United States in historical context by examining and comparing the 
usefulness of three concepts — Americanization, Europeanization, 
and globalization — for understanding the development of the 
German economy since 1945. 

This Bulletin’s conference reports once again refl ect the diversity 
of the Institute’s workshops and conferences. In this issue, they 
range from medieval history to the home front in World War II, 
post-1945 Western European migration, and the 1963 “March on 
Washington.” The calendar of events in our “News” section will 
inform you of upcoming GHI events and conferences. We hope to 
have aroused your interest and look forward to welcoming you at a 
GHI event in the near future.

Hartmut Berghoff (Director) and Richard F. Wetzell (Editor)
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HOW AMERICANS RAISE THEIR CHILDREN: 
GENERATIONAL RELATIONS OVER TWO HUNDRED YEARS
27TH ANNUAL LECTURE OF THE GHI, WASHINGTON DC, NOVEMBER 14, 2013

Paula S. Fass
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY

Over the past twenty years, as children became important subjects of 
historical inquiry, some scholars have been studying childhood his-
tory broadly as an expression of general developments in the West. 
In this perspective, the United States, and to some extent even Latin 
America, participated in the expansion of Europe aft er the seven-
teenth century and the modernizing thrust of the post-Enlightenment 
period. Bound together by religious beliefs, scientifi c and philo-
sophical theories, technologies, and attitudes towards women, this 
diverse area also experienced similarities in demographic patterns 
and shared in the general evolution of capital, industry, and markets. 
All of these factors infl uenced both child life and how we have de-
fi ned and institutionalized childhood on both sides of the Atlantic 
world. My own work, most recently two edited books — one on the 
development of Western childhood since antiquity, and another on 
children’s experiences since World War II — encouraged this view 
and with it the cross-national understanding of western societies as 
part of a single evolving cultural system.1 There is much to recom-
mend it, since historians have learned a lot that we need to know 
through this expansive vision, and I am delighted to be identifi ed 
with its development.

At the same time I have been pursuing a diff erent kind of investi-
gation by studying how parents and children in the United States 
related to each other over the course of two hundred years, from the 
founding of the Republic through the era of globalization.2 Specifi -
cally, I am trying to understand if and why Americans raised their 
children in ways that diff ered from their European counterparts and 
how this has laid the basis for the creation of a specifi c tradition of 
American child rearing. 

I.

Starting in the late eighteenth century, European visitors proposed 
and many Americans adopted the view that children in the United 

1   Paula S. Fass, ed., The 
Routledge History of Child-
hood in the Western World 
(London & New York: 
Routledge, 2013); Paula 
S. Fass and Michael 
Grossberg, eds., Reinven-
ting Childhood Aft er World 
War II (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 2011).

2   Paula S. Fass, The End 
of American Childhood: 
A History of Parents and 
Children in American His-
tory (Princeton University 
Press, forthcoming).
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States are diff erently brought up. American children, Europeans ob-
served in the nineteenth century, are rude, unmannerly, and bold; and 
even very young children were described as unnervingly confi dent. 
Some commentators were pleased by this directness and saw it as 
a refreshing sign of American vigor; others were far less charmed. 
“English children in the presence of strangers are reserved and shy,” 
one noted. “They feel that the nursery and school room are their 
proper sphere of action … Most unlike to these is the sentiment of 
the American, both parent and child. The little citizen seems to feel at 
a surprisingly early age, that he has a part on the stage of the world, 
and is willing enough to act a little before his time.”3 Even then, it 
seems, American children had attitude. 

Alexis de Tocqueville famously believed that parents in the United 
States treated their children more equally than parents did elsewhere 
and that they took them more seriously, but he was hardly alone. 
Sometime aft er de Tocqueville travelled to the United States, Polish 
Count Adam de Guronski did so as well. Aft er his travels, he noted 
that in the United States children were early “emancipated … from 
parental authority and domestic discipline.” “Children accustomed 
to the utmost familiarity and absence of constraint with their par-
ents, behave in the same manner with other older persons, and this 
sometimes deprives the social intercourse of Americans of the tint of 
politeness, which is more habitual in Europe.”4 Observers variously 
attributed these changes to the availability of land, the shortage of 
labor, the equality of laws, and the absence of an aristocratic tradi-
tion with its emphasis on lineage and its many markers of class 
distinction. 

Indeed, according to de Tocqueville, American children considered 
independence “an incontestable right,” and fathers and sons treated 
each other with far less formality than in Europe.5 Since American 
opportunities for individual advancement beckoned, children started 
to work early, according to de Guronski, and were, as a result, treated 
more equally within the household. One English woman thought this 
youthful independence aff ected even very young children, and not just 
their manners but their habits of learning and inquiry. Young children 
were entrusted with delicate objects like porcelain cups, which they 
handled with care, while they probed into the mechanisms of other 
objects with focused curiosity. Like contemporary psychologists, she 
was invoking an early version of the theory of the scientist in the crib 
and applying this to American babies.6

3   America As I Found It by the 
Mother of Mary Lundie Duncan 
(New York: Robert Carter and 
Bros, 1852), 25-26. 

4   Count Adam de Guronski, 
America and Europe (New 
York: D. Appleton and Co., 
1857) 380-381.

5   Alexis de Tocqueville, Democ-
racy in America, vol. 2, trans. 
Phillips Bradley (New York: 
Vintage, 1990), 192.

6   America as I Found It, 30. For 
current views about the minds 
of infants, see, for example, 
Alison Gopnik, Andrew L. 
Meltzoff , and Patrizia K. Kuhl, 
The Scientist in the Crib: What 
Early Learning Tells us About 
the Mind (New York: William 
Morrow, 2000).
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These visitors, you might say, came expecting to see “the new world 
diff erence,” an America freed of tradition and lacking the usual re-
straints, and they found just what they expected, exaggerating small 
diff erences in demeanor and mistaking these for more fundamental 
changes. To some degree, of course, this was true, but it hardly un-
dermines either the observations or the facts behind them. Americans 
did have land, needed labor, and put their children to work early. 
And they took seriously a revolution that emphasized greater equal-
ity and dismissed artifi cial deference. They also lacked the kind of 
aristocratic class system in which family was an expression of lineage 
and children were beholden to inherited descent.

Americans also wanted to see themselves as diff erent — fresher, newer, 
younger — bringing the breezes of new world freedom as Benjamin 
Franklin brought his coonskin cap to Versailles. Moreover, the ideas 
articulated in the Revolution had stimulated the notion that child-
rearing should be informed by revolutionary principles, and many 
Americans hoped to infuse it with their sense of change and future 
possibilities. Americans were more open to endowing children with 
greater independence and fl exibility so that they might continue to 
believe as Nathaniel Willis, the editor of Youth’s Companion maga-
zine, observed in 1827 that they were “born to higher destinies than 
their fathers.”7

This view, oft en voiced aft er the Revolution, together with the avail-
ability of land (on a breathtaking scale) and an absence of laws that 
specifi cally regulated generational relations and obligations (as was 
common in Europe) did give the relationships between American 
parents and their children a diff erent cast and lowered the degree of 
control that parents exercised over the young. Renowned colonial 
historian Bernard Bailyn argued over fi ft y years ago in a book on the 
special qualities of American education that younger people had an 
advantage in the new world environment, which provided conditions 
that encouraged youthful innovation. In the United States, youth, not 
age, was a better guide to success.8 

Two things need to be said from the outset: First, this did not make 
American parents indulgent toward their children, and children 
did not have a longer or more leisured or more playful childhood. 
American children were early engaged in the work of the world. 
Land and labor ratios made children’s work desirable and necessary. 
Nevertheless that work provided children, in the words I quoted 
earlier, the sense that they had “a place on the world’s stage.” Rather 

7   Quoted in Mary Lynn 
Steven Heininger, 
“Children, Childhood 
and Change in America, 
1820-1920,” in A Century 
of Childhood 1820-1920 
(Rochester, NY: The 
Margaret Woodley Strong 
Museum, 1984), 1.

8   Bernard Bailyn, Education 
in the Forming of American 
Society: Needs and Oppor-
tunities for Study (New 
York: Norton, 1960).
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than expressing subordination, work was seen as leading to self-
improvement or future options. Their parents, in turn, allowed for 
what de Tocqueville described as a much easier and earlier transition 
to adulthood. Fathers, according to Tocqueville, felt “none of that bit-
ter and angry regret which is apt to survive a bygone power.” Instead 
“the father foresees the limits of his authority long beforehand, and 
when the time arrives, he surrenders it without a struggle.”9 Second, it 
would be folly to imagine that what I am saying was true for the entire 
population in a society that was not only expanding with many kinds 
of immigrants, but in which at the time of the American Revolution 
one tenth of all children were slaves. 

Instead of thinking of this pattern as applicable to all children or true 
for all parents, it would be best for us to imagine that this early period 
of the Republic established a particular kind of American formula or 
recipe, one that shift ed the standard of what might be expected in 
the relations between parents and children and established a base 
line that could subsequently be invoked as desirable and legitimate, 
even as the initial circumstances that created it receded, and then 
disappeared. It is a recipe to which we still subscribe today, in a vastly 
diff erent world.

Let me illustrate the pattern I am describing in the life of an indi-
vidual. Ulysses S. Grant became a great Civil War general and then 
the 18th President of the United States. As a child, he grew up in 
the kind of household de Tocqueville or de Guronski might have 
observed as they traveled through rural Ohio, a state that produced 
more than its share of generals and presidents. Grant’s father was 
a prosperous leather tanner, and in “comfortable circumstances,” 
but young Ulysses was expected to do much of the work on the land 
his father owned. His father, Jessie, did not force him to labor in his 
own trade, which his son “detested,” but Ulysses began to work in 
the woods from the time he was seven or eight years of age “hauling 
all the wood used in the house and shops.”10 

“When about eleven years old,” Grant later wrote, “I was strong 
enough to hold a plow. From that age until seventeen I did all the 
work done with horses, such as breaking up the land, furrowing, 
plowing corn and potatoes, bringing in the crops when harvested, 
hauling all the wood, besides tending two or three horses, a cow or 
two, and sawing wood for stoves, etc., while still attending school.”11 
As he performed almost all the tasks of farming, young Ulysses 
played a signifi cant part in the aff airs of the Grant household and he 

9   De Tocqueville, Democracy in 
America, vol 2., 192-93.

10  Ulysses S. Grant, Personal 
Memoirs of U. S. Grant, two 
volumes in one (New York: 
Charles L. Webster & Co, 
1894), 20.

11  Idem.
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knew that this part was important and valuable. He was assuming a 
role on the world’s stage.

Grant’s early life refl ected the kind of special American circumstances 
that de Guronski had in mind when he said that in the United States 
“the space, the modes to win a position by labor were unlimited, and 
thus children began early to work and earn for themselves. Thus … 
they became self-relying and independent, and this independence 
continues to prevail in fi lial relations.”12 What to us might seem to 
be young Grant’s hard childhood, burdened by early responsibilities 
and physical labor, was a response to the American labor shortages 
of the day, which made the work of children valuable and a household 
necessity. They also made this work, as de Guronski understood, 
unusually liberating. 

Grant also understood this. He explained that since he did every-
thing expected of him he was never scolded or punished but was 
given the right to both “rational enjoyments” and a large degree of 
independence. This independence allowed him to roam freely, travel 
widely, oft en for many miles beyond the family home and frequently 
overnight. By the age of eleven, he was even allowed to trade horses 
on his own account.13 Grant was early trained to both responsibil-
ity and to freedom. By the time he was a teenager, he knew that he 
could engage in the world’s tasks and was rewarded for it. Grant 
knew he did well, and his growing sense of competence (despite various 
mistakes made along the way) made him strong. By the time he went 
off  to West Point, Grant had been making an important contribu-
tion to his household since he was seven, and more over time as his 
capacities were proven and expanded. Ulysses Grant’s experience of 
a mid-western childhood was not unique. Other boys also worked 
hard at many tasks, enjoyed leisure, and were early invested with the 
ability to operate independently and to succeed as adults. So were 
many girls.

II.

This period did not last long. Aft er the Civil War, to which Grant 
made a huge contribution as the general who commanded the Army 
of the West, it was cities, not the wide open country, that became the 
locale for opportunity for young boys and girls growing up. Industry 
was transforming these cities and young children hardly got the chance 
to trade horses as they experienced the pressures to help support 

12  De Guronski, America and 
Europe, 7.

13  Grant, Personal Memoirs, 
21, 22.
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their families. Young 
immigrants, girls 
as well as boys, as 
young as eight sat 
cooped up for hours 
in sweatshops or 
large factories. Some 
were caught on the 
streets in mischief 
that portended a life 
of crime. More and 
more, they were in 
schools, where nei-
ther independence 
nor a sense of pur-
posive achievement 

were the defi ning qualities. These changes alarmed many Americans 
who began to propose solutions by using the old recipe, encoding an 
American way of child-rearing that remains alive to this day. What 
had once been a natural expression of family and social conditions, 
became a conscious approach to children-rearing as various reform-
ers, educators, and child-rearing experts looked to preserve and to 
recreate a particular version of childhood, one they presumed would 
maintain the special characteristics of Americans — independence, 
a sense of future opportunity, and democratic participation. Let me 
provide you with four examples of this drawn from the past 150 years.

Even before the Civil War, immigration and city life had begun to 
challenge earlier patterns of life and some, like Charles Loring Brace, 
sought to save the children who were lost in this transformation — the 
growing army of street children, some of whom were trying to earn 
a living, some of whom were out for a good time, some of whom 
were engaged in illegal activities as pickpockets and other criminals. 
Through the Children’s Aid Society, Brace set out to fi nd both more 
caring families for these youths and a substitute for the way of life he 
believed still available to the more fortunate boys of the countryside 
whose labor was enriching and fruitful. Brace and the Children’s Aid 
Society are usually remembered for starting the Orphan Trains to the 
West that placed children among rural families, where work would 
promote disciplined independence. In thus originating the modern 
idea of foster care to counteract the socially corrosive and personally 
destructive eff ects of neglectful families, Brace also hoped to preserve 

“Heels Over Head” by John 
George Brown (Oil on 
Canvas, 1894).
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the initiative and democratic qualities that he found in abundance 
among the street boys he hoped to save. What they lacked, Brace, 
believed was a context in which their energies could be deployed for 
their own future success without endangering the social order by law 
breaking. What they needed was rewarding work and better families. 
It was, of course, the life of boys like Grant that he had in mind when 
he put boys, and girls, on farms in Michigan and upstate New York.14

By the end of the nineteenth century, industrial dreariness, fetid 
cities, and rapid immigration seemed to overwhelm the familiar 
American past and to question the hopefulness about future im-
provement that Americans had once openly expressed. In trying to 
direct the torrent of change, America’s most important philosopher 
and educational theorist, John Dewey looked not just to those boys 
and girls who were likely to break the law, but to all children who 
were then, by law, gathered in classrooms around the country as at-
tendance became obligatory and regular schooling a fact of life for 
everyone. The school, in Dewey’s vision, needed to become a proxy 
for the experiences of someone like young Ulysses Grant growing 
up in rural Ohio, a place where children would learn from their 
in-class experiences to become independent, competent in their 
practical knowledge, and capable of taking that knowledge into 
higher forms of learning as well as out into the real world. The 
classroom needed to become a place of authentic experience that 
would be the basis for individual growth and social progress. Rote 
learning, the standard experience for school children, made students, 
in Dewey’s words, “ductile and docile” undermining their initiative and 
depriving the classroom of its ability to prepare for the democracy that 
he valued and hoped to preserve in the United States. In proposing 
that the classroom become the laboratory of a restored democracy, 
Dewey tried to create the conditions for the active participation of 
students in their own instruction, replacing early independence in 
the work world with a new active engagement in the classroom. In 
the “Child and the Curriculum” Dewey noted that he hoped to restore 
to the branches of learning “the experience from which it had been 
abstracted.”15

Dewey was well aware that the schooling increasingly required of 
all was locking children away from the very life lessons that once 
assured their active independence. Dewey’s reforms were aimed to cre-
ate a classroom in which the student’s “present powers … are to assert 
themselves; his present capacities … are to be exercised; his present 

14  For Charles Loring Brace, 
the Children’s Aid Soci-
ety, and the orphan trains, 
see Stephen O’ Conner, 
Orphan Trains: The Story 
of Charles Loring Brace 
(Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2004); 
also, Timothy Gilfoyle, 
“Children as Vagrants, 
Vagabonds, and Thieves 
in Nineteenth-Century 
America,” in The Routledge 
History of Childhood in the 
Western World, 400-418.

15  John Dewey, “The Child and 
the Curriculum,” in John 
Dewey, The Child and the 
Curriculum and The School 
and Society (Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 
1971; originally published 
in 1902), 8, 22.
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attitudes … are to 
be realized.”16 At a 
time when Ameri-
can life was chang-
ing profoundly and 
industrial work and 
commercialized play 
were making it hard-
er to develop traits 
of independence and 
democracy in chil-
dren, Dewey looked 
to a revitalized, re-
formed education to 
provide the experi-
ence of accomplish-
ment and compe-
tence that work and 
play had supplied 

earlier, at a time when both were changing beyond recognition. 

Fift y years later, Benjamin Spock brought these same matters into 
the nursery. Just as schooling had reframed the social experience of 
children by the end of the nineteenth century, child-rearing advice 
was redefi ning the parenting of babies and young children in the 
twentieth. By mid-century, debates regarding how best to raise chil-
dren occupied a considerable space in public life as new theories of 
learning and new psychological perspectives emerged from university 
laboratories and appeared on bookshelves, in newspapers, and in the 
conversations of American mothers and fathers. 

Starting in the second decade of the twentieth century, the U.S. Chil-
dren’s Bureau distributed millions of pamphlets to mothers across 
the country urging them to follow special routines to ensure their 
children’s proper nurture. By the Second World War several visions 
competed for mothers’ attention: from the warnings and strictures 
of behavioral psychologist John Watson (who bluntly asserted “Par-
ents today are incompetent. Most of them should be indicted for 
psychological murder”) to the psychoanalytically inclined discussions 
in Parents’ Magazine, to the developmental observations of Arnold 
Gesell.17 All of them shared a vision of child management in which 
mothers would carefully supervise a child’s emotions and behavior; 

16  Dewey, “The Child and the 
Curriculum,” 31.

17  For the various develop-
ments in child rearing advice, 
a good place to begin is Anne 
Hulbert, Raising America: 
Experts, Parents, and a Cen-
tury of Advice About Children 
(New York: Knopf, 2003). The 
quote by Watson appears on 
p. 123. The Children’s Bu-
reau is discussed extensively 
in Kriste Lindenmeyer, “A 
Right to Childhood”: The U. S. 
Children’s Bureau and Child 
Welfare, 1912-46 (Urbana, 
IL.: University of Illinois Press, 
1997). See also Julia Grant, 
Raising Baby by the Book: The 
Education of Mothers (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 
1998).

Young girls seated at desks 
in Washington DC class-
room, ca. 1899.
Photograph by Francis 
Benjamin Johnston. Cour-
tesy of the Library of Con-
gress.
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all of them placed a huge emphasis on carefully modulated parental 
guidance. 

In taking over the fi eld aft er the end of World War II, Dr. Spock at-
tempted to encourage young mothers to adopt a more relaxed vision, 
one that acknowledged children’s autonomy by recognizing their 
competence to grow and mature. Children, he noted in his manual 
liked to do “Grown Up Things,”18 and he proposed a child-rearing 
approach that showed mothers what they could expect so that they 
could loosen their grip and give their children room to grow and make 
mistakes on their own. Spock told mothers to stop being afraid, to 
love their babies, and to respond to them naturally. Many believe, 
inaccurately, that he promoted permissiveness in childrearing. In 
fact, Spock hoped that households would serve as a site for children 
to discover their growing competence. 

The context had changed radically and children’s growing com-
petence meant something altogether diff erent than when Ulysses 
Grant’s father had supervised his son’s upbringing, but the idea 
was the same; in neither case was the parent to be permissive. In 
neither was the parent to overwhelm the child’s own purposes and 
inclinations. Spock invoked Freudian principles, but it was not the 
Vienna of the late-nineteenth-century haute bourgeoisie that Spock 
had in mind when he told what would eventually amount to tens of 
millions of American mothers to enjoy their children because in the 
famous phrase that opened the book “Trust yourself: You know more 
than you think you do.”19 It was, instead, an American household in 
which the child’s strengths would develop in a family organized along 
democratic, non-authoritarian lines. The kind of formality between 
the generations that Freud observed and to which he directed his 
analysis was never the issue for Spock. While Spock nodded toward 
the Oedipus complex, his eyes were set on the complex of behaviors 
that led to over-mothering.

By the mid twentieth century, American parents placed far fewer 
demands on their children than their predecessors had a century 
earlier, and most American children now went through a long and 
oft en fraught adolescence because of their extended schooling and 
its associated dependency, an adolescence that Tocqueville claimed 
American youth did not have in the early nineteenth century. But, in 
many ways, the basic question that guided most of Spock’s advice 
adhered to that earlier recipe now brought into a new century. And 
it sought to answer a simple question: How in this new world of 

18  Benjamin Spock, Baby and 
Child Care, new, enlarged 
ed. (New York: Pocket 
Books, 1973), 247.

19  Spock, Baby and Child 
Care, 1.
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intensive parenting, elaborate schooling, and declining children’s 
responsibility would America’s young be allowed to be become 
independent, successful, and confi dent? What had once been built 
into an unselfconscious environment and grew out of active work 
and early maturity, had become the basic problem guiding the most 
important child-rearing expert in American history. It is a question 
that has not gone away.

It defi nes the last instance I want to bring to your attention: the re-
cent, vigorous conversations about Chinese Tiger Mothers, French 
mamans, and American mommys. These conversations have emerged 
from the self-proclaimed success of the strict, old-world, child-training 
techniques described by Yale legal scholar Amy Chua in raising her 
daughters.20 Amy Chua’s book and the very loud controversy it has 
created bring us back to the American diff erence in child-rearing 
strategies. And it forces us to ask whether American mothers can 
continue to expect their children to succeed in a highly competitive, 
now manifestly global world, where none of the earlier rules seem to 
apply — not those of the Ohio countryside or those of the industrial 
city or even those of the managerial offi  ce of the mid twentieth cen-
tury. It is a world in which schooling (not experience) goes on forever 
and where, even aft er decades of such training, children oft en come 
home because they cannot fi nd jobs. 

If Chua is to be believed, America’s looser, less demanding forms of 
child-rearing are failing because successful children need the fi rm 
hand of parental directives to lead them to goals set for them by 
parents who, in turn, are honoring their own parents. It is well for us 
to remember that it was the absence of deference to family honor and 
tradition that had freed American children to pursue their own goals 
in their own way back in the period of the early Republic. Unbound 
by obligations to a restricting past, children of the new world could 
adapt to changing circumstances and move beyond their parents’ 
knowledge to create and innovate. Over time, Americans had tried 
to substitute active knowledge in the classroom and autonomy in the 
nursery for the experience that had once stimulated children early 
in life to tackle problems and gain confi dence. But in this new “new 
world,” is it still desirable for children to choose their own path and 
claim their own future? With challenging life experiences and pro-
ductive work pushed ever further out of children’s reach, and with 
even chores and family obligations absent in many families, is there 
anything salvageable from the old recipe? I have heard American 

20  Amy Chua, Battle Hymn of the 
Tiger Mother (New York: Pen-
guin Press, 2011).
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mothers agonize about this question as a result of reading Chua’s 
book, second guessing how they raise their children and fearful of 
getting it wrong. 

Clearly, these conversations about Chua, and related ones around 
books by Judith Warner and Pamela Druckerman on French styles of 
child rearing,21 take for granted that Americans approach parenting 
diff erently. We give children more leeway, allow them to run their own 
lives (and sometimes those of adults as well). Now that we live in a 
multicultural society and in a global world, it should not surprise us 
that alternatives to the American way of child-rearing have become 
prominent parts of the public conversation. Aft er all, this compara-
tive perspective guided the many visitors to the U.S. in the fi rst half 
of the nineteenth century. And we have become acutely aware of the 
changes aff ecting our children so that even without Tiger Mother 
warnings, over the past twenty-fi ve years, many American parents 
have been taking command of their children’s lives, patrolling their 
internet contacts, strenuously overseeing their school success, and 
tightening the reins generally as threats to children’s wellbeing seem 
to loom everywhere in a media-saturated world and our youth battle 
for a place in a rapidly changing economy. 

Today, the success of our children seems to be on everyone’s minds 
as we look around the world where economies are faster, students 
seem smarter, and their work-habits stronger. Once, the children 
Americans raised were innovative, hard-working and appeared to 
provide the nation with a special edge. No surprise therefore that 
ideas are coming at us from all sides, from immigrants who have 
been unusually successful in the American context or from cultures 
where women seem far less harried by childrearing duties. Maybe 
a new global world requires that we become manifestly more like 
everyone else? Maybe we already have. 

III.

In the end, the question circles back to what exactly we think our 
childrearing is about and what it is we value. In the nineteenth cen-
tury, American adapted to their new nation and to what seemed to 
be the large opportunities it off ered, but they also faced large risks. 
Clearly the opportunities today are diff erent and so are the risks. 
Can we trust our children to know how to operate in this new world? 
Or, let me reverse the question. Do we trust ourselves to know how 

21   “Pamela Druckerman, 
Bringing Up Bébé: One 
American Mother Discov-
ers the Wisdom of French 
Parenting (New York: 
Penguin Press, 2012); 
Judith Warner, Perfect 
Madness: Motherhood in 
the Age of Anxiety (New 
York: Riverhead Books, 
2006).
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best to operate in this new world? This, of course, is a delicate di-
lemma. But child-rearing is always delicate and we have faced such 
dilemmas before. 

 It is worth remembering that success was only part of the basis for 
the American recipe. American children were bold, they were inno-
vative, they were not afraid to be heard. They expected to play a part 
on the world’s stage. Do we still value these qualities at a time when 
the aim of schooling seems more than ever to be children who are 
ductile and docile, able to sit still and take exams, a direction that 
Dewey (despite his best eff orts) could never permanently infl uence? 
Dewey valued democracy and thought it was an important part of 
how schools should operate and what education should encourage. 
Dr. Spock valued a child’s happiness and her ability to set her own 
course. How we bring up our children refl ects many features of our 
culture: economics and marketplace realities, obviously, but also how 
we participate in politics, and how we hope to relate to each other 
ethically and morally. It refl ects things that we value, like creativity. 
Finally, it also refl ects our history of doing things. Aft er two hun-
dred years this history creates its own constraints, written into our 
social codes and our cultural products. While predicting the future 
is something no historian would casually encourage, I think that our 
conversations will almost certainly draw upon an American tradition 
that I hope I have shown you today — a vision of how we should 
raise our children that has oft en been challenged and continues to 
be shaken by changes in our lives, but remains fi rmly an American 
variant of the western tradition. 

Paula S. Fass is the Margaret Byrne Professor of History Emerita at the Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley, where she taught for thirty-six years. Since 2010, 
she has also been Distinguished Scholar in Residence at Rutgers University, New 
Brunswick. Trained as a social and cultural historian of the United States at Bar-
nard College and Columbia University, she has over the last two decades been 
active in developing the fi eld of children’s history and worked to make this an 
interdisciplinary fi eld with a global perspective. Her books include Children of a 
New World:  Society, Culture, and Globalization (2007); Kidnapped: Child Abduction 
in America (1997); Outside In: Minorities and the Transformation of American Educa-
tion (1989); The Damned and the Beautiful: American Youth in the 1920s (1977). With 
Mary Ann Mason, she edited Childhood in America (2000), the fi rst anthology in 
children’s history. She was Editor-in-Chief of the award-winning Encyclopedia of 
Children and Childhood in History and Society (2004) and in the past three years 
published two other edited volumes on the subject of childhood: Reinventing 
Childhood Aft er World War II (with Michael Grossberg) in 2011, and the Routledge 
History of Childhood in the Western World,  published in 2013. Her family memoir, 
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Inheriting the Holocaust: A Second Generation Memoir (2009) recounts and exam-
ines her experiences as the daughter of concentration camp victims eager to un-
derstand the history of her new country and culture. She is currently researching 
and writing an interpretive history of parents and children in American history 
over the course of two hundred years, from the founding of the republic through 
the global era, tentatively entitled The End of American Childhood.  
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HOW AMERICANS RAISE THEIR CHILDREN: A COMMENT
COMMENT ON PAULA FASS’S ANNUAL LECTURE, GHI, NOVEMBER 14, 2013

Till Kössler
UNIVERSITY OF BOCHUM

Was American childhood diff erent? Do we have to speak about 
American exceptionalism in the fi eld of child-rearing? It is somewhat 
astonishing that these important, thought-provoking questions have 
not been posed earlier. Paula Fass argues that in the United States 
there existed a specifi c democratic tradition of child-rearing from the 
revolutionary period onwards. She suggests that while Americans 
and Europeans shared many specifi c concerns about bringing up 
children, they did not share a vision of liberal democratic citizenship 
as the framework for child-rearing. Some European intellectuals like 
Alexis de Toqueville believed that European childhood was charac-
terized by a more formal and distant relationship between parents 
and children, a clear subordination of children to adult authority and 
an educational culture that held deference towards adults, social 
authorities, and community traditions at a premium.

I have to admit right away that I fi nd this argument compelling 
in many ways. The German example is a case in point. There was 
not a German John Dewey — or a European John Dewey for that 
matter — and John Dewey’s preoccupation with democracy did 
not resonate much with contemporary German pedagogues. His 
preoccupation with democracy did not receive much attention until 
the 1960s. While German Reformpädagogen shared many convictions 
with their Progressive colleagues, a deep concern for democracy was 
defi nitely not one of them.1 Similarly, the work of Benjamin Spock and 
the pedagogical ideas it stands for only began to infl uence German 
advice literature in the 1970s at the earliest.2

However, while I fi nd the argument that there was a specifi c American 
tradition of democratic education in many ways very convincing, I 
hesitate to follow Toqueville’s analysis of two separate paths: one 
American, and one European. In what follows, I want to elaborate 
three thoughts in this respect. First, I will stress both the plurality 
and dynamics of European visions of childhood and child-rearing in 
the last two centuries. Both tendencies make it impossible to speak 
of a European way of child-rearing in the singular. Second, I will 

1   Jürgen Oelkers, John Dewey 
und die Pädagogik 
(Weinheim, 2009); Jürgen 
Oelkers, Eros und Herr-
schaft : Die dunklen Seiten 
der Reformpädagogik 
(Weinheim/München, 
2011).

2   Miriam Gebhardt, Die 
Angst vor dem kindlichen 
Tyrannen: Eine Geschichte 
der Erziehung im 20. Jahr-
hundert (München, 2009).
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point to important entanglements between American and European 
ideas of bringing up children. And fi nally I want to dwell briefl y on 
the ambivalences of liberal and democratic child-rearing since the 
Enlightenment. The thrust of my argument will be to stress the ex-
istence of multiple strands of connecting children with larger com-
munities and to bring the American and European traditions closer 
together without denying important diff erences.

I.

First, the plurality of visions of childhood in Europe needs to be 
stressed. Paula Fass convincingly argues that while there did exist a 
variety of diff erent childhoods in America, it is possible to identify a 
rather coherent hegemonic concept of what education should achieve. 
In Europe, at least until the very recent past, no such single trajectory 
existed. On the contrary, European developments were characterized 
by bitter clashes over childhood and education. It is therefore diffi  cult 
to compare Europe as a whole to the United States.

To begin with, in Europe socialist concepts of childhood became very 
important in the late nineteenth century and shaped the debates 
about child-rearing in an important way.3 Even more important, I 
would argue, was the clash between secular and religious concepts 
of child-rearing. In countries with a strong Catholic tradition, it is 
impossible to understand the history of childhood without taking into 
account the fi erce battles between a secular and a religious camp. 
Both sides ran their own schools, organized their own children’s 
clubs, parents’ organizations and published their own advice litera-
ture and children’s magazines.4 In most European countries, Britain 
perhaps being the major exception, religion was an important and 
oft en overlooked factor in child-rearing until the 1960s, and I would 
also be curious to hear more about the role of religion in the American 
case and how it was interwoven in the democratic tradition. 

Finally, history of child-rearing in Europe was shaped by fierce battles 
between nations and between nationalist and regionalist move-
ments for the hearts and minds of children. The Chicago historian 
Tara Zahra, for example, has demonstrated in great detail how both 
German and Czech nationalists in the Czech-German borderlands 
fought bitterly over control over the young generations between the 
late nineteenth century and the aft ermath of the Second World War.5 
Keeping all this in mind, I would argue that in the European case, at 
least until the 1960s, we have to talk about quite diff erent visions of 

3   See, for example, Laura Lee 
Downs, Childhood in the Prom-
ised Land: Working-class 
Movements and the Colonies 
de Vacances in France, 1880-
1960 (Durham, 2002).

4   Till Kössler, Kinder der Demo-
kratie: Religiöse Erziehung und 
urbane Moderne in Spanien, 
1890-1939 (München, 2013); 
Till Kössler, (Towards a New 
Understanding of the Child: 
Catholic Mobilization and 
Modern Pedagogy in Spain 
(1900-36),” in Contemporary 
European History 18 (2009): 
1-23.

5   Tara Zahra, Kidnapped Souls: 
National Indiff erence and the 
Battle for Children in the 
Bohemian Lands, 1900-1948 
(Ithaca, NY, 2008).
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modern childhood. These sometimes overlapped, but also presented 
distinctive features, even if we concede that countercurrents did exist, 
such as, most importantly, the modern child sciences.6 

Oft en, certain European traditions had more in common with intel-
lectual currents in America than they had with other European ap-
proaches. Even during the Franco dictatorship, Catholic educators in 
Spain felt that they were part of a global educational movement that 
also encompassed American Catholic democratic child-rearing. At 
the same time, they distanced themselves from German protestant 
and French and Spanish lay initiatives.7 And it can equally be argued 
that French Republican teachers in the 1920s, who debated what les-
sons could be learned from the Great War in order to educate new 
democratic and peaceful citizens, had much more in common with 
the Dewey school of thought than with the agenda of conservative 
or nationalist teachers in the diff erent European countries.8 While 
visions of a democratic society diff ered from one another, it is an 
important task to compare the similarities and diff erences from a 
transnational perspective in more detail. It also seems promising to 
describe the confl icts between more democratic and more authoritar-
ian concepts and practices of child-rearing not — or not only — as 
clashes between diff erent national cultures, but as clashes within 
national societies and even individual families as well.

II.

The second point I want to make concerns transatlantic entangle-
ments. Writers like Toqueville not only analyzed life in the United 
States but also popularized images of American child-rearing in 
Europe. The entanglement became even closer in the twentieth cen-
tury as the new illustrated mass press circulated representations of 
American family life all over Europe. Later on, movies and TV shows 
made images of American family life and childhood an integral part 
of European mass culture. The most direct infl uence of American 
visions of childhood on European societies came perhaps in 1945 
as hundreds of American social workers descended upon war-torn 
Europe to help reconstitute families, democracy, and nations all at 
the same time.9 We still do not know enough about how these dif-
ferent infl uences aff ected child-rearing in Europe but I would argue 
that we have to go beyond simple linear concepts of acceptance and 
rejection and look more closely at amalgamations as well as contra-
dictory eff ects. In Spain, for example, in the 1920s and 1930s the new 

6   Till Kössler, “Human 
Sciences, Child Reform 
and Politics in Spain, 
1890-1936,” in Engi-
neering Society: The Sci-
entization of the Social in 
Comparative Perspective, 
1880-1980, ed. Kerstin 
Brückweh, Dirk Schumann, 
Richard Wetzell, and 
Benjamin Ziemann, 
(London, 2012), 179–197.

7   See for example the travel 
impressions of an eminent 
Spanish jesuit educator: 
Enrique Herrera Oría, 
Norteamérica al día: 
Memorias de un viajero 
español (Madrid, 1946).

8   For the diff erences between 
German and French educa-
tional responses to World 
War I see Andrew Donson, 
Youth in the Fatherless 
Land: War Pedagogy, Na-
tionalism, and Authority 
in Germany, 1914–1918 
(Cambridge, MA, 2010); 
Mona Siegel, The Moral 
Disarmament of France: 
Education, Pacifi sm, and 
Patriotism, 1914-1940 
(Cambridge, 2004).

9   Tara Zahra, The Lost Child-
ren: Reconstructing Europe’s 
Families aft er World War II 
(Cambridge, 2011).
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images of family and childhood led to heightened expectations and a 
political radicalization of liberal and democratic reformers who found 
the Spanish state to be utterly defi cient.10

Since at least the late nineteenth century another form of entangle-
ment developed between child psychologists, educational experts, 
and childhood reformers on both sides of the Atlantic. To a consid-
erable extent, these contacts stemmed from a similar assessment 
of the dangers and promises of modern civilization. For Europeans, 
too, child-rearing became increasingly intertwined with the future 
of the nation, and they, too, diagnosed a decline of strong-willed, 
autonomous individuals. German Reformpädagogen, French Repub-
lican educators, and Spanish regenerationists, to pick just a few 
examples, also yearned for a new self-reliant, energetic citizen that 
was not all that diff erent from the image Ulysses S. Grant popular-
ized in his autobiography. They entered into a transnational debate 
on how best to educate this new individual and oft en proposed quite 
similar measures. The American orphan trains, for example, found 
their counterpart in the French colonies de vacances (vacation colonies) 
that placed urban children in the countryside during in the summer 
months, both within camps but also — and preferably — with tempo-
rary foster families. Likewise, German educational reformers founded 
Landschulheime (boarding schools in the countryside) far away from 
the corrupting infl uences of city life.11 These visions of a “new man,” 
however, were not necessarily democratic ones, and Paula Fass re-
minds us to look more closely at how they became intertwined with 
broader political agendas of political regeneration and change.

III.

Finally, I want to make a last and more general point regarding the 
ambivalences of liberal-democratic education since the Enlighten-
ment. Inspired by the work of Michel Foucault, educational theorists 
have, in the last decades, begun to explore the coercive sides of liberal 
child-rearing.12 They point to the fact that the concept of Bildung 
(education) that stood at the core of liberal child-rearing in Germany 
and other countries, did not only lead the way to individual emancipa-
tion, but also posed new coercive demands on individuals to fashion 
themselves as rational, autonomous human beings. In thisview, the 
liberal education reformers since the late eighteenth century not only 
propagated the education of a new generation of self-reliant and 
independent citizens, but at the same time introduced various new 
techniques to supervise, discipline, and control children.13

10  Kössler, Human Sciences.

11  Downs, Childhood; Hermann 
Lietz, Deutsche Land-
Erziehungs-Heime (Leipzig, 
1914).

12  The classical text in the 
German context is: Katharina 
Rutschky, ed., Schwarze 
Pädagogik. Quellen zur Natur-
geschichte der bürgerlichen 
Erziehung (Berlin, 1977).

13  Norbert Ricken, Die Ordnung 
der Bildung: Beiträge zu einer 
Genealogie der Bildung 
(Wiesbaden, 2006). 
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A century later, aft er 1900, especially in the Scandinavian coun-
tries but also in other European countries, democratic concepts of 
child-rearing were oft en closely entangled with eugenic ideas. The 
Swedish reformer Ellen Key, for example, promoted not only a more 
egalitarian family life and more independence for children, but also 
marriage restrictions and the sterilization of supposedly “unfi t” men 
and women to prevent them from having off spring.14

Even if one is not ready to buy into this line of argument completely 
or even partially, both examples invite us to look more closely at the 
ambivalences and contradictions of liberal and democratic child-
rearing as it developed in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in 
Europe, but perhaps also in the United States. To do this, it is helpful 
to historicize the notion of democratic child-rearing and examine 
what it meant at diff erent times and in diff erent places. And it seems 
equally helpful to study not only educational discourse but practices 
of child-rearing as well.

Paula Fass has off ered us a compelling and thought-provoking narra-
tive that poses a challenge to students of European history and opens 
up a vast new fi eld for future research. In particular, she invites us 
to think more systematically about the interconnections between 
child-rearing and democracy.

In contrast to the situation in the United States, where the history of 
childhood is well established, in Europe, for the most part, we still 
lack studies that systematically analyze the relationship between 
political regime changes and educational visions and practices of 
child-rearing. Against this background, the question of democracy 
off ers a promising point of departure for comparative research and a 
leitmotif for a European history of childhood, especially in the twenti-
eth century. A major question of this research should be to determine 
the similarities and diff erences between European and American 
visions of childhood and practices of child-rearing.

Till Kössler is Professor of the History of Education and Youth at the Ruhr Uni-
versity of Bochum. His publications include: Kinder der Demokratie: Religiöse 
Erziehung und urbane Moderne in Spanien, 1890-1939 (Munich, 2013); Frieden ler-
nen: Friedenspädagogik und Erziehung im 20. Jahrhundert (co-editor; Essen, 2014); 
Wunder: Politik und Poetik des Staunens im 20. Jahrhundert (co-editor; Berlin, 2011); 
Abschied von der Revolution: Kommunisten und Gesellschaft  in Westdeutschland, 
1945-1968 (Düsseldorf, 2005).
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER: 
THE INTERWAR GERMAN AND JAPANESE MASS MEDIA IN 
THE MAKING OF THE AXIS

Ricky W. Law
CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY

Shortly aft er New Year in January 2009, my dissertation project on 
interwar German-Japanese relations was entering a critical period. 
I had just spent sixteen months collecting sources in archives and 
libraries across Germany, and I was embarking on a year-long re-
search stay in Japan. Although I managed to gather much material in 
Germany, I could not dispel a sense of anxiety and foreboding about 
the progress of my work. Somewhat incoherently, I worried on the 
one hand that I might have missed some major collections, while on 
the other I fretted over the time I would need to analyze the hoard of 
fi les already in my possession. Worse still, the nature of my fi ndings 
did not quite match my expectations, since I located relatively few 
documents from offi  cial circles but far more in the cultural realm. 
Yet I was about to venture again into the unknown and repeat the 
process in another country, with a diff erent language and uncertain 
prospects. As a Luft hansa airliner sped me from Germany toward 
Japan, I was relieved to have some quiet time alone to muse over the 
situation. When I stared out of the window down at the seemingly 
endless snow-covered vastness of Russia, one question kept swirling 
in my head, “What could the Japanese and Germans who concocted 
the Berlin-Tokyo Axis possibly have been thinking?”

By the time the jet touched down in Japan aft er twelve hours in the 
air, I had come to conclude that the lengthy journey and the thought 
process of those who envisioned an alliance straddling eight Soviet-
controlled time zones would prove indispensable to explaining the 
bilateral ties. For even with direct, subsonic passenger fl ights in the 
twenty-fi rst century, traveling between the two places can still be a 
burdensome and expensive aff air beyond the reach of most of the 
population. In the 1920s and 1930s, then, the state of transportation 
and communication technologies would have prevented all but a few 
Japanese and Germans from experiencing the other country. Indeed, 
to traverse the nine-thousand kilometers separating Berlin and Tokyo, 
travelers in the interwar era would have to spend anywhere from 
46 hours (on a test fl ight in 1938) to 102 hours (on a one-time Zeppelin 
voyage in 1929) to at least ten days (via the Trans-Siberian Railway) 
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to two weeks (with Luft hansa) to almost a month (by sea). Given the 
diffi  culty, cost, and time required for transcontinental travel, Germans 
and Japanese mostly knew each other as an idea. This idea, moreover, 
was molded by those few who enjoyed the privilege to know the other 
country and populace fi rst-hand and the access to the mass media 
to propagate their viewpoints. As I deplaned and drew in a breath 
of the crisp, cold air in Tokyo, I became convinced that in order to 
understand German-Japanese relations and foreign aff airs in general, 
international history must be treated as cultural and intellectual 
history as well. Accordingly, my dissertation examines the role of 
German and Japanese cultural intermediaries as matchmakers in 
depicting and promoting the other country as a partner for the next 
war. It presents the case that the area specialists in both Germany 
and Japan held a near-monopoly in information about the outside 
world and manipulated the media to replace existing notions of each 
other with ones extolling war and martial values. Through mutual 
portrayals of the other as a habitual conqueror, they successfully 
transformed the idea of the other country into reality by preparing the 
conceptual grounds for an alliance. In short, they exercised cultural 
knowledge as power.

An entity as peculiar and of as much world-historical consequence 
as the Tokyo-Berlin Axis has, of course, attracted scrutiny from 
researchers. Aft er all, that Germans became German nationalists 
and Japanese became Japanese militarists is perhaps not entirely 
surprising, but the dynamics through which some Germans became 
supporters of Japanese aggression and vice versa do demand an ex-
planation. Ever since Japan and Germany signed the Anti-Comintern 
Pact in 1936, interpretations stressing the commonality of the two 
nations have been off ered to explain the rapprochement — that both 
were politically authoritarian or fascist, socio-economically back-
ward, or sentimentally given to extremism. Yet scholars have since 
cast doubt on these descriptions of Germany and Japan and there-
fore undermined such comparisons. For if likeness alone suffi  ced 
to ground an alliance, surely Imperial Germany and Imperial Japan 
would have qualifi ed as better candidates than racist Nazi Germany 
and xenophobic militarist Japan. Instead, however, this pair fought 
each other in World War I.

Therefore my analysis deemphasizes similarities as an explanatory 
factor and focuses instead on the actual state of bilateral understand-
ing. For despite technological innovations in the 1920s and 1930s, 
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Japanese and Germans hardly interacted with each other. It made 
little sense to speak of interwar German-Japanese relations, but only 
diplomacy, and even that did not amount to much. Long-distance 
travel priced most of the populations out of ever seeing the other 
country, so that individuals with the means to know foreign lands 
personally, namely adventurers, academics, merchants, missionaries, 
and correspondents, shaped their compatriots’ conceptualization of 
others. For the vast majority of Japanese or Germans, “Germany” or 
“Japan” materialized less as a place than as words or images seen 
in newspapers, watched on fi lms, read in books, heard in lectures, 
discussed in interest clubs, or internalized through language stud-
ies. In order to discover what some Germans and Japanese saw in 
the other as a worthwhile ally, I would need to recapture the mutual 
imaginations generated by the opinion makers in the public sphere.

To accomplish this task, I divided the dissertation into two halves, 
on the German ideation of Japan and then vice versa, each with four 
corresponding chapters. The fi rst half explores the appearances 
of Japan in German newspapers, motion pictures, nonfi ction, and 
voluntary associations, while the second investigates the depictions 
of Germany in Japanese dailies, lectures and pamphlets, nonfi ction, 
and language textbooks. The chapters are designed and organized to 
simulate what I call the step pyramid of knowledge acquisition. That 
is, the four chapters within each half mimic the intellectual journey 
that a German or Japanese layperson would have taken to fi nd out 
more about the other civilization. Together they demonstrate the 
dominance of some of the area specialists in craft ing the image of the 
other country in every layer of knowledge creation and dissemination. 
They also illustrate the eff ectiveness with which German and Japa-
nese commentators promoted the message of bilateral collaboration 
since the early 1930s in various channels of the mass media, so that 
they used knowledge as power by wielding words as a sword.

I. Japan in the German Mass Media

To the extent that ordinary Germans crossed paths with any aspect 
of Japan in their everyday lives, the encounter most likely took place 
on newsprint. The relaxation of censorship aft er 1919 grew the ranks 
of the press available to an overwhelmingly literate people. Even 
nonsubscribers could access multiple dailies by reading them on 
boards in public places, in cafes and restaurants, barbershops, and 
libraries. Moreover, the decentralization of and fi ssures in Germany 
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in the 1920s meant that there was a newspaper for readers of almost 
every locale and belief. Since newspapers reigned as the most ba-
sic and widespread source of enlightenment and amusement they 
would have served as the fi rst stage of the pyramid for Germans 
curious about Japan. Accordingly, I surveyed six newspapers across 
the political spectrum to study the portrayals of Japan in the press. 
For the years between 1919 and 1933, I consulted, from the far left  to 
the far right: Die Rote Fahne, Vorwärts, Vossische Zeitung, Germania, 
Neue Preußische Kreuz-Zeitung, and Völkischer Beobachter, whose 
coverage I extended until 1937 to refl ect its status as the organ of the 
Nazi Party and regime.

Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, Japan as a major power made news 
in Germany in the contexts of international politics or war. All six 
dailies mentioned Japan when reporting world aff airs, indicating that 
Japan was considered worthy of page space and editorial attention. 
More surprising, however, was the frequency with which Japan found 
its way into the newspapers beyond the front page. For example, the 
sports section regularly featured the exploits of Japanese athletes, 
who belonged to that tiny subset of the populations with opportuni-
ties to travel abroad. In the interwar years Japanese sportsmen trav-
eled several times to Germany for competitions, culminating in the 
1936 Berlin Olympics. Although these visits did not quite amount 
to sports diplomacy, they were enthusiastically covered by German 
newsmen, so much so that the communist and Nazi papers could 
even agree in welcoming judo masters from Japan.

Besides the sports pages, Japan was also examined in the culture 
section. German Feuilletons periodically carried short stories on or 
from Japan, as well as travelogues and lighthearted pieces by writers 
familiar with Japan. Thus the Marxist Rote Fahne and Vorwärts pub-
lished tales about the Japanese working class, while the conservative 
Kreuz-Zeitung cheered the popularity of German war fi lms in Japan, 
and the Catholic Germania covered the reception of German paintings 
of Madonna and Child in Japan. In short, readers could habitually see 
Japan in the press regardless of their ideological leanings.

This is not to say, however, that Japan was discussed apolitically. 
Far from it, for editors and commentators certainly used Japan as 
a vehicle to drive home their points. The examples above already 
showed that the dailies were prone to select topics consistent with 
their Weltanschauung. No surprise, then, that left ist papers dwelled 
on labor conditions and nationalistic papers trumpeted war movies. 
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Even the seemingly innocuous theme of sports was subjected to ideo-
logical treatment. Specifi cally, the Rote Fahne greeted the Japanese 
judo masters because they came to Germany to compete with “worker 
athletes,” while the Völkischer Beobachter equated the promotion of 
judo in Japan with Nazi youth sports regimens.1

Therefore, when Japan attacked China in 1931, all the newspapers 
leapt at the opportunity to interpret the news in accordance with their 
worldviews. The Marxist press decried not only Japanese imperialism 
but also the League of Nations as an abettor of Japanese fascism, 
while the centrist papers disapproved of Japan further disrupting 
the international order. Interestingly, the Völkischer Beobachter also 
ridiculed the League as a bully toward Germany but a coward in the 
face of real aggression from Japan. Regarding the Sino-Japanese 
confl ict, the Nazi paper assumed a social-Darwinist neutrality — the 
fi ttest combatant would survive and rightfully claim the spoils. Just 
two days aft er the outbreak of hostilities, it declared: “It is open war 
as the means to resolve by force the struggle for living space. Japan 
has seized the opportunity of the particularly helpless situation in 
which China fi nds itself … to establish a fi rm foothold in China. The 
‘Far East’ has once again taught old Europe how wars are waged.”2 
This Nazi “might is right” outlook departed from the German dip-
lomatic practice in East Asian aff airs, which promoted cooperation 
with China, and foreshadowed the Nazi rapprochement with Japan 
and the eventual abandonment of China.

Beyond the newsstand, the next level of rendezvous for Germans in-
terested in learning more about Japan occurred in the cinema. Like the 
press, fi lm was liberated from wartime control in 1919 and thereaft er 
experienced a golden age that saw it grow in variety, number, and 
sophistication as a mass medium. In fact, the major studio Univer-
sum Film-AG (Ufa) began life as a brainchild of the War Ministry in 
1917 but went on to produce several innovative projects. Typically, a 
visit to the movies consisted of three components: a newsreel, a short 
documentary, and the feature fi lm, usually in that order. Altogether 
the process of “fi lm watching” involved much more than just watching 
a fi lm and could consume the better part of an evening. The allure of 
the silver screen was enhanced by its value, as a ticket cost on average 
less than a Reichsmark for much of the interwar era, well within even 
the budget of unskilled laborers. Since other forms of amusement like 
theater, concert, or opera cost decidedly more than movies, increasing 
numbers of Germans opted to spend spare time and money on fi lm.

1   Rote Fahne, October 1, 
1932; and, Völkischer Beo-
bachter, June 17, 1933.

2   Völkischer Beobachter, 
September 23, 1931.
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Japan debuted in German newsreels in the relatively calm of the 
middle Weimar years. Despite their name newsreels actually reported 
little timely news, since shows were produced weekly (Wochenschau) 
and breaking stories would long since have been announced in 
newspaper extras or on radio. Rather, newsreels animated recent 
events that spectators had already read or heard about elsewhere. 
As a result, 1920s cinema-goers saw vignettes of Japanese daily life 
such as religious festivals showcased in newsreels, so much so that 
Japan made “news” simply for being what Japan was thought to be 
and doing what Japan was thought to do normally.

The relaxed atmosphere disappeared in the early 1930s as war gripped 
Japan and China, and German viewers saw footage and heard sounds 
of fi ghting. Although Japan launched similar attacks against Shang-
hai in 1932 and 1937, the incidents were covered diff erently by the 
newsreels. Whereas in 1932 the narrator expressed sympathy with 
Chinese civilians, in 1937 he lauded the Japanese troops. Even camera 
angles betrayed a bias for Japan — in 1932 the newsreel zoomed in 
on Chinese victims of air raids, but in 1937 the camera literally sided 
with the attacker by shooting from the bomber’s point of view as the 
bomber dropped bombs on faceless masses below.

A short documentary followed the newsreel as the next component 
of a cinematic program. Like newsreels, documentaries purported to 
convey facts, but unlike newsreels their information did not always 
come across as relevant to world aff airs. Given the diffi  culty in shoot-
ing new footage abroad, German documentaries in the 1920s usually 
relied on familiar clichés in depicting Japan, with predictable themes 
such as rice farming and volcanoes. The turning point once again 
emerged in the early 1930s, when documentaries shift ed from nature 
scenes to commentary on current events. One fi lm, Achtung Australi-
en! Achtung Asien!, directed by Colin Ross, a personal acquaintance 
of Hitler’s, specifi cally described and sympathized with the Japanese 
as a “people without space” — a formulation pregnant with the Nazi 
worldview.3 Another documentary, Kampf um die Mandschurei, went 
as far as to argue that Japan must wrest control of Manchuria from 
China for its own future, and this even before Japan attacked China.4

Perhaps the most dramatic shift  in cinematic portrayals of Japan took 
place in feature fi lms. Interestingly, aspects of Japan and its people 
were included in several movies, though, unsurprisingly, these ele-
ments relied heavily on existent orientalist stereotypes, so that the 
Japanese on German screens were merely characters with characteristics 

3   Achtung Australien! Achtung 
Asien! Das Doppelgesicht 
des Ostens, dir. Colin Ross, 
35mm, 2503m, Ufa-Kultur-
abteilung, Berlin, 1930.

4   Kampf um die Mandschurei: 
Die Welt der gelben Rasse, 
dir. Gustav von Estorff  and 
Johannes Häussler, 35mm, 
1502m, Herold-Filmgesell-
schaft , Berlin, 1931.
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rather than persons with personality. In the early interwar years fea-
ture fi lms did little beyond remaking musicals or plays. Fritz Lang’s 
drama Harakiri, for instance, adopted a plot that closely followed that 
of Madama Butterfl y, while the comedy Das Mädel aus Japan tweaked 
but mostly reused the storyline of the musical The Geisha.5 Toward 
the late 1920s, the representations of Japan on fi lm replaced fl owery 
geishas with stoic samurai and uniformed soldiers. Although no 
Japan-themed movie was made in the 1930s to call for collaboration, 
the Nazi regime mobilized celluloid to solidify the alliance aft er its 
onset. In early 1937, the motion picture Die Tochter des Samurai, a 
joint German-Japanese production, was released in both countries.6 
Just as the bizarre Anti-Comintern Pact resulted from the union of 
two strange bedfellows, the fi lm too had to tread a fi ne line between 
boosting the Axis and honoring both the Aryans and the honorary 
ones.

Aft er the silver screen, the intercultural encounter between Germans 
and Japan took place between book covers, especially in nonfi c-
tion books, which collectively approximated the extent of German 
public knowledge about Japan. Certainly, Germans also read fi ction 
on Japan and translated stories, but I excluded these works from 
consideration in the dissertation because they did not claim to be 
factual and it would be futile to try to discern how seriously they were 
taken. Generally speaking, in the 1920s and 1930s German books on 
contemporary Japan were created by a small group of authors: mis-
sionaries, doctoral candidates and scholars, adventurers and travel 
writers, and commentators on current events.

Immediately aft er the Great War, German missions played on out-
sized role in generating knowledge on Japan because both private 
fi rms and the government struggled to re-establish a foothold in the 
country. Churches stood out besides businesses and the state as the 
only institution with the wherewithal to send groups of Germans to 
Japan, namely missionaries, and to print books with little regard for 
worldly gain. Missionaries had the added advantage that they were 
embedded in their host societies, spoke the native tongue, and so-
cialized with the locals. Church publications accounted for so many 
of the books in the early 1920s that readers in Germany searching 
for nonfi ction on contemporary Japan would hardly have missed 
those by the General Protestant Mission Association. The mission-
aries generally held Japan in very high regard. They marveled at the 
natural beauty of the land and the hospitality of the people, but more 

5   Harakiri, dir. Fritz Lang, 
35mm, Decla-Film-Ges. 
Holz & Co., Berlin, 1919; 
and, Das Mädel aus Japan, 
dir. Toni Attenberger, 
Bayerische Filmindustrie, 
Munich, 1919.

6   Die Tochter des Samurai, 
dir. Arnold Fanck, 35mm, 
3292m, Dr. Arnold Fanck-
Film, Berlin, 1937.
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importantly, they uniformly appreciated the strides Japan had made 
toward becoming a Kulturstaat. Although the missionaries were 
disappointed by their lack of success in converting more Japanese, 
they also expressed optimism that, as Japan continue to westernize, 
it would eventually adopt Christianity as a part of modern civilization. 
That is, compared to other Asian countries, Japan presented the best 
chance for salvation in the eyes of the missionaries.

As Germany regained a semblance of stability and prosperity in the 
mid-1920s, more Germans beyond proselytizers could aff ord to take 
an interest in Japan, namely academics and especially doctoral can-
didates. In almost every interwar year aft er 1922, several books on 
Japan based on dissertations were published. A few were composed 
by Japanese fi nishing their degrees abroad, but most were written 
by German graduates who went on to pursue careers not only in 
academia but also in business and government. Broadly speaking, 
these books focused on the arts and the social sciences, particularly 
politics and economics. As Japan attracted more attention and noto-
riety in international aff airs in the late 1920s and 1930s, the number 
of studies on the country also increased. That Japan was chosen as 
the topic of several dissertations at various universities indicates a 
sustained interest in Japan within learned circles in Germany. To 
wit, the doctoral candidates and their advisers deemed Japan a place 
worth knowing in some depth.

The relative international peace in the 1920s also enabled Germans 
with means and will to travel to Japan and to share their observations 
with readers. Correspondingly, the number of travelogues ballooned, 
peaking in the late 1920s, and a handful of adventurers and pioneers 
enjoyed celebrity status in Germany. Some of these, such as Colin 
Ross, Richard Katz, and Kurt Faber, wrote travelogues on East Asia 
that enjoyed multiple printings. Under the pen of these wanderers, 
Japan oft en appeared favorably, especially in contrast to other Asian 
countries, as an oasis of western civilization and modern amenities 
in the exotic Orient. Yet despite the overall positive portrayals of 
Japan in the travelogues, the authors also freely used Japan to deliver 
political commentaries on conditions in Germany. For instance, Ross, 
a supporter of Nazism, lamented that in Japan as in Germany the 
rise of powerful industrial and fi nancial concerns allowed some to 
control more and more of the economy and to steer public opinion 
by acquiring newspapers — virtually the same as Nazi accusations 
against “Jewish capital.”7

7   Colin Ross, Ostasien: China, 
Mandschurei, Korea, Japan 
(Leipzig: E. A. Seemanns 
Lichtbildanstalt, 1929), 45.
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The breakdown of the international order in the early 1930s not only 
destabilized Germany but also altered the pattern of the publication 
of nonfi ction on Japan. The world economic crisis and the outbreak 
of war between China and Japan deterred travelers and shrank the 
number of fi rst-person travelogues but simultaneously made devel-
opments in Japan a more urgent topic. Thus, in the early to mid-1930s 
there arose a wave of books that commented not only on Japan but 
also on German-Japanese relations. These authors typically had little 
to no prior experience with Japan, but the radicalization of German 
politics seemed to have freed imagination in diplomatic alignments 
as well. Beginning in 1935, several works of nonfi ction started to 
suggest the concrete possibility of collaboration between Berlin and 
Tokyo in order to guard against the common threat of communism, 
thereby foreshadowing the Anti-Comintern Pact by more than a year.

Beyond bookstores and libraries, the pyramid for Germans curious 
about Japan narrowed and steepened drastically. Aft er consulting 
newspapers, fi lms, and books, they had literally few places left  to turn 
to for more information, so that nonfi ction represented the last ac-
cessible, authoritative source for knowledge about Japan for the vast 
majority of Germans. Students could search for classes on Japan, but 
they would have found the course off erings disappointing. As of 1935, 
just a year before the onset of the alliance, Germany’s twenty-three 
universities counted only three tenured professorships of Japanology.8 
Moreover, even fi nding a venue to study Japanese presented a chal-
lenge, since only four schools (Berlin, Hamburg, Leipzig, and Bonn) 
were staff ed to provide instruction in the language.9 In any case, since 
only a tiny sliver of the population enjoyed access to higher educa-
tion, universities were not a venue that eff ectively shaped popular 
images of Japan.10

Under these circumstances, voluntary associations (Verein) had the 
opportunity and latitude to create and disseminate knowledge of 
Japan in Germany and to facilitate bilateral rapprochement. Particu-
larly in the 1920s, when the Weimar government was preoccupied 
by crises, private citizens had to assume the responsibility of liaison 
with Japan, so that international relations might even be considered 
personal relations. The endeavor to jumpstart bilateral civilian col-
laboration was championed by an unlikely fi gure, the chemistry 
professor and Nobel laureate Fritz Haber. Aft er a well-received tour 
to Japan, Haber began in 1925 publicly to advocate stronger scholarly 
and cultural bonds with the country, and to lay the groundwork for 

8   Letter from Wilhelm Bur-
meister to Paul Behncke, 
Bundesarchiv-Koblenz, 
R64IV/38, DJG, June 7, 
1935. Burmeister headed 
the German Academic Ex-
change Service (Deutscher 
Akademischer Austausch-
dienst), and Behncke was 
president of the German-
Japanese Society. Ham-
burg had the fi rst and only 
ordentlicher Professor of 
Japanology, while Berlin 
and Leipzig each had an 
ausserordentlicher Profes-
sor. For comparison, there 
were twenty professors of 
Indology, seven of Sinol-
ogy, fi ft een of Semitology, 
four of Islamic studies, 
eight of Egyptology, one of 
Assyriology, sixteen of Ori-
ental studies, two of East 
Asian studies (both Sinol-
ogists), and one of Near 
Eastern studies.

9   Letter from Behncke to 
Minister of Education and 
Culture Bernhard Rust, 
Bundesarchiv-Koblenz, 
R64IV/38, DJG, 12 June 
1935. Lecturers in Jena 
and Frankfurt also taught 
language courses 
periodically.

10  In 1931, the year with the 
highest number of enroll-
ments in the universi-
ties, there were 103,912 
university students out 
of Germany’s population 
of roughly 65 million, in 
Michael Grüttner, Stu-
denten im Dritten Reich 
(Paderborn: Ferdinand 
Schöningh, 1995), 487.
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a new organization to realize this goal. His 
leadership and ability to attract funding and 
colleagues culminated in the foundation of 
the Japan Institute in 1926.

The Japan Institute served as the premier 
German-Japanese association into the early 
1930s, with the goal of supporting Japanese 
studies in Germany and facilitating academic 
communication, rather than advancing any 
foreign-policy agenda. Not all members 
were content with this apolitical stance, 
however, so a few likeminded individuals 
established a splinter group that came to 
be known as the German-Japanese Society 
(Deutsch-Japanische Gesellschaft , DJG) in 
1930. Whereas the Japan Institute promoted 
Japanology, the DJG promoted Japan.

The sea change triggered by the Nazi as-
sumption of power transformed Japan-related 

associational activities in Germany. The apolitical Japan Institute 
found itself unable to navigate a society where suddenly everything 
was becoming politicized, while the unscrupulous DJG remade itself 
to cater to the new masters of Germany by dismissing its Jewish 
members — at the prompting of some Japanese participants in the 
DJG. Through Gleichschaltung the DJG acquired a new leadership that 
boasted no expertise on Japan but substantial connections with the 
Nazi regime and party. Thus the vacuum in offi  cial German attention 
toward Japan that had given rise to the Japan Institute in the 1920s 
enabled the DJG in the 1930s to anoint itself the arbiter of bilateral 
interactions. With breathtaking speed, the DJG carved out a niche 
within the Nazi polycratic jungle on all matters German-Japanese by 
inserting itself in the cultural, academic, military, and political issues 
dealing with Japan. Remarkably, although the DJG remained a civil, 
voluntary association with no offi  cial standing, its leadership regu-
larly hobnobbed and corresponded with high-ranking members of the 
armed forces, SS, and Nazi Party. As the DJG aggressively promoted 
itself, it also raised the profi le of Japan in Germany.

Though the politicization of opinions on Japan benefi ted the DJG 
and its lobbying eff ort, the Nazifi cation of Germany also harmed 
some bonds with Japan. Ironically, people of mixed German and 

Fritz Haber, director of the 
Kaiser-Wihelm-Institut für 
Physikalische Chemie und 
Elektro-Chemie in Berlin 
Dahlem, ca. 1928. Photo 
courtesy of the Bundesar-
chiv (Photo 102-06975).
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Japanese parentage — the literal products 
of bilateral ties — became ensnared in Nazi 
racial dragnets. People who had always 
thought of themselves as good German 
citizens suddenly discovered that they were 
being dismissed from their jobs, expelled 
from universities, and forbidden to marry 
because of their half-Japanese heritage. To 
its credit, the DJG tried to intercede for these 
individuals, but there was precious little it 
could do. They were surprised to discover 
that the much ballyhooed phrase “honorary 
Aryans,” uttered by the Führer himself in 
reference to the Japanese, actually carried 
no legal weight.

The Nazification of Germany wrought its 
gravest damage in the production of knowledge about Japan. Just 
as Japanology was receiving a boost in 1932 with the creation of 
a chair at the University of Leipzig and the hiring of Hans Ueber-
schaar, a rising star in the field, the next year saw the departure 
of Haber and the demise of his handiwork, the Japan Institute. 
The greatest irony took place in 1937, when Ueberschaar him-
self was chased out of Germany by the Gestapo. Although he 
had exceeded all expectations in advancing Japanese studies in 
Leipzig, he was prosecuted for, but not convicted of, “unnatural 
fornication between men.” He was fired and fled to Japan, never 
to return, and the professorship remained unfilled until 1942. 
Despite real, negative repercussions on German-Japanese ex-
changes, the persecution of Ueberschaar exposed the fraud of the 
new German-Japanese alliance and its accompanying propaganda, 
for the Nazi regime placed dogma before reason and ideology 
before diplomacy.

II. Germany in the Japanese Media

Much as in Germany, newspapers were dominant as the most aff ord-
able, available, and diverse source of entertainment and enlighten-
ment in interwar Japan. Although newspapers were introduced to 
Japan only in the 1860s, modern print journalism rapidly achieved 
the status of a veritable fourth estate and an alternative source 
of infl uence besides the state, military, or industry. In fact, by the 

Hans Ueberschaar, profes-
sor of Japanese language 
and culture at the Univer-
sity of Leipzig from 1932 
to 1937. Photograph cour-
tesy of Universitätsarchiv 
Leipzig (N01163-1).
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twentieth century the Japanese press served not only as an incuba-
tor of ideas but also of future statesmen and businessmen, several 
of whom had worked as newsmen earlier in their lives. Also as in 
Weimar Germany, Japan aft er World War I experienced a phase of 
liberalization and democratization known as Taishō Democracy that 
further enhanced the reach and infl uence of the press. The two big-
gest newspaper groups each boasted a daily circulation of about two 
million, which generated enough revenue for their parent companies 
to perform social functions such as raising funds for disaster victims 
or naval construction. Each also integrated vertically to operate its 
own telephone and telegraph services, and even an airline to rush 
news from abroad. Considering the newspapers’ impact throughout 
society and on people’s lives beyond informing the public, they would 
have served as the most basic channel for the initial intercultural 
encounter between Japanese and Germany.

Accordingly, the second half of my dissertation begins with a survey of 
fi ve Japanese dailies from the communist left  to the nationalistic right: 
Akahata, Tōkyō Asahi Shinbun, Yomiuri Shinbun, The Japan Times and 
Mail, and Kokumin Shinbun. During the interwar years and across the 
ideological spectrum, these newspapers paid close attention to Germany. 
Headlines and articles covered a range of topics, featuring the Kaiser, 
elections, scientifi c breakthroughs, the economy, and culture. Although 
in light of the Berlin-Tokyo Axis one might be tempted to interpret the 
detailed coverage on Germany as a predictive sign, this understanding is 
not supported by the evidence. Instead, similar to the conceptualization 
of Japan in the German press, the Japanese newspapers saw Germany 
through ideological lenses. For instance, the conservative paper took 
comfort in the fact that Wilhelm II escaped war crimes trials aft er World 
War I, even though the Kaiserreich had been at war with Japan.11 More-
over, the myopic focus on the Kaiser led many journalists to misread 
German politics. Thus the newspapers persisted in depicting the Nazi 
Party as a monarchist movement and believed that Hitler’s rise could 
bring a return of the Kaiser.12 Meanwhile, in the early 1930s the Marxist 
paper downplayed the rise of the Nazis as the last gasp of capitalism 
and celebrated marginal communist electoral gains as signs of an im-
minent Bolshevik revolution.13 Such misinterpretations demonstrate that 
the strong interest in Germany exhibited by the Japanese press did not 
necessarily translate into an accurate understanding.

Moreover, although Germany usually appeared as a powerful nation 
in the newspapers, the Japanese press did not always welcome a 

11  Yomiuri, January 28, 1920.

12  Tōkyō Asahi Shinbun, 
November 11, 1923.

13  Akahata, November 15, 1932.
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revived Germany. While in the 1920s Japanese 
journalists lavished much attention on the 
experiments of a Germany under a new 
government in a new international order, 
by the early 1930s a strengthening Germany 
became a matter of concern. Germany’s 
economy was perceived as a competitor for 
Japan, especially during the diffi  cult times 
of the world economic crisis. When Hitler 
assumed power, his regime actually soured 
relations with Japan. The boorish tactics of 
the Nazis, including the book burning and 
persecution of Jewish Germans, turned off  
a wide swath of editorial opinions. Worse 
yet, in July 1933 Reich Economics Minister 
Alfred Hugenberg caused a fi restorm in 
the Japanese press when he argued that 
in order to meet its reparations obliga-
tions Germany should regain control of its 
former colonies.14

Yet less than a year later, in May 1934, the government-subsidized 
Japan Times issued a special supplement, “Japan and Germany Linked 
in Friendship,” to celebrate and encourage bilateral rapprochement. 
How did the volte-face come to be? First, the Japanese press felt far 
more threatened by communism than by any Nazi claims for former 
colonies. Already in 1933, the Japan Times opined, “There was a day 
when political developments in distant lands were of but passing 
interest to the public of Japan. That such keen interest should be 
manifested in the recent Nationalist landslide which marked the 
German elections of March 5 is evidence of the ever increasing in-
terdependence of nations … Thus, in Japan as in Germany, there are 
the forces of nationalism on the one hand and on the other those of 
communism.”15 Second and more importantly, many of the fl ash-
points between Tokyo and Berlin had subsided. The book burning 
lasted but a night and the boycott of Jewish businesses only a day. 
Even the controversy over Germany’s the former Pacifi c colonies 
disappeared quickly. Hugenberg was sacked by Hitler, and while 
traditional conservatives continued to speak of the lost colonies, 
the Nazis were not a traditional bunch. The Third Reich envisioned 
its imperialistic future in Eastern Europe, not the Far East, thereby 
neutralizing a major irritant in bilateral relations.

14  Kokumin Shinbun, June 
18, 1933.

15  The Japan Times and Mail, 
March 10, 1933.

The Japan Times Special 
Supplement, “Japan and 
Germany Linked in Friend-
ship,” May 1934.
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Beyond newspapers, the next venue of intercultural encounter be-
tween the Japanese and Germany was public lectures and pamphlets. 
Ideally, the second step on the Japanese pyramid should correspond 
to the German one, in the form of a discussion of portrayals of Germany 
in Japanese cinema, but two factors made this an impossible proposi-
tion. First, evidence indicates that very few Japanese fi lms featured 
German themes or characters. To the extent that Japanese moviegoers 
saw Germany on the silver screen, the fi lm was most likely imported 
from Germany and thus would not reveal Japanese attitudes toward the 
country. Second, only a small number of Japanese fi lms from the inter-
war period still survive today and are not easily accessible. Therefore I 
chose public lectures and pamphlets as substitute sources comparable 
to motion pictures because they served similar functions in informing 
the two populations. A lecture took about the same time to sit through 
as a fi lm, and the spoken words had an ephemeral quality similar to 
that of moving images. Lastly, lecture circuits were immensely popular 
and had a national audience, and the texts of lectures were regularly 
published and sold as aff ordable pamphlets.

The portrayals of Germany in lectures and pamphlets in interwar 
Japan evolved through three stages. The fi rst stage, which was co-
terminous with the 1920s, saw Japanese commentators on Germany 
attempting to get reacquainted with the new Germany aft er 1919. Al-
though scholarly works on modern Japanese-German relations oft en 
dismiss World War I as an aberration from a long-term trend toward 
engagement, for the Japanese at the time the confl ict represented a 
real caesura lasting four years that cut off  contact between the two 
countries. Moreover, Germany had changed so much between 1914 
and 1919 that the Japanese observers felt that they needed to re-learn 
the facts about Germany. As a result, lectures from the fi rst interwar 
decade were usually delivered by Japanese who visited Germany or 
Europe for work. Evidently Germany, in spite or perhaps because of 
the vicissitudes of war and revolution, remained an engrossing topic 
among the Japanese. Lecturers could and did draw large audiences 
even if the content constituted little more than one person’s impres-
sion of Weimar Germany. In this stage, the lectures discussed Germany 
in a matter-of-fact, businesslike, and rational tone. None of the 
speakers voiced any hostility toward Germany, the former enemy, and 
several even showed sympathy for the hardships faced by ordinary 
Germans. Yet the lecturers also made it clear that they considered 
Germany primarily responsible for its defeat and predicament aft er 
1919. As Germany managed to stabilize itself in the mid-1920s, the 
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speakers were also relieved, not because they had any innate or emo-
tional preference for the country, but because Germany’s well-being 
was crucial to the world’s and thus Japan’s own well-being. A few 
even gave talks on how Japan might learn from Germany’s revival 
from political and economic chaos, since Japan was also rebuilding 
from the catastrophic Great Kanto Earthquake in 1923.

As the world economic crisis paralyzed politics and poli-
cies in Germany and gave an opening to extremists on the 
left and the right in the early 1930s, the development of 
Japanese lectures and pamphlets on Germany entered a second 
stage, in which they exhibited a shift  in tone away from neutral ob-
servation to partisan advocacy. In other words, whereas the lecturers 
had previously expressed concern for all of Germany’s welfare, now 
they showed a preference for a certain segment within the country. 
Specifi cally, a number of commentators appeared to have been won 
over by Nazism without the Nazis even attempting to win support 
in Japan. The person of Hitler became an extremely popular topic 
among audiences and readers. One speaker who was likely the fi rst 
Japanese ever to have met Hitler in 1930 even launched a profi table 
lecture circuit based on that meeting alone. This stage also wit-
nessed the entrance of a number of pamphleteers into the business 
of commenting on Germany. Usually they had no previous interest 
in or interactions with the country and appeared to be motivated 
mostly by profi t. In addition, unlike the unemotional tone of the 
lecturers in the 1920s, these entrants used much more sensational 
language to promote a populist version of Nazism and to drive up 
sales of their publications.

In the third and fi nal stage, starting in 1935, the ubiquitous pam-
phlets and exclusive lectures on Germany began to converge in 
their advocacy for concrete action to realize a Japanese-German 
rapprochement. The crucial change took place when infl uential 
voices within the political, military, and industrial establishments 
in Japan seemed to have been reassured about Hitler’s intentions. 
Whereas the more highbrow lectures had used to stick to facts, now 
they joined the populist and sensationalist pamphlets in calling for 
bilateral collaboration. In mid-1935, that is, more than a year before 
the eventual Anti-Comintern Pact, some lectures and pamphlets were 
already laying out plans for an anti-Soviet alliance. In hindsight, it 
appears that the government was merely catching up with public 
discussions on foreign policy.
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Aft er lectures and pamphlets, those Japanese still eager to learn more 
about Germany would have to head to bookstores and libraries to con-
sult topical nonfi ction. In addition to books by Japanese writers, the 
reader was likely to run into numerous works translated from German 
into Japanese without editorial comments. In the interwar period, Jap-
anese institutions and individuals translated volumes from German 
with gusto; civil and penal law codes, books on trade practices, and 
technical manuals were the most sought-aft er items. Although these 
works each conveyed little beyond their own specialties, together they 
made up the central pillar of the transfer of knowledge from Germany 
to Japan and hence a source for the analysis of Japan’s perception of 
Germany. Aft er all, the selection of works that a people invests the hu-
man resources, time, and money to translate from a foreign language 
says a lot about what it prioritizes as worthwhile from another nation, 
so that the aggregate of translated works represents an evaluation by 
one civilization of another. Seen from this perspective, from the 1920s 
to 1940s Japan esteemed Germany highly, as it imported publications 
on even rather obscure topics, such as the procedures for transporting 
corpses by rail and regulations on horse-racing.

In some ways, Japanese books on Germany followed a pattern similar 
to that of the lectures and pamphlets. Nonfi ction works in the 1920s 
adopted a factual, businesslike tone in their depictions of Germany, 
while those in the 1930s tended to be more political and activist. Yet 
important diff erence separated the books and the pamphlets. 

Books did not operate within nearly as thin a profi t margin or as 
tight a publication schedule as pamphlets. The quick turnaround 
of pamphlets allowed for a response to breaking news, but book 
authors could utilize the extra time to incorporate in-depth analysis 
with an extended timeframe. The wider profi t and time margins 
also enabled books to indulge in themes deemed less pressing than 
those in pamphlets. What is more, book writers presumably felt less 
pressure than pamphleteers to sensationalize a topic because book 
readers were expected not only to be suffi  ciently curious about the 
content to spend the time to read the books but also to have more 
education than the consumers of pamphlets. As a result, whereas 
many pamphlets were decorated with front pages featuring outland-
ish graphics and slogans to boost sales, most books were designed 
to be judged not by their covers but by their contents.

The most remarkable feature of Japanese nonfi ction on Germany in 
the 1920s was the air of uncertainty conveyed in the content. The 
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authors, most of whom had visited Germany before World War I, 
focused on the many changes brought about by defeat and revolu-
tion. Several of them wrote touchingly about their distress in seeing 
a proud people reduced to panhandling or scavenging for food.16 
Indeed, the Great War loomed so large in the mind of Japanese writ-
ers that the word “war” appeared in most books on Germany in the 
1920s. Still, although the conditions witnessed by these writers were 
horrible, they uniformly showed faith that Germany would recover 
its former glory. While the authors meant well, this sentiment also 
betrayed a bias for the old order under the Kaiser. This longing for the 
past colored their distrust of the Weimar Republic, which most writ-
ers did not believe to be a viable, stable entity. Moreover, although a 
few writers appreciated the cultural fl owering under Weimar, several 
also expressed distaste of the freewheeling atmosphere in Berlin’s 
nightlife.17

Therefore, when a right-wing movement began to rise in Germany in 
the early 1930s, some authors were already sentimentally primed to 
receive the ideology favorably. Yet their welcoming attitude toward 
Nazism did not necessarily convey a deep understanding of the ideol-
ogy. In fact, many writers were so misguided by their own memory of 
Imperial Germany that they mistook Nazism as a monarchist ideol-
ogy. Like the lecturers, several authors were charmed by the person 
of Hitler; the fi rst Japanese biography of Hitler appeared as early 
as September 1931, just a year or so aft er the initial Nazi electoral 
breakthrough. It was also quite telling that the fi rst encyclopedic 
work on Weimar Germany took ten years to emerge, as if writers 
and publishers alike wanted to be sure that the Republic would not 
collapse before committing to the project. By contrast, the fi rst such 
works on Nazi Germany appeared within three years of the regime’s 
establishment, indicating the confi dence the writers had in the dic-
tatorship’s survival. By the mid-1930s, a handful of publishers even 
emerged to focus exclusively on importing and translating materials 
from Nazi Germany.

By the time the Japanese climber of the pyramid of knowledge ac-
quisition had consulted the books on various aspects of Germany, 
the reader would make a rather unsettling discovery. Even if he had 
exhausted Japanese nonfi ction on Germany and German works 
translated into Japanese, he would only have accessed a minuscule 
portion of the total corpus of works on Germany, most of which was 
published in German and therefore inaccessible to Japanese lay 

16  For example, Nagura 
Mon’ichi, Kyōwakoku 
Doitsu (Tokyo: Ōsaka Yagō 
Shoten, 1922), 159–60.

17  Katayama Masao, Gendai 
Doitsu bungakukan 
(Tokyo: Bunken Shoin, 
1924), Foreword 1.
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readers. In other words, to common Japanese the German tongue 
represented at once the lock and key to a treasure trove of informa-
tion. In order for non-experts to discover fi rsthand this wealth and 
gain self-suffi  ciency in their quest for knowledge, they would fi rst 
have to rely on and learn from one last group of cultural intermediaries — 
Japanese linguists and instructors of the German language.

As a result, language textbooks represented the last stage of the 
Japanese intellectual encounter with Germany. While even today the 
Japanese suff er from the stereotype of being poor foreign-language 
learners, this image belies the strong interest many Japanese, then as 
now, had in mastering foreign tongues. The apparent lack of success 
likely had more to do with the quirks of linguistics rather than eff ort. 
Since Japanese has no strong ties to other languages, native Japanese 
speakers fi nd most foreign tongues quite alien. German, of course, would 
have been no exception. For instance, there are features in German, 
such as articles, noun declension, and verb conjugation, that are 
absent in Japanese and would strike Japanese students as unfamiliar 
concepts. This observation would apply to many European languages, 
but German presented a unique set of diffi  culties to the Japanese in 
the 1920s and 1930s. Even before delving into the niceties of gram-
mar, German would have looked rather diffi  cult to the Japanese. Un-
like other Western European languages, German retained the use of 
blackletter or Fraktur well into the twentieth century. Thus, even for 
those Japanese who had studied French or English, deciphering the 
letters of German in blackletter would have been diffi  cult. Handwritten 
German might not have off ered any relief either, as German could be 
penned in either the traditional cursive common to other European 
languages or the Sütterlin style, another feature unique to German. 
The pronunciation of German, too, came across as odd, as German 
has a number of sounds unfamiliar to speakers of Japanese.

Yet sources indicate unequivocally that in the interwar era many 
Japanese studied German, so much so that a cottage industry sprang 
up to answer the demand for language tools. Why would any Japanese 
be interested in such a challenging language? As it turned out, 
mastering German would have brought several tangible advantages. 
German was a required foreign language for those Japanese studying 
a range of subjects from philosophy to physics, especially chemistry, 
medicine, dentistry, and pharmacology. In order to access original re-
search and the latest scientifi c knowledge from Germany, a number of 
Japanese resolved to master the language despite its many diffi  culties.
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Since Germany was already perceived as the source of much scien-
tifi c knowledge, it did not take much of a logical leap for the more 
politically minded of the linguists to interpret Germany ideologically 
through lessons on German. For example, one author compared the 
“round, circuitous” Latin script used by the British to the “formal, 
earnest” blackletter preferred by the Germans.18 To others, the 
sounds of spoken German evoked the image of a virile, rugged, and 
disciplined people. The clearly demarcated tenses in German seemed 
to indicate a particularly Germanic, precise understanding of time, 
while one outdid all others in extrapolation by singling out relative 
pronouns as a key for the success of not only the Germans but also 
the whole white race.19

The transformation of Germany aft er 1933 caused many Japanese 
linguists to change the content of their language books. Many writers 
reasoned that, as a new Germany was being built under Nazism, a 
new German language was about to be born, and the Japanese would 
do well to be acquainted with this new language. Thus many of the 
Japanese linguists voluntarily Nazifi ed the content of their works, 
without any pressure at all from the German or Japanese govern-
ment. Beginning in the mid-1930s, Japanese students of German 
were regularly taught a politicized and Nazifi ed German, so that for 
homework exercises they would have to translate into Japanese the 
following sentence, “Democracy again? Who still thinks of it as a 
spiritual factor today? The era of National Socialism is now march-
ing forth in Germany!”20 Well before the German-Japanese alliance 
became a reality, a number of Japanese had already undergone self-
Gleichschaltung and became fl uent in Nazi speak.

III. Conclusion

The Berlin-Tokyo Axis, once so intimidating, left  no monuments. To-
day, the only evidence for the Axis materializes as words and images 
in documents stashed in archives and libraries. In the interwar years 
up until the Anti-Comintern Pact, to the extent that the populations 
thought of the other country at all, the two countries interacted with 
each other as ideas. To be sure, the two nations upheld certain levels 
of interaction in diplomacy and commerce, but most Japanese and 
Germans never had the chance to know the other fi rsthand. Rather, 
they learned of each other as fi ne print in newspapers, moving pic-
tures on cinema screens, uttered sounds captured in pamphlets, 
words and images printed in books, activities conducted in voluntary 

18   A. Hahn and Sawai Yōichi, 
Seiongaku hon’i Dokubun 
shinkai (Tokyo: Nichido-
ku Shoin, 1924), 63–4.

19  Sekiguchi Tsugio, Doit-
sugo daikōza 1 (Tokyo: Gaigo 
Kenkyūsha, 1935), 261.

20  Takakuwa Sumio, Teiyō 
Doitsu shōbunten 
(Tokyo: Nanzandō Shoten, 
1936), 42.
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associations, and vocabulary and grammar memorized in language 
studies. The German and Japanese governments could do, and did, 
little to control the appearances of their own nations in the other. 
Instead, Japanese opinion makers shaped the depictions of Germany 
in Japan, and German commentators molded the portrayals of Japan 
in Germany.

The German mass media propagated a static but schizophrenic 
image of Japan — “a country of juxtaposition” between West and 
East, familiar and exotic, integration and isolation, etc. The German 
conceptualization of Japan in the press, the cinema, nonfi ctions, 
and interest clubs underwent no great changes. Clichés such as 
“land of the rising sun,” geisha and samurai, and the homogeneous 
island nation were applied to describe Japan. These multiple and 
malleable ideations allowed German opinion makers and eventually 
the government to highlight aspects of Japan to suit their political 
needs. Meanwhile, the Japanese mass media reported on Germany 
selectively, pining nostalgically for the Kaiserreich, downplaying the 
Weimar Republic, and then trumpeting the Third Reich. In all the 
conduits of information — newspapers, lectures and pamphlets, 
books, and language texts — Germany was portrayed as a country of 
science, order, and progress, and the Germans as a people persever-
ing in the face of catastrophes. In contrast to Germany’s unchanging 
portrait of Japan, Japan’s portrait of Germany followed a narrative of 
a country spiraling downward in the 1920s and rising in redemption 
in the 1930s.

Beginning in the early 1930s, independent but simultaneous changes 
within Japan and Germany prompted a small but vocal clique of Japa-
nese intellectuals, echoed by their German counterparts, to paint an 
increasingly rosy but distorted portrait of each other’s country. The 
Japanese pundits substituted the extant notion of a progressive and 
culturally diverse Germany with one romanticizing its past battlefi eld 
heroics, martial ethos, and radical ideologies. Meanwhile, the German 
commentators replaced the pre-existing stereotype of a quaint, tra-
ditional, and geisha-fi lled Japan with one populated by warriors and 
glorifying its embrace of political violence, defi ance of international 
order, and off ensive war.

The phenomenon of increasingly more militant German-Japanese 
mutual conceptualizations off ers a fascinating example in intercul-
tural intellectual relations. It represents an instance of a population 
mentally empowering a foreign people to commit violent acts and 
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gravitating toward such acts, unlike the more conventional case of 
one believing in the superiority of one’s own country. The dissertation 
argues that the opinion-makers developed the subject of bilateral 
cooperation and articulated it in politico-military terms. They voiced 
support for the alliance before it was formed and furnished defense 
for it aft erward. In other words, they helped transform the idea of the 
other country into diplomatic reality by seeding the public and offi  cial 
consciousness with rhetoric and imagery glamorizing war. Well be-
fore the two regimes signed the Anti-Comintern Pact, some German 
and Japanese commentators had already begun collaborating in joint 
publications. In short, while the pundits did not control traditional 
sources of power like the armed forces, bureaucracy, noble lineages, 
party machines, or great wealth, they wielded their knowledge of 
the outside world as power and helped transform their fantasy into 
reality. To wit, they wielded the pen as the sword. 

Ricky W. Law is Assistant Professor of History at Carnegie Mellon University. He 
received his Ph.D. from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and was 
the recipient of the 2013 Fritz Stern Dissertation Prize. Currently he is revising 
his dissertation, “Knowledge is Power: The Interwar German and Japanese Mass 
Media in the Making of the Axis,” which studies the role of opinion makers in 
leading the public discourse that helped make the alliance imaginable. He also 
has a chapter in Beyond Alterity: German Encounters with Modern East Asia, to be 
published by Berghahn Books in July 2014.
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AMERICANIZATION? EUROPEANIZATION? 
GLOBALIZATION?
THE GERMAN ECONOMY SINCE 1945
HELMUT SCHMIDT PRIZE LECTURE, GHI WASHINGTON, OCTOBER 24, 2013

Mary Nolan 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

I want to thank the German Historical Institute and the ZEIT-Stift ung 
Ebelin und Gerd Bucerius for awarding me the Helmut Schmidt 
Prize for German-American Economic History. It is an unexpected 
honor to receive this prize and to be in the company of the previous 
distinguished recipients. Like anyone concerned with the history of 
the German and transatlantic economies, I appreciate that the ZEIT 
Foundation and the GHI recognize the importance of economic his-
tory — a fi eld that for several decades did not exactly have a lot of 
sex appeal in the historical profession or the broader public. That 
is changing, however, due to the ideology and reality of globaliza-
tion, to the successes and problems of the European Union and the 
Euro, and to the economic crisis that began in 2007/08 and persists 
in varied forms on both sides of the Atlantic. There is nothing like 
bank collapses, housing busts, and sovereign debt crises to remind 
people that economies have complex histories fi lled with structural 
shift s and conjunctural swings and a rather promiscuous variety of 
production regimes, fi scal and monetary systems, and trading part-
ners and patterns. 

I feel especially pleased and surprised to have received the Helmut 
Schmidt Prize, for I do a rather unorthodox kind of economic history; 
indeed, many who practice quantitative economic history or more 
traditional business history may not consider what I do as really 
economic history. My writings pay as much attention to political 
economy and economic imaginaries as to economic institutions. They 
are concerned not only with the organization of fi rms and practices 
of business associations but also with the organization of production 
and transformations of the labor process — I began my academic 
life as a labor historian. I have written extensively on questions of 
consumption and consumer cultures, but always linking them back 
to the production regimes and state economic policies with which 
the consumption of material goods and cultural products is inextri-
cably entangled. My work attends to the factory fl oor and corporate 
boardrooms, but equally to spaces usually considered marginal to 
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economic history, such as kitchens. Although my fi rst book focused 
only on Germany, indeed only on Düsseldorf with its radical Social 
Democratic movement and powerful business community, my work 
became increasingly transnational, focusing fi rst on German-
American economic relations in the 1920s, and then on the United 
States and Europe, capaciously defi ned, in the long twentieth cen-
tury.1 In the latter work, Germany of necessity features prominently. 

The current moment is auspicious for reconsidering U.S.-German 
economic relations in particular and U.S.-European ones more 
broadly, for in the era of the European Union, neatly separating the 
national from the European is all but impossible, as politicians and 
publics can attest. Three recent controversies have spurred debate 
about the current state of transatlantic relations and their future de-
velopment. The fi rst involves the revelations about National Security 
Agency (NSA) surveillance of German telecommunications, including 
Chancellor Angela Merkel’s cell phone. Although Germany was far 
from the only target of interest for the NSA, its secret monitoring 
raised German concerns about whether the American government 
regarded Germany as an intimate and trustworthy ally on a par with 
its English-speaking ones, or as a third-class ally. It led Germans to 
question whether Germany and the United States had profoundly 
diff erent values and laws on privacy, as well as whether the German 
government knew about the NSA programs and had become danger-
ously “Americanized” in its own electronic intrusions. The second 
issue involved Syria and whether Germany would follow the United 
States’ lead and sanction militarized intervention in the brutal civil 
war there. As in the case of the Iraq War in 2003 and Libya in 2011, 
Germany did not join the “coalition of the willing.” Neither of these 
contentious matters focused on the economy — although Germans 
worried about possible American industrial and business espionage 
in the wake of the Snowden leaks — but both created tensions af-
fecting the third issue: Central to transatlantic economic relations, 
this issue involves negotiations around the establishment of a U.S.-
European Union Transatlantic Free Trade Agreement (TAFTA) or, to 
use its offi  cial name, Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership 
(TTIP). 

This is not the fi rst time since the 1944 Bretton Woods Agreement 
and the postwar General Agreement on Trade and Tariff s that trans-
atlantic free trade has been discussed, but the current proposals are 
vastly more ambitious than anything previously recommended. In its 

1   Social Democracy and Society: 
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1890-2010 (Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 2012).
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most expansive form, TTIP calls for zero tariff s on goods, free trade 
in services and investment, and the elimination or “harmonization” 
of non-tariff  barriers, i.e. regulations of all sorts. The current negotia-
tions both suggest the closeness of transatlantic ties and foreground 
the ways in which American and European economic structures, 
fi nancial systems, social policies, and approaches to regulation — of 
everything from banks and labor to cultural goods and genetically 
modifi ed foods — diff er, oft en substantially. Which European and 
American policies, institutions, and values can serve as the basis for 
collaboration, and which are sources of confl ict that could signifi -
cantly narrow any possible agreement or derail it completely?

I want to place the current moment of proposed increased transat-
lantic economic cooperation in historical context. That context could 
be extended back to the late nineteenth century, when multilateral 
transatlantic trade and investment were increasing, and Germany 
and the United States were challenging British global economic 
hegemony. Or one could begin in the 1920s, when Germany and 
some other European states, especially the Soviet Union, were fas-
cinated with Fordism, the American model of mass production and 
consumption, even if no European country was able to emulate that 
model in the interwar period. Or one could start with the Depression 
and fascism, which led to a disarticulation of the global economy, 
the rise of competing regionalisms, and, in the wake of World War 
II, the economic devastation of Europe and emergence of America 
as the global economic hegemon. I, however, want to focus on the 
decades aft er 1945. 

How might we best understand the changing nature of the West Ger-
man (and later unifi ed German) economy and its relationship with 
the United States, which was, alternately and oft en simultaneously, 
a model for Germany to emulate or avoid, an adviser, a collaborator, 
and a competitor? To what extent is the capacious and contentious 
concept of Americanization appropriate? To what extent did a dis-
tinctive German or Rhenish variety of capitalism, more akin to that 
of other European countries than to that of the United States, persist 
or emerge? And if so, do such developments, along with the creation 
of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), the Common 
Market and then the European Union (EU) and a common currency, 
make Europeanization a more useful conceptual framework for un-
derstanding the German economy?
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Finally, what about globalization, that much-used and abused term? 
What light does it shed on the German economy since the 1970s, 
when the second wave of modern globalization began? (The fi rst 
started during the late nineteenth century and ended in the aft ermath 
of World War I.) Should one view the current state of German-
American economic cooperation and competition as part of or a 
response to globalization? Or, as Henry Kissinger rather dismissively 
claimed in 1973, do Germans and Europeans have only regional 
interests while the United States alone has global ones?2

I. Americanization

Let’s begin our exploration of the post-1945 German economy with 
Americanization. In the years aft er 1945, American military person-
nel, businessmen, Marshall Plan administrators, labor leaders, foun-
dation offi  cials, and educators moved out across Western Europe to 
spread the gospel of democratic capitalism and anti-Communism. 
They encouraged Europeans, and especially Germans, to adopt the 
“politics of productivity,” to open their markets, integrate their econo-
mies, and allow Hollywood fi lms, jazz, and rock ‘n’ roll to circulate 
freely. “You can be like us” was the American promise — one that 
many perceived as a threat. But did the combination of aid, invest-
ment, multinationals, foundations, consumer goods, and cultural 
products — all varied forms of American soft  and semi-hard power — 
transform European economies and societies in the ways anticipated 
by either Americans or Germans? 

At issue are not American ambitions, but rather Western Europe’s 
openness to things American and its ability to adopt or adapt them. 
While most scholars agree that concepts such as thoroughgoing Eu-
ropean emulation or American cultural imperialism are too crude to 
describe the complex transatlantic interactions, there is much room 
for disagreement about what postwar Americanization looked like 
in diff erent areas of economy and society, in diff erent countries, and 
for diff erent classes, generations, and genders. Indeed, there is much 
disagreement about how to defi ne that elusive term. Some speak of 
the transfer of the American economic model and partial conver-
gence, while others opt for cross-fertilization or speak of adaption, 
negotiation, and the resulting creation of hybrid economic practices, 
products, and policies. 

The essence of the American model is equally open to dispute. For 
Victoria de Grazia, its core is American mass consumption, with its 
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distinctive Fordized system of distribution, new advertising tech-
niques and messages, democratic ethos, consumer citizens, and 
promise of a dramatically new standard of living.3 For Charles Maier, 
the American model that was exported post-1945 was ideological as 
much as institutional. It was a “politics of productivity,” promoted 
by mass production, organizational rationalization, new technol-
ogy, and an open international economic order and that promised 
not only growth but an escape from the zero-sum distributional 
struggles and ideological politics of earlier decades.4 For Marie-Laure 
Djelic, the essence of the postwar American model — a model that 
was historically specifi c but claimed universal validity — was the 
large multidivisional, rationalized corporation, operating under the 
constraints of antitrust legislation and competing in oligopolistic 
markets.5 Christian Kleinschmidt and Gary Herrigel reject the idea of 
a unitary American model, embodying the best practices for produc-
tivity and marketing. Instead, they see the United States as having 
off ered an ensemble of organizational innovations, technologies, and 
management and marketing practices, from which Europeans could 
pick and choose and which they would modify and recombine to suit 
local institutions, needs, preferences, and prejudices.6

America’s infl uence varied across European countries, depending on 
the amount of U.S. aid and investment, the size of the U.S. military 
presence, the strength of prior cultural ties and economic exchanges, 
and the depth of national resistance to imports from across the 
Atlantic. France was among the least “Americanized” countries, 
Germany among the most.7 But how Americanized did the Federal 
Republic become? 

Opinions vary greatly. Volker Berghahn has traced a gradual post-
1945 Americanization of West German business and German society 
and culture more broadly, for example, while Werner Abelshauser 
insists that American and German production regimes looked more 
similar in the late nineteenth century than in the late twentieth.8 
Those seeing — and advocating for — a convergence of capitalist 
economies around the American model have argued this thesis 
in various ways. In the fi rst postwar decades, they insisted on the 
technological necessity of Fordist mass production and mass con-
sumption; from the late 1970s on, they stressed the economic logic 
and scientifi c status of Anglo-American neo-liberalism; currently 
they point to the imperatives of globalization. Proponents of varieties 
of capitalism — whether they label those varieties market versus 
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welfare capitalism; liberal market economies versus coordinated mar-
ket ones; or neo-American versus Rhenish models, to cite just a few 
of the labels used — deny the rumors of impending convergence and 
insist on the viability and fl exibility of non-liberal, socially embedded 
and managed models.9 There is little agreement among historians, 
economists, and social scientists on the key issues to be analyzed, 
the crucial periods to be studied or the defi nition of terms, above all 
“Americanization.” 

When I read the literature on Americanization and that on varieties 
of capitalism side by side, I sometimes feel that I’m in a room full 
of blind people describing an elephant. Depending which part of 
the elephant — or in our case, which part of the economy — you 
touch, you can describe an utterly diff erent beast. If one focuses 
on industrial relations and issues of governance — Mitbestimmung 
(co-determination), national pattern wage bargaining, the high de-
gree of organization among businesses or if you focus on how fi rms 
secure fi nancing, train workers, maintain relations with suppliers or 
choose members of their boards — one sees a Germany that bears 
little resemblance to America from the 1950s through the 1990s and 
still diff ers in signifi cant respects. If you look primarily at produc-
tion methods, technology, and economic legislation — such as mass 
production, Fordist technologies and factory organization, and the 
1957 anti-cartel law — you fi nd evidence of rupture with past German 
practices. But historians and social scientists disagree about whether 
these borrowings substantially transformed the German industrial 
order or whether they represented an ambivalent and generation and 
branch-specifi c embrace of the American model. 

When attention is turned to mass consumption and the accompa-
nying spread of commodifi ed mass culture and leisure, the creature 
being described seems, at fi rst glance, to be remarkably American-
ized.10 Upon closer inspection, the meaning assigned to goods, the 
ways they were sold, regulated and paid for, and the spaces into which 
they were inserted seem distinctly German. Abelshauser sees a re-
surgence of organized business and later labor interests in the 1950s 
and labels them corporatist; Berghahn sees only business infl uence; 
and van Hook insists that German institutions and policies remained 
Marktkonform (market-compliant), as the Americans and Germans 
(like Erhard) wanted, throughout the 1950s. Some claim the 1957 
German cartel law assured the triumph of the large, American-style, 
multidivisional corporation operating in oligopolistic markets; others 

9   For an introduction to the 
“Varieties of Capitalism” 
literature see Varieties of 
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Advantage, ed. Peter A. Hall 
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the Challenge of the Century 
(Oxford: Oxford University 
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claim it allowed spaces for the reemergence of organized cooperation 
that functioned in ways similar to cartels.11 Those emphasizing the 
Americanization of the German economy focus on the fi rst postwar 
decades, when the American model meant Fordist mass production 
by a new corporate order combined with new forms of mass con-
sumption, the expansion of the welfare state, and Keynesianism; 
and they ignore the troubled career of Americanization since the 
economic crises of the 1970s. Those stressing Modell Deutschland 
concentrate on the strength of corporatist institutions from the late 
1960s onward and contrast it to the American model in its current guise, 
a model which stands for a post-Fordist, information technology- and 
fi nance-based economy, neoliberal economic policies, and an owner-
ship society that has drastically curbed social rights and eroded the 
social infrastructure. 

All of these arguments capture part of the German-American en-
counter in the postwar decades, an encounter that had multiple, 
if unequal agents, with complex and oft en confl icting motives and 
goals. Germans, like other Europeans, selected, negotiated, modifi ed, 
adapted and sometimes completely rejected what the Americans 
off ered and oft en tried to impose with varying degrees of economic 
and political coercion. How do we conceptualize the resulting hybrid 
economic entity?

Despite a strong presence of American fi rms, products, cultural goods 
and economic ideas, I would argue that Germany developed a distinc-
tive and European variety of capitalism. First, the degree of borrowing 
from, negotiating with, adapting and modifying things American 
varied greatly in diff erent areas of the economy. Second, individual, 
more Americanized aspects of the economy should not be seen in 
isolation, but rather in relation both to other, less Americanized 
ones and within the context of state institutions, economic policies, 
social rights, and visions of the good life and just society. Finally, 
the relationship of Germany to the American model has shift ed in 
substantial ways across the Cold War decades and beyond because 
of the diff ering ways in which Germany and America have changed. 
By the 1990s, the new neoliberal American model of speculative 
stock market capitalism and globalization was in the ascendancy; its 
proponents touted its universal applicability, moral superiority, and 
historical inevitability. As the German economy slumped and exhib-
ited new rigidities, many Germans looked anxiously and enviously 
across the Atlantic. Yet they adopted only watered-down versions of 
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new American practices without fundamentally restructuring many 
aspects of technology, fi rm fi nancing, governance, production, labor 
relations and social policy — a process many label as hybridization 
rather than (neo-)liberalization.12

If American and German institutions and practices increasingly 
diverged, so too did the values embedded in and promoted by each 
model. The American model came to champion competition, valorize 
risk, and tolerate enormous inequality to an unprecedented degree. 
By contrast, the more socially embedded German model tried to 
balance fi nancial liberalization and cuts in a variety of benefi ts with 
an ongoing commitment to security and greater equality. Germany 
seems much less Americanized now than it did in the 1950s and 
1960s, but it does look much more Europeanized. 

II. Europeanization

Why has a historian who spent years studying Americanization, 
Americanism, and anti-Americanism in Germany and Europe come 
to see Europeanization as a concept more descriptively rich and 
analytically useful for understanding developments in Germany in 
the second half of the twentieth century? Let me suggest the reasons 
schematically. 

First, the “selective adaptation, creative modifi cation, and innova-
tive hybridization”13 that characterized the German reception of all 
things American was typical of countries across Europe. The expe-
rience of engaging with American economic models, commodities, 
business methods, ideology, cultural goods, and, of course, Ameri-
cans themselves, became part of postwar German and European 
economies, cultures, and identities. Second, the context in which 
the mass production and mass consumption of consumer durables 
emerged aft er 1945 in Germany and Europe was very diff erent than 
that of the United States. In The Transatlantic Century, I argue that 
diff erent varieties of capitalism, social policies, and degrees of state 
involvement in the economy made European capitalisms more 
similar to one another, despite important national diff erences, than 
to American capitalism. Moreover, the socialist consumer cultures 
of places like the German Democratic Republic borrowed from and 
resembled those in Western and Northern Europe in key respects. As 
the GHI’s Jan Logemann has shown, the balance between public and 
private consumption was confi gured in distinctive ways in the United 
States and the German Federal Republic, as were the cultural values 
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surrounding consumption. Mass consumption privileged diff erent 
spaces as well. For postwar Germans, these spaces were rebuilt cities, 
while Americans prioritized suburbs. These diff erences created two 
divergent versions of consumer modernity, and the West German one 
looked much like that of other European countries.14 

Third, the emergence of shared European economic and social mod-
els, goods, styles, and even identity, if only of a thin sort, was aided 
by the infl uence of Europeans on one another. Historians have been 
so absorbed by the infl uence of hegemonic America that they have 
ignored or downplayed the complex postwar circuits along which 
ideas, economic models, goods, people, and cultural products moved 
among Western and Northern European countries and across the 
Iron Curtain. 

Take, for example, home construction, which was a key driver of 
postwar economic growth and modernization and a privileged site 
of consumption on both sides of the Atlantic. The United States 
endorsed international modernism, especially the glass-wall sky-
scraper, as the architecture of freedom, but it did not advocate for 
apartment houses. Rather, Marshall Plan offi  cials and the United 
States Information Agency promoted single-family homes. German 
and other Western European offi  ce and government architecture bal-
anced American infl uences and national traditions and concerns, but 
housing was less susceptible to American infl uences. National and 
shared European models carried more weight; funding and owner-
ship patterns diff ered; and European suburbanization was limited. 
To be sure, Germans fl ocked to the 1949 “How America Lives” exhibit 
in Stuttgart, the 1950 “America at Home” exhibit in West Berlin, 
and numerous smaller trade shows across Europe that had model 
American homes, products, and even American actors performing 
“the American way of life.” Many European architects visited Levittown, 
but for economic and cultural reasons they did not build the iconic 
postwar American wood-frame suburban tract houses. Rather, func-
tional, modern apartment buildings were built, many using prefab 
construction, fi rst in Western Europe and also in Eastern Europe 
from the 1960s on. The millions of new European homes diff ered 
in pedagogical intent as well. The discourse surrounding American 
homes emphasized affl  uence, rising expectations, and desires; they 
were to be sites of individual choice and mobility. In Europe, modern 
homes were seen as vehicles for pedagogical projects and societal 
transformation and for modernizing the family and everyday life.15
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The modern kitchen, with its functional layout and electric stove, 
refrigerator, vacuum cleaner, and washing machine, was the center 
of the modern home and consumer modernity on both sides of the 
Atlantic and the Iron Curtain. But the new household consumer 
durables were paid for diff erently, as credit purchase was much 
more limited in Europe. These durable goods arrived en masse in 
Western Europe only in the late 1950s and early 1960s and still later 
in the East, and they were inserted into very diff erent household 
spaces. They were smaller, more effi  cient, and oft en better-looking 
than their American counterparts. Germans considered the Ameri-
can “fat kitchen” of Marshall Plan displays and magazine stories as 
economically unattainable and culturally unsuitable.16 In Germany, 
as across Europe, the more austere, functionalist, and small kitchen 
prevailed. The ultimate winner of the famous 1959 kitchen debate 
between Khrushchev and Nixon may well have been Sweden, widely 
admired on both sides of the Iron Curtain, the Netherlands, or West 
Germany — and not the United States, as Americans widely assume.17 
Similar products, advertised with comparable rhetoric about female 
domesticity and carefree modernity, took on distinctive characteristics 
in diff erent national settings, and Europeans came to associate their 
new kitchens and homes with national or other European models 
more than with American ones. 

Finally, Europeanization is a better term for Germany’s postwar eco-
nomic development, due to the decades-long process of European 
integration that began with the ECSC. This development continued 
through the Common Market, expanded into various eff orts at mon-
etary coordination in the 1970s and 1980s, and culminated with the 
Maastricht Treaty in the early 1990s and the introduction of the euro 
at the decade’s end. Germany was a key architect of these processes 
and has been a prime economic and political benefi ciary from them — 
current complaints about the burden of being the strongest EU 
economy notwithstanding. Germany was a central player in the Euro-
peanization of trade, as trade among what were the fi ft een founding 
members of the European Union doubled between the 1960s and 
1990s. Germany is the leading European Union exporter to the United 
States.18 Yet in 2008, only 7.6 percent of German exports went to 
the United States. France, by contrast, received 9.9 percent and the 
European Union overall received 60 percent. Only 6.5 percent of Ger-
man imports came from the United States, behind those from China, 
France, and the Netherlands.19 And as has been the case for decades, 
the balance of trade between Germany and the United States remains 
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in Germany’s favor.20 In 2008, 11 percent of foreign direct investment 
(FDI) in Germany came from the United States, and about 10 percent 
of FDI in the United States came from Germany.21 But the seeming 
balance of 2008 is misleading. In 2012, for instance, over 61 percent of 
German FDI went to other countries within Europe (excluding Russia, 
Southeastern Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent States 
(CIS)) versus 22 percent to the United States.22 This investment data 
both testifi es to Europeanization and represents a remarkable change 
from the immediate postwar decades, when Germany was only on 
the receiving end of American investment. 

Most German politicians and much of the public, despite their com-
plaints about profl igate Southern Europeans, favor the European 
Union and do not envision abandoning the euro.23 Unlike Great 
Britain, which fl irts with exit and hopes for the revival of its spe-
cial relationship with the United States, Germans understand that 
European integration is a political as much as an economic project, 
one that has been central to German economic recovery and political 
rehabilitation and that accommodated reunifi cation. However strong 
the ideology and practice of Atlanticism may have been in the fi rst 
postwar decades, Germany is now fi rst and foremost a European 
power, and the European Union and the euro mediate its economic 
relationship with the United States. 

Thus Europeanization seems a more useful narrative thread to 
capture the transformations of the German economy from 1945 to 
the present, even if it is in constant conversation, and sometimes 
competition, with Americanization. 

III. Globalization

And what of globalization, the concept de jour? Insofar as proponents 
of globalization claim that this process was a new invention of the 
1980s, they are simply wrong, as historians of earlier phases of global 
economic articulation have shown.24 And far from being an inevitable, 
one-way process, globalization has always been a highly contingent 
and political project, whose ebbs and fl ows have been determined by 
states, parties, and armies as much as by markets and technology. 
Many scholars of globalization claim that the importance of nation 
states has declined and that fi rms and fi nance have emancipated 
themselves from the constraints of territorial rootedness and na-
tional regulatory processes. That, however, is at best a very partial 
assessment. Certainly fi nancialization has led to large-scale fl ows of 
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capital, damaging currency speculation, and unregulated fi nancial 
instruments, and Europe has not been immune from these phenom-
ena. German fi rms have moved production facilities abroad, but on 
a much more modest scale than the U.S., and most of the relocated 
German facilities have gone to other European countries or developed 
economies outside Europe rather than to the global South.25 National 
regulatory regimes have been augmented or surpassed by EU ones, 
but regulation itself has not disappeared. 

Despite its European focus, however, Germany is increasingly atten-
tive to and engaged with China and the other BRICs (Brazil, Russia, 
India, and China). In 2010, 7.1 percent of German outward FDI was 
in BRIC countries, but trade was more signifi cant. Indeed, in 2012 
the combined value of German exports to the BRICs exceeded that 
to the United States, and China alone accounted for a greater share 
of German imports than the United States.26 The future place of the 
BRICs in German economic life remains an open question, but the 
German relationship is likely to remain substantially diff erent than 
that of the United States, both because Germany buys much less from 
China and because it does not rely on China to purchase its debt. 

Although the European Union and the United States are the world’s 
two largest economies, they exist in a multipolar world. In 1945, the 
U.S. economy was larger than all others combined; today it accounts 
for 22.9 percent of global GDP with China in second place, Japan in 
third, and Germany in fourth.27 The European Union overall accounts 
for 25.8 percent.28 The International Monetary Fund (IMF) estimates 
that by 2030, the transatlantic share in global GDP will shrink to 
just over 30 percent and China and India will carry more economic 
weight than the United States and European Union.29 From the per-
spective of Germany, globalization is not simply another name for 
Americanization. Rather it points to a multi-centered world economy 
in which the transatlantic economies are major players — but not 
the only signifi cant ones — and whose contours are being contested 
on many fronts.

This brings us back to TTIP. Proponents of a more intense and neo-
liberal transatlantic economic relationship make several arguments 
on behalf of a formal free trade zone encompassing the United States 
and European Union. First, given the failure of the Doha Round of 
WTO talks for trade liberalization, they argue, progress can only go 
forward on the regional level. Hence there is not only TTIP but also 
the proposed Trans Pacifi c Partnership, as well as EU initiatives 
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for free trade agreements with Canada and Japan. Second, many 
advocates of a transatlantic free trade agreement acknowledge the 
relative decline of the United States and European Union in global 
perspective but promise that a far-reaching trade and investment 
accord will provide a means to reassert Euro-American economic 
leadership globally.30 According to German publisher and editor Theo 
Sommer, it could “breathe new life” into the “drift ing” transatlantic 
relationship and “turn the world’s premier security alliance into the 
world’s premier economic pact.”31 American political scientist Richard 
Rosencrance argues that a new transatlantic trade and investment 
agreement, one eventually augmented by Japan, is necessary to 
meet the economic challenge of China. Such a partnership would 
create “the reliable overbalance of power that the international 
political system need to deter war” with a rising Chinese power.32 
In this vision, TIPP is as much a political as an economic project. 
Finally, proponents of TTIP insist that economic growth, increased 
productivity, and expanded employment can only come via trade 
liberalization, deregulation, and fi scal responsibility — i.e. austerity. 
In the post-2008 world, this is not an uncontested proposition, and 
many economies in Latin America as well as Asia have weathered 
the crisis better than the North Atlantic ones, which followed neo-
liberal prescriptions. 

But is TTIP likely to come into being? Certainly not by the end of 2014, 
as President Obama earlier predicted. In 1995, the European Union 
and United States signed a New Transatlantic Agenda that called for 
the expansion of trade and “building bridges among our business, 
civic and academic communities.” A transatlantic business dialogue 
was established and labor and consumer dialogues followed. In 2007, 
the European Union, then led by Chancellor Merkel, and the United 
States, under President George W. Bush, signed a Framework for 
Advancing Transatlantic Economic Integration.33 These initiatives 
yielded much talk but little action, and it is unclear if current ne-
gotiations will do better, for they are plagued by both long standing 
diff erences on topics such as regulation, agriculture and labor and 
the recent mistrust sown by the NSA surveillance. 

If TTIP does come to pass, how dramatically will it change trans-
atlantic economic relations and the German economy? Estimates 
about benefi ts to economic growth range from 0.3-0.5 percent for the 
European Union and 1.0-1.3 percent for the United States,34 but these 
fi gures are speculative aggregates, and none of them indicate to whom 
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benefi ts will accrue, a question of great import given growing income 
inequality across the transatlantic world, including Germany.35 There 
will be little impact on trade in goods, for tariff s are already low 
and the volume of trade is large. FDI may increase somewhat, but 
it is unlikely to alter Germany’s preference for investing in Europe, 
a preference shared by other European nations. Agricultural goods 
remain a stumbling block on both sides, given the political clout of 
agricultural interests. Greater changes may occur in trade in services, 
but which side of the Atlantic will benefi t most is unclear. Whether 
and how TTIP would impact intra-European trade or NAFTA is an 
open question. 

The greatest change would likely come in non-tariff  barriers, which 
are also the major obstacles to the passage of the comprehensive 
agreement business wants. Proponents of TTIP claim it reiterates the 
same values that guided Atlanticism during postwar reconstruction — 
“openness to trade and a commitment to market economics.”36 But 
trade was much less open in the fi rst postwar decades, capital did 
not fl ow freely, currencies were not convertible, and the place of the 
market in relationship to state and society was very diff erent. 

The AFL-CIO hopes that a “harmonization” of regulatory practices 
and labor legislation will benefi t American workers, given the more 
comprehensive and progressive European policies. Environmental-
ists and opponents of GMOs fear that harmonization will create a 
regulatory race to the bottom. The precautionary principle that guides 
European regulators (i.e. that gives priority to protecting health and 
prohibiting goods whose safety has not been proven) may be aban-
doned in favor of regulating only when scientifi c evidence of danger 
is overwhelming, as is currently the case in the United States. If the 
pessimists are correct — and their feared scenario is what most pro-
ponents of TTIP want, then the German and European varieties of 
capitalism and the European social model will be severely weakened. 
Then Americanization may turn out to be a better analytical category 
in which to assess the German economy in the long run. I hope not, 
for a Europeanization of the American economy and social policy 
would be far more benefi cial than the reverse. 
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“AT ONCE JUDGE, JURY, AND EXECUTIONER”: 
RIOTING AND POLICING IN PHILADELPHIA, 1838-1964

Alexander Elkins
GHI DOCTORAL FELLOW IN AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY, 2013/14

“[H]ere where universal suff rage is the rule, where that is the fun-
damental idea of the Government, to rule us out is to make us an 
exception, to brand us with the stigma of inferiority, and to invite to 
our heads the missiles of those about us …”

–Frederick Douglass, “What the Black Man Wants”1 

When a crowd of white Philadelphians in 1838 torched Pennsyl-
vania Hall to the ground to protest whites and blacks meeting 
there together to advance the cause of abolition, the Committee 
on Police endorsed this action as expressing the “moral force” of 
the community or the will of the people. The Committee wrestled 
with the question of how to secure liberty in a democracy where 
the law and a handful of part-time constables lacked the police 
power to end the social harm of mixed-race sociality, “believed 
by many to be subversive of the established orders of society.” 
Thus it lamented that “our preventive police” were not “invested 
with greater powers” yet also feared exchanging the common-law 
posse (group of male citizens organized to apprehend outlaws 
and defend public order) for military police on the model of the 
French Gendarmerie which “would have had authority to close 
the building … [and would have] placed a military force around it, 
and have guarded all the avenues to it.” However, the Committee 
observed that “such harsh measures are as inconsistent with the 
spirit of our people, and the genius of our institutions, as they are 
with the letter of our laws.” Lawless liberty to them was preferable 
to total security.2

By 1918, the Philadelphia Police Department could, under civil au-
thority, preventively police public spaces and in theory stop disorder 
before it happened. Still, white Philadelphians gathered riotously in 
the street to police the conduct of African Americans. Aft er Super-
intendent of Police William B. Mills declared that “martial law was 
virtually in eff ect,” he ordered saloons to close and sealed off  the “riot 
belt”; offi  cers searched every pedestrian in the area for fi rearms. Yet 
the police of this era — uniformed cops, plainclothes detectives, and 
riot squads — could not or were unwilling to keep public order among 
a white male population deputized in eff ect to enforce racial hierarchy. 

1   Frederick Douglass, “What 
the Black Man Wants: 
speech of Frederick Dou-
glass, before the annual 
meeting of the Massachu-
setts Anti-Slavery Society 
at Boston,” delivered in 
April 1865.

2   Report of the Committee 
on Police (Philadelphia, 
1838), 13, 18.
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Indeed, the Ledger approvingly cited the police chief’s verdict: “The 
importation of southern negroes in great numbers for industrial rea-
sons was … the cause of the disturbances.” “Held down in the South,” 
Mills explained, “as soon as the negroes reached Philadelphia, they 
buy weapons … and their newly gained freedom is too much for them.” 
For many whites, including the majority-white police force, the mere 
public presence of African Americans disturbed the peace.3

This article brings together the history of African Americans, the po-
lice, and vigilantism to tell a story about the relationship between the 
meanings Americans have given to violent riotous justice and their 
practice of collective policing. A rich body of important scholarship 
on the “popular justice” of the lynch mob and the beat cop has ad-
vanced our understanding of American vigilantism. Yet few scholars 
have connected these histories into a narrative about riotous justice 
in American political culture up through the 1960s — arguably the 
most concentrated moment of riots in United States history. Orga-
nized police forces, this article will show, introduced the possibility 
of a riot-free civil society at the same time that their transformation 
along military lines directly curtailed the freedom of African Ameri-
cans on the street. During the 1960s, a signifi cant number of mostly 
poor, urban African Americans responded to the intrusive force of 
bureaucratic police power through street justice.4

Historians and political scientists have defi ned the term “vigilante” 
as referring to an individual or group who usurps the authority of 
the law through violence or coercion without offi  cial sanction. Just 
like offi  cial police forces, collective private policing thus always 
contains within it the potential to become extralegal. The “posse” of 
English common law, reinforced in the Second Amendment to the 
United States Constitution, mandated all able-bodied adult men to 
apprehend outlaws at the “hue and cry” and defend the public wel-
fare. Another lineage of locally prescribed policing follows the slave 
patrols of seventeenth-century South Carolina through to the collec-
tive “rough justice” of the Ku Klux Klan of the late nineteenth and 
twentieth century. Although Americans historically have celebrated 
the rule of law as the foundation of their free society, “the concept 
of popular sovereignty,” Richard Maxwell Brown has demonstrated, 
“also emerged as a powerful rationale for extralegal violence against 
those deemed to be enemies of the public good.”5

The thin line between legal and extralegal has characterized offi  cial 
policing as well. When elites created municipal police departments 

3   Public Ledger, July 30, 
1918.

4   Representative publications 
include Manfred Berg, Pop-
ular Justice: A History of 
Lynching in America (Chica-
go, 2011); Samuel Walker, 
Popular Justice: A History of 
American Criminal Justice 
(New York, 1980).

5  Brown quote comes from 
Berg, Popular Justice, 22; 
see also Richard Maxwell 
Brown, Strain of Violence: 
Historical Studies of Amer-
ican Violence and Vigilan-
tism (New York, 1975), 
chap. 4; Christopher 
Capozzola, Uncle Sam Wants 
You: World War I and the 
Making of Modern America 
(New York, 2008), chap. 4.
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in the 1840s to corral the “dangerous classes,” they introduced into 
American public life what Samuel Walker deliberately has termed 
“delegated vigilantes.” By this Walker means state violence that 
middle-class Americans have tolerated as the legitimate use of force 
when directed against “the outcasts of society.” The professionaliza-
tion of the police during the twentieth century instituted strict codes 
of conduct and bureaucratic routine to discipline the beat cop. But the 
“war on crime” launched during the 1920s turned him into a soldier. 
Public pressure and administrative resources provided additional 
incentives for police to deploy the lawless violence of “nightstick 
justice,” which was disproportionately directed against social outliers: 
the poor, nonconformists, and nonwhites.6

All commentators in 1838 and 1918 could agree on the need to protect 
persons and private property. But what defi ned “good order” — which 
is what police before the beat cop historically meant — and how to 
preserve it was another matter. White Philadelphians believed that 
black bodies represented potential disorder; that racial confl ict was 
inevitable. Black Philadelphians looked to the law and eventually the 
police to enforce it, as the best available means to secure their well-
being. Professionalized, legally authorized crime control in Phila-
delphia and the rest of the nation gradually eroded the legitimacy 
and effi  cacy of collective vigilante policing, turning the “lawless law” 
of lynching and rioting during the nineteenth century into merely 
“lawless” behavior by the middle of the twentieth. As state-directed 
police forces transformed aft er World War II into politically autono-
mous semi-military bureaucracies, the dissonance between their 
self-proclaimed public image of law enforcement and their riotous 
or vigilante behavior on the street became increasingly intolerable in 
an age of “rights” claims. The article takes this story right up to the 
brink of the direct outcome of these policies and practices: African 
Americans’ riotous response during the 1960s.7

I. The Philadelphia Riot of 1838

In 1838 Philadelphia was home to the largest free black population in 
the North. The city’s profi table industries, comparatively egalitarian 
political culture, and well-traffi  cked location on the border between 
North and South drew many free African Americans into its orbit. 
Despite certain celebrated instances of interracial comity in the Revo-
lutionary era, the suspect humanity of Africans in a republic of slavery 
rendered African Americans permanent strangers in the emergent 

6   Police violence represents 
a kind of “delegated [or 
quasi-] vigilantism” because 
it carries the legitimacy 
of the police power but is 
not offi  cially sanctioned. 
Walker, Popular Justice, 
4, 63; Nathan Douthit, 
“Police Professionalism and 
the War Against Crime in 
the United States, 1920s-
1930s” in Police Forces in 
History (Beverly Hills, 
CA, 1977), ed. George 
L. Mosse, 317-333.

7   Franz-Ludwig Knemeyer, 
“Polizei,” trans. Keith 
Tribe, Economy and Soci-
ety 9 (1980): 172-196; on 
police power in the United 
States, see Christopher 
Tomlins, Law, Labor, and 
Ideology in the Early Amer-
ican Republic (New York, 
1993), chap. 2 and 3; 
“Lawless law” is part of the 
title to chapter 8 in Fried-
man, Crime and Punish-
ment in American History 
(New York, 1993).
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metropolis. Although the Pennsylvania legislature was the fi rst to 
pass a gradual emancipation bill in 1780, slavery continued in the 
state until 1847. While the actual number of enslaved persons living 
in the city dwindled to only a handful by the 1830s, African Americans 
were still segregated from whites in residence, employment, and 
education; disproportionately represented among those convicted 
of crimes; and subject to violent assaults against their persons and 
property with little chance of legal recourse.8

Criminal justice was court-centered, highly localized, and mostly 
private. It was hardly a system at all. Criminal proceedings typically 
were initiated by private citizens who approached a neighborhood 
alderman with a complaint. Courthouse trials were a kind of popular 
theater where interested parties came to infl uence the judicial process 
or curious spectators assembled for a good show. Before the consoli-
dation of the city in 1854, and the creation of the Philadelphia Police 
Department in the same year, approximately two hundred part-time 
constables and watchmen maintained order. Under the philosophy of 
“preventive policing,” vagrancy and disorderly conduct were the most 
common arrests. The criminal courts, as Allen Steinberg has shown, 
“stood virtually alone as the state’s everyday means for dissuading 
people from rioting.” For large-scale disorder, authorities summoned 
the militia or the posse comitatus — literally “the power of the county.” 
But these measures, to be eff ective, depended precariously upon the 
willingness of potential recruits to enforce the law impartially in 
usually partisan confl icts. The inadequacy of existing peace-keeping 
mechanisms during what historians have termed the “turbulent era,” 
from 1834 to 1849, inspired reforms to centralize police command 
and resources in Philadelphia and other cities. Pennsylvania Hall’s 
fi ery end was such a turning point.9

The group of wealthy abolitionists who fi nanced construction of 
Pennsylvania Hall wished to establish a space for free discussion 
of political matters, including but not limited to abolition. No mat-
ter: very quickly the Hall earned a reputation as a hotbed of radical 
abolitionism. Aft er opening on Monday, May 14, 1838, William Lloyd 
Garrison and Angelina Grimke arrived to take part in discussions of 
the constitutional right to free assembly and free speech, the merits 
of immediatism versus gradualism, and women’s participation in the 
anti-slavery cause. Built in a neo-classical style, the large rectangular 
building could seat up to 2,000, though nearly 3,000 people crammed 
into those fi rst few meetings.

8   Gary Nash, Forging Free-
dom: The Formation of 
Philadelphia’s Black Com-
munity, 1720-1840 (Cam-
bridge, 1988), chap. 1; 
Sam Bass Warner, Jr., The 
Private City: Philadelphia in 
Three Periods of Its Growth 
(Philadelphia, 2nd ed., 
1987), chap. 7.

9   Daniel Bowen, A History of 
Philadelphia, With a Notice 
of Villages, in the Vicinity, 
Embellished with Engrav-
ings, Designed as a Guide 
to Citizens and Strangers 
(Philadelphia, 1839), 116-
117; Allen Steinberg, The 
Transformation of Criminal 
Justice: Philadelphia, 1800-
1880 (Chapel Hill, 1989), 
chap. 1, 2, and 6; quotes, 
in order, are from ibid, 134; 
Allan Silver, “The Demand 
for Order in Civil Society: 
A Review of Some Themes 
in the History of Urban 
Crime, Police, and Riot,” 
in Police: Six Sociological 
Essays, ed. David J. Bordua 
(New York, 1976), 1-24; 
Michael Feldberg, The Tur-
bulent Era: Riot and Dis-
order in the Jacksonian Era 
(New York, 1980).
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Destruction by fi re of 
Pennsylvania Hall, the 
new building of the Aboli-
tion Society, on the night 
of the 17th May [1838]. 
Artist: J. T. Bowen. Cour-
tesy of the Library of 
Congress.

Trouble started almost immediately. By Tuesday, rumors of “amal-
gamation” inspired a hostile crowd to gather outside the Hall to 
intimidate those coming and going. Placards posted around the 
city raised the hue and cry about the plot to end slavery that had 
arrived at their doorstep, encouraging all concerned to meet in front 
of the Hall the following morning to “interfere, forcibly if they must” 
to save the Constitution and the system of private property. Truly 
incendiary to the local white community was the fact that blacks and 
whites of both genders sat together, side by side. On Wednesday 
night, May 16, a mob continually interrupted Grimke’s lecture to 
the Female Anti-Slavery Society, sending bricks and other “mis-
siles” crashing through the windows, and breaking into the interior 
lobby before being turned back. The next morning, on Thursday, 
Mayor John Swift  convinced the Managers to cancel that evening’s 
lectures and close the Hall; adequate police protection simply was 
not an option. Instead, Swift  sent two constables to stand guard 
outside the doors. By dusk on Thursday, ten to fi ft een thousand 
people had gathered in the vicinity of the Hall. Swift  arrived to pla-
cate the crowd. On the business of peacekeeping, he reminded the 
Philadelphians assembled: “We never call out the military here.” 
Instead, he would entrust them to “abide by the laws, and keep 
order.” So much for that.10

Shortly past 8 p.m., the vast majority of Swift ’s “fellow citizens” stood 
passively while a comparatively small number of young men, and some 
boys, tore open the 
grand doors, crashed 
into the interior, over-
turning benches and 
chairs and raiding the 
abolitionists’ library, 
then gathered all the 
flammable material 
into a pile, cut the gas 
line and lit the match. 
In total, perhaps 200 
to 300 participated in 
the destruction. Oth-
ers obstructed the fi re 
companies, who then 
concentrated on sav-
ing nearby property. 

10  For background on the 
Hall that puts it in the 
context of abolitionist 
movement politics and a 
fuller description of the 
riot and its legal aft er-
math, see Beverly Tomek, 
Pennsylvania Hall: A “Legal 
Lynching” in the Shadow of 
the Liberty Bell (New York, 
2013), chap. 7-10, aft er-
word. For quotes, see ibid, 
150, 175.
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In less than two hours, the enormous hall was reduced to a shell of 
its exterior — just four days aft er it opened. 

The meanings that Philadelphians ascribed to the aff air oft en turned 
on what observers meant by police. Police, or “politics” in its original 
Greek and “good order” in 16th-century French, conveyed not only 
the institutional capacity of keeping order — our contemporary sense 
of the term — but also the entire informal or private network of col-
lective restraint and surveillance that kept your neighbor in check.11

Every interpretation on record, it can be said, disparaged “mob rule” 
for trampling upon the “supreme law,” recommended the improve-
ment of existing police capacities, and expressed concern over how 
“conduct in defi ance of the laws” might consequently debase the 
“spotless character” and “reputation of our city” and possibly un-
dermine “Republican Government and Free Institutions” before a 
world audience curious about American progress. All could agree that 
“mob rule” threatened the foundation of social order. It was taken for 
granted that a society where private property and personal integrity 
were preserved by “a moral force,” instead of a standing army, “which 
has heretofore always suffi  ced to preserve the public peace,” was “the 
happiest, soundest, and best of all.” “Police” referred to the offi  cers 
under mayoral control, including the militia. But it also encapsulated 
an ethos of collective self-governance. Corralling crowds at bayonet 
point was monarchical, not republican. No account endorsed mob 
action, out of anxiety for the rule of law. Many, however, read riot as 
extralegal “public opinion.” Mob rule had no place in a democracy, in 
other words, no matter how legitimate its aims. But when it did crop 
up, as it oft en did in the 1830s and 1840s, many found a democratic 
statement in its expression. And the will of the people in Philadelphia 
in 1838 laid the blame for the riot at the feet of the abolitionists.12

Mainstream newspapers representing the perspective and interests of 
whites could not ignore the fact that the Hall was a public place where 
whites and blacks openly mingled in the company of women for the 
purpose of discussing political matters of a subversive nature. The 
National Gazette and Literary Register off ered eloquent paeans to the 
law combined with visceral disgust “at the taste that prompts some 
young ladies to sit alongside of black beaux.” The matter extended 
beyond “sinful indulgence” of interracial “companionships.” White 
women also debased themselves by “attending useless discussions 
and listening to itinerant lecturers.” Instead, the Gazette counseled, 

11  Franz-Ludwig Knemeyer, 
“Polizei”; Tomlins, Law, 
Labor, and Ideology in the 
Early American Republic, 
chap. 2 and 3.

12  “Supreme law” crops up 
again and again in the 
sources. See, for instance, 
Philadelphia Inquirer 
[hereaft er PI], May 22; 
Public Ledger [hereaft er 
PL], May 25; and excerpts 
from the testimony of 
Judge Fox given before the 
Grand Jury of Montgom-
ery County, in The Colored 
American, June 23; “con-
duct,” “reputation,” and 
“free institutions” come 
from PI, May 19; “spot-
less” and “moral force” 
are taken from Report, 27, 
18; see National Gazette 
and Literary Register (he-
reaft er: NGLR), May 22, 
for the contrast drawn be-
tween the self-police of 
republican democracy and 
the police state of the 
Parisian gendarmerie; rule 
by “public opinion” be-
came a source of conten-
tious disagreement. See 
“Constitutional Right,” in 
PL, May 25. Signifi cantly 
the black press took pains 
to condemn all “mob 
rule,” not only riot against 
abolitionists or blacks. 
Contemporaneous native 
Protestant assaults on a 
Roman Catholic school, 
likely attended mostly by 
immigrants, raised the 
alarming possibility that 
the rule of law was genu-
inely in crisis. See Pennsyl-
vania Freeman, June 14.
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“let them read at home.” “Above all,” furthermore, “let them remem-
ber that their roses do not need the soil of a dark ground.” Such 
racist paranoia over “amalgamation” animated much of the anti-
abolitionist violence in the 1830s.

Still, so-called responsible commentators had limits. Despite be-
ing “thoroughly revolt[ed]” by the abolitionist practice of “self-
degradation as a means of elevating the degraded,” the Public Ledger 
upheld the law as a neutral arbiter of private transactions. For the 
Ledger and others, “the very worst of all tyrants” was “the mob,” 
precisely because, like the military, it had no regard for due process. 
Its power was arbitrary even when its motive was pure and moral. 
The city paper could entertain a fantasy of the military massacring 
“all the ruffi  ans in our city,” their “blood knee deep in the streets,” 
entirely for subverting the “great principle of freedom of speech and 
the press.” But in the fi nal balance, keeping mixed-race company 
deserved “legal protection” from “violent interference” as did any 
other private matter.13

The popular character of both the mob and police posed a paradox 
that commentators struggled to resolve. The white press could, how-
ever, fi nd resources for order within the people, whereas the black 
press placed more faith in the law itself. Thousands had attended the 
public tribunal against abolitionism. The crowd had coerced the fi re 
companies to shower nearby property but to let the Hall burn. When 
Mayor Swift  arrived with a small band of police, mostly deputized 
citizens, cries of “support the Mayor” were met with popular indif-
ference. The few constables who tried to extinguish the fl ames were 
dragged away. In the days aft er, mobs attacked the Friends Shelter 
for Colored Orphans and black churches. This time, the Mayor, aided 
by a sizable posse, was able to halt the rioting because the milling 
crowd “answered by cheers” when the city recorder “called on the 
citizens to support the laws.” Editorialists called for “the most vig-
orous measures of prevention” in the future. They warned that the 
irrational mob that “never stops to reason” is “at once judge, jury, 
and executioner.” The “few resolute men, headed by authority” who 
joined the posse seemed to vindicate democracy itself. For without 
citizens willing to police their own, “the beautiful theory of our law” 
would, many feared, “become nugatory in practice.”14

To close the space between the theory of the law and the fl esh-and-
blood mob, the question of law enforcement took center stage. White 
and black papers invoked the same ideals but diff ered on where to 

13  Quotes taken from NGLR, 
May 19; PL, May 21; the 
title of the Public Ledger 
editorial was “Scandalous 
Outrage Against Law and 
Decency,” which playfully 
and profi tably combined 
public angst over lawless-
ness and “amalgamation”; 
Leonard Richards, 
Gentlemen of Property and 
Standing: Anti-Abolition 
Mobs in Jacksonian America 
(New York, 1970).

14  On police ineffi  cacy and 
anti-black riots in the days 
aft er May 17, I have con-
sulted the Report and the 
PI coverage from May 19; 
Warner, The Private City, 
134-7; Du Bois, The Phila-
delphia Negro, 26-30; the 
accounts in NGLR and PI, 
May 22; see editorial “The 
Rule of Law and the Rule 
of the Mob,” PL, May 21.
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place the blame. For both, the law represented “the sovereign power 
of the whole people” while the mob was “a portion utterly insignifi -
cant.” They relied upon similar rhetoric. The Philadelphia Inquirer 
warned that “there is no liberty or security for personal property, 
where the public order cannot be preserved.” The Colored American 
agreed: “[n]o man is safe, neither secure in life nor property, in a 
country subjected to such heathen outbreakings.” Yet realizing their 
subordinate status, black papers downplayed racial animus as “but 
a mere pretext” for the violence. Drawing from broadly shared civic 
language, they warned “men of property and standing, who look on 
the wink at these outrages” to “think how soon they and theirs may 
be the victims.” Without recourse to eff ective law enforcement, Afri-
can Americans appealed to the “supremacy of the law.” They hoped 
to persuade the white majority to live up to founding ideals.

Still, it was impossible for that majority and its press to ignore the 
circumstances that had occasioned the disorder. And so, while every 
white paper refused to excuse mob rule, they still recognized “error 
elsewhere, that there has been cause for excitement.” In a world 
without professional police, off ensive behavior carried the burden 
of blame. Aft er all, the riot was just desserts.15

The Committee on Police captured this perspective in its fi nal report 
when it condemned the Hall Managers and their allies for “openly 
promulgating and advocating … doctrines repulsive to the moral 
sense of a large majority of our community … heedless of the dangers 
which they were encountering, or reckless of its consequences to the 
peace and order of our city.” Fittingly, this committee on the “Police,” 
used here in its older sense, emphasized the role of “strangers, who, 
unconnected with our city and its institutions, came here merely” to 
“disturb the peace.” In the absence of a permanent military presence 
or a more robust, full-time police force, keeping watch day and night, 
posted on every corner, what could be done to mute the popular pas-
sions of the people, rightly exercised in their anger on this occasion? 
For the committee and undoubtedly most white Philadelphians, the 
rule of law could only keep the peace through the self-discipline of a 
homogeneous populace. Free society, in their sense, could only sur-
vive if all members maintained “a disposition to respect and submit 
to public opinion.” Patriarchal white supremacy was, in this context, 
the moral order of “the peace.”16 The status quo was security.

When African Americans turned to the law, they did so in part be-
cause police simply was not an option. For one, the bureaucratized 

15  PI, May 30; PI, May 22; 
The Colored American, June 
2, 23.

16  Report, 12, 18-19.
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force recognizable today did not exist. Neither was the older meaning 
of “Police” available for their use. This was a public privilege reserved 
for the white majority. It would have been inconceivable for African 
Americans to focus their protest, for example, on the creation of a 
more law-abiding and less vigilante posse. Freshly disenfranchised 
by the Pennsylvania state convention of 1837 and 1838, black Phila-
delphians faced the additional quandary of calling upon the force 
of the law without the sovereign power to use it to their ends. With 
little other recourse, black newspapers consistently sought the 
protections of the law, with the rhetoric of law’s “supremacy” more 
aspirational than concretely descriptive. For authority, they liberally 
cited well-known jurists such as Judge John Fox who appeared before 
the Grand Jury of Montgomery County to criticize “the late riotous 
proceedings” where “not an arm was raised to assist” the mayor. In 
his testimony, Fox condemned “avowals that the law shall be sus-
pended and the mob govern” that were implicit in public support for 
the anti-abolitionist motives of the rioters. The logical implication, 
he feared, was that one day this “defi ance” may “resist or punish the 
judge on the bench.” Illustrating the predicament confronting African 
Americans at this time, Fox was the judge who the year before had 
ruled to limit the franchise to white males; it was his authority that 
white Democrats invoked to exclude blacks from democratic society.17

In these public conversations, the idea of “law” as color-blind guaran-
tor of individual rights in the marketplace and of “police” as a moral 
force that disposes the people toward good order turned on the idea 
and actual practice of “riot” as public opinion — as street justice. 
Sheriff  John Watmough encapsulated the problems of this system 
of governance. In his 1838 letter to the governor, he observed that 
his “power consists and consists only, in the disposition, which, in 
almost all cases, exists among the people themselves, to support 
the offi  cers of the law.” “When that disposition unfortunately fails,” 
Watmough explained, the rubble of Pennsylvania Hall still a ready 
reminder, the sheriff  “will fi nd himself without the means to sup-
press any considerable assemblage of violent or turbulent persons.” 
For his power was “purely a moral one,” fl owing from “the most 
beautiful principle in the theory of the laws.” On the anti-black riots 
aft er the Hall’s destruction, the sheriff  could off er only an apology: 
he had “placed more reliance upon the principle of appeal to the 
free citizen than upon the clubs and badges of an organized police.” 
Watmough’s lament was an early iteration of a position that over the 
next two decades would become settled. More riots paved the way.

17  Pennsylvania Freeman, 
June 14; Colored American, 
June 23.
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The disastrous blunders of the state militia, which turned its guns on 
civilians in July 1844, would provide another meaningful spark. Since 
May 1844, Irish Catholics and Anti-Catholic nativists had battled in 
the streets, in part over the use of the Protestant King James Bible 
in the public schools. The violent climax in July left  at least twelve 
nativists and four militiamen dead. Many Philadelphians responded 
by demanding a permanent military presence in the city, provisioned 
at state expense. Before such a law could be passed, a group of elites, 
including former mayor John Swift , circulated a pamphlet condemn-
ing the military solution, the “police of the bayonet,” as they put it. 
They asked, quite simply: “shall law-givers thus by violence attain 
their ends?” They could not fathom democracy surviving military oc-
cupation. Instead, they insisted: “Give us a little prevention, and we 
will ask less cure.” They opposed exchanging the rule of law for rule 
by the gun. Clarifying, they wrote: “We want peace, to be sure — we 
want to be quiet, but not upon these hideous terms.” Civil police for 
them squared the circle of law and order. Their view won the day, 
though curiously it ignored the propensity for violence and lawless-
ness of the citizen wearing a uniform and badge. Civil police seemed 
to preserve the freedom that Americans so cherished. It preserved 
the fi ction that law could reign on the street as equally and as justly 
as it did in the courts.18

Moreover, the courts themselves hardly provided a tribune of equal 
justice. The grand juries convened to decide the punishment of those 
arrested for participating in the riot and also whether to rebuild the 
Hall reached a conclusion refl ecting the twin commitments of the 
time: that mob law dangerously usurped proper justice while commu-
nal policing protected the interests of the white majority. On Septem-
ber 27, 1838, the city’s leading colonization advocate Elliott Cresson 
explained the jury’s verdict that the Hall should not be rebuilt, which 
several petitions also had demanded. Because abolitionists “naturally 
tend to off end the nicer feelings of the public,” Cresson and the jury 
reasoned, “‘the peace, tranquility, and safety,’ of the community will 
be endangered by its reconstruction.” Recognizing the irony of due 
process duplicating mob law, William Garrison called the decision 
what it was — a “Legal Lynching.”19

II. Vigilante Violence and Policing, 1850-1918

The 1850 law that established the fi rst executively coordinated and 
unifi ed police force of Philadelphia combined the mundane and the 

18  “Street talk about an ordi-
nance of councils passed 
the 11th July, 1844, or-
ganizing a military force 
for the government of 
Philadelphia” (Philadel-
phia, 1844), 7, 12, 13. On 
the circumstances that 
led to the creation of the 
Philadelphia Police De-
partment, see Michael 
Feldberg, The Philadelphia 
Riots of 1844: A Study of 
Ethnic Confl ict (Westport, 
CT, 1975).

19  For the quotes from Cres-
son and Garrison, see 
Tomek, Pennsylvania Hall, 
225-226. On the legal af-
termath of the Hall’s de-
struction more generally, 
see ibid, chap. 10.
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exceptional in putting police powers on the street. The law autho-
rized the new “Marshal of police” and other city offi  cials, including 
the mayor, to “command all ward constables, and citizens of age and 
ability … [and] to use all necessary force and all means whatsoever” 
to disperse unlawfully assembled crowds in putting down riots. The 
new law also directed police “to arrest idle, suspicious, or disorderly 
persons” and to suspend law as it “may think proper and necessary.” 
Out of bloodshed and ashes, the riot curfew was born. So too was 
preventive police.20

This story of the creation of civil police suggests that to Americans at 
the time the most crucial issue was the maintenance of public order 
without corroding the institutions and customs that made Americans 
free in the fi rst place. Hence the idea that police should have a basis 
in civil authority. But Americans may have substituted one form of 
street justice for another. For the mob, dangerously “at once judge, 
jury, and executioner,” was given new offi  cial life. From the begin-
ning, civil police helped maintain the state-legitimated white racial 
order. They served at the whim of politicians but also oft en at the 
direction of the white majority, especially when the aims of crime 
control dovetailed with the aims of that white racial order. Looking 
out on the landscape of a post-emancipation United States, Frederick 
Douglass wrestled with this question and proposed the franchise as 
a partial solution. By “mingling with the mass,” he believed, African 
Americans might “partake of the strength of the mass.” To be cast 
out, excluded, he recognized, was to invite not only the violence of 
the mob, but also the state’s complicity in street justice. In other 
words: the story of policing and rioting for the next century and more.

The structure of policing riots and disorder transformed during the 
Civil War era. The Fugitive Slave Law of 1850 extended to the federal 
government the police power to compel every citizen of the United 
States to assist in the recapture of fugitive slaves. It established what 
legal scholar Gautham Rao has termed the “federal posse comitatus 
doctrine.” Before, federal power over persons was limited to “emer-
gencies.” The Calling Forth Act of 1795 had granted the President 
considerable authority to use state militias “whenever the laws of 
the United States shall be opposed … by combinations too powerful 
to be suppressed” by either civilian courts or the posse comitatus in 
order “to cause the laws to be duly executed.” State militia service, 
which was compulsory during the nineteenth century, also operated 
on the principle of the posse comitatus as it obligated “each and every 

20  The “arrest idle, suspi-
cious ...” quote belongs to 
Allen Steinberg. See Stein-
berg, The Transformation of 
Criminal Justice, 149 and 
also more generally chap. 6 
(“The Origins of Police 
Authority”); Act 309, Laws 
of the General Assembly of 
the Commonwealth of Penn-
sylvania, Passed at the Ses-
sion of 1850 (Harrisburg, 
PA, 1850): 666-72, 668, 
671, 670; Glenn C. Frese, 
“The Riot Curfew” Califor-
nia Law Review 57 (1969): 
450-89.
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free able-bodied white male citizen of the respective States” between 
the ages of eighteen and forty-fi ve to enlist. During the so-called tur-
bulent era and in the period aft er, the militia was the primary peace-
keeping force for mass disorder, usually called in to protect property. 
The rise of city and state police forces, and the National Guard aft er 
1877, eventually supplanted the militia in this role. The state overall 
began to assume more responsibility for maintaining order, which 
no longer depended as much on the eff ort of private volunteers.21

During Reconstruction, the Radical Republicans employed the mili-
tary as a federal posse comitatus to enforce the new constitutional 
guarantees of civil rights. The United States Army, stationed through-
out the South, provided a service similar to the civil police. Military 
occupation so defi ned the era that abandoning this practice, along 
with other radical experiments in federalism, helped to mark its end. 
The Posse Comitatus Act of 1878 was the crucial law in this regard 
as it forbade the military from acting in a law enforcement capac-
ity. Representing a truce between North and South, the law ceded 
enforcement of the Reconstruction Amendments to the states. The 
Ku Klux Klan Act of 1871, however, still preserved some authority for 
the federal government, in times of “emergency,” to use the military 
whenever “domestic violence opposes or obstructs the execution of 
the laws of the United States or impedes the course of justice under 
those laws.” In fact, in 1961, the United States Supreme Court would 
draw upon this law to allow citizens to sue police departments for 
violations of their civil rights. Overall, however, aft er Reconstruction 
the federal government returned to being a distant bystander to lo-
cal street justice. Private acts of violence between persons now were 
wholly a state matter.22

During the fi ft y years aft er Reconstruction, police departments 
typically were, to borrow from historian Robert Fogelson, “ad-
juncts of the machine.” Political patronage oft en determined 
employment in a municipal police department, an arrangement 
that led predictably to widespread corruption. It also was the era 
of the beat cop who walked his assigned area and protected neigh-
borhood custom. More generally, the rise of “machine” police, as 
Allen Steinberg has shown, dramatically altered criminal justice. 
Citizens not only had more contact with the state; lawless police 
practices also reached new systemic proportions. Philadelphia 
joined other cities around the nation when it delegated greater 
authority and power to its police department. Eager to preserve a 

21  For a detailed legal his-
tory of the posse comitatus, 
see Gautham Rao, “The 
Federal Posse Comitatus 
Doctrine”; on the mili-
tia, see Reinders, “Militia 
and Public Order in Nine-
teenth-Century America”; 
quotes, in order, are from 
the Calling Forth Act of 
1795 and the Militia Act 
of 1792.

22  Rao, “The Federal Posse 
Comitatus Doctrine,” esp. 
46-53; David E. Engdahl, 
“Soldiers, Riots, and Revo-
lution: The Law and His-
tory of Military Troops in 
Civil Disorders,” Iowa Law 
Review, 57 (1971): 1-73; 
Monroe v. Pape 365 U.S. 
167 (1961).
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turbulent capitalist order, elites commonly “instructed the police 
to arrest persons based on their appearance.” With this mandate, 
nuisance, vagrancy, and disorderly conduct arrests climbed. Re-
sort to the “third degree,” or brutal and excessive use of force to 
extract confessions, increased as well. On the pervasiveness of this 
practice, a well-placed observer in 1929, the start of the reform 
era, concluded that police “appoint themselves judge and jury,” 
deciding in advance that a suspect has “no rights, constitutional 
or legal.” No doubt mid-nineteenth-century critics of “mob rule” 
would have sympathized. Additionally, beginning in the 1890s, 
African American mass migration to northern and southern cities 
put special pressures on a system already predicated on lawless 
police. “Mob rule” would fl ourish in these conditions, as it did in 
Philadelphia in 1918, as whites struggled to preserve the customs 
and way of life that for them defi ned neighborhood order.23

Political mobilization for World War I unleashed the terror always la-
tent in the posse. Americans on the home front established vigilance 
societies to police the patriotism of their neighbors. Major “riotous 
mass lynching[s]” struck northern and Midwestern cities — places 
like East St. Louis where African Americans had recently settled as 
part of the fi rst Great Migration. In 1918, 68 lynch mobs bypassed 
the rule of law for “rough justice.” The following year, the NAACP 
tallied 25 “major” riots and at least 52 black lynching deaths. By 1920, 
Southern lynchings were on the wane due to national media attention 
and civil rights activism led by the NAACP. Local police departments 
began to make some eff ort to protect black defendants from the mob. 
Though criminal justice still served racist presumptions about black 
criminality, state courts had become more prominent — and more 
black defendants actually made it past the lynch mob to trial, which 
would enable the Supreme Court during the 1920s and 1930s to 
review local criminal procedure. It would take the lynching of a Ger-
man American fi nally to elicit a response from President Woodrow 
Wilson. Employing the traditional American rhetoric that easily could 
have come from domestic riot conversations, Wilson condemned 
mob murder as antidemocratic. “Lawless passion,” he chided, was 
precisely the crime committed by the international outlaw, Germany, 
who “has made lynchers of her armies.” Agreeing with the President, 
the Philadelphia Public Ledger published an editorial reminding 
Americans “that their civilization is based on the observation of law 
and the security of justice for all through the orderly processes of 
the court.”24
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The special claim of vigilante violence on American law and custom 
helps to explain how lynch mobs and police departments coexisted 
in the same political culture. Here the posse can bring clarity. Volun-
teer and private law enforcement had been a tradition of rural areas 
and small towns from the start of English settlement. Yet the posse 
proved ill-equipped to keep order in the city with a more transient 
population. The direct inheritors of the custom of private peace-
keeping, the public police, at least at fi rst, showed similar weaknesses 
and were as capable of partisanship. Despite its passing, the posse 
lived on as part of political culture as Americans held on to their 
vigilante roots, with important ramifi cations for police. According 
to legal historian Joshua Stein, the “methods of defense Americans 
employed as individuals and vigilantes became guiding principles 
for police who were quick to turn to violence to keep the peace.” As 
Stein shows, over the course of the nineteenth century the law had 
given “an ever-increasing amount of authority to private individuals,” 
turning “citizens into little kings.” The posse therefore epitomizes the 
situation confronting police in 1918: a population of white men who 
saw themselves as already, at least potentially, deputized to employ 
violence on behalf of the public welfare.25

Though lacking a monopoly on violence, the state still exercised 
considerable power over the narrative of events, especially in mo-
ments of disorder. Public police supplied the boots-on-the-ground 
capacity for authorities to characterize the social order in seemingly 
neutral, comprehensive terms. Even amid a crisis of legitimacy, as 
Philadelphia’s department was experiencing in July 1918, the police 
version of events became the narrative that other accounts had to 
contest. News stories adopted the conventions of the police report. 
“Riots” consequently became a problem for the forces of “law and or-
der” to manage. Changing the public conversation on the causes and 
consequences of a riot was of critical importance for those with the 
most to lose if blamed and consequently punished for the disorder. 

To Philadelphia’s African American population in 1918, the chal-
lenge would have seemed impossible to overcome. By 1920, their 
number had risen by 58% from a decade earlier but they still ac-
counted for only 7% of the total population. Most of the 134,229 
black Philadelphians had arrived aft er 1915. A large majority settled 
in the Northwest and South districts, in ghettos apart from whites. 
Despite their relative isolation and small number, the mainstream 
press and city offi  cials depicted black migration as an “invasion.” 
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“The race problem” was a problem of order — a police matter. By 
1918, the North had become home to over a million southern-born 
African Americans. The race riot was a customary white response to 
black newcomers, a vigilante means to a public-order end.26

III. The Philadelphia Riot of 1918

On Wednesday, July 24, 1918, Adella Bond moved onto a mostly white 
block in South Philadelphia. Bond, a black woman, had not recently 
arrived in the city from the South. She worked as a probation offi  cer 
for the Municipal Court of Philadelphia. Located in one of the poor-
est districts, her new neighborhood drew white gangs to the nearby 
railroad tracks to steal cargo from passing freight trains. It also was 
a Republican stronghold for the political machine of recent mayoral 
candidate William Vare. Philadelphia’s government was notorious for 
being corrupt. At the time of Bond’s move, city papers were reporting 
steep personnel losses in the police department, blaming Vare’s med-
dling. The police were known to control elections at the ward level 
to keep Republicans in power. The last serious eff ort at reform, by 
Rudolph Blankenburg, mayor from 1912 to 1915, had introduced the 
fi rst police manual since 1897 and established the School of Instruc-
tion for new offi  cers. Once Republicans had returned to offi  ce in 1916, 
however, graft  had resumed. But the Progressive ideal of effi  ciency 
survived the election and the corruption. As idealized among, at fi rst, 
a select number of police executives, the cop would become less a 
social worker than a crime-fi ghter. Philadelphians would come to 
expect their police to prevent crime and maintain order. This process 
already was underway by the summer of 1918.27

Two days aft er Bond settled into her new home, on Friday, July 26, a 
hundred white men and women, possibly more, gathered in the street 
outside. More than a few openly carried guns. According to Bond, a 
man arrived carrying a baby. In a surreal move, he handed the baby 
to a woman, then picked up a brick and tossed it through one of her 
windows. Expecting more to follow, Bond said she “fi red one shot 
out of [her] window then to alarm the police and summon necessary 
assistance.” When an offi  cer fi nally showed, “he wouldn’t try to cope 
with that mob alone, so he turned in a riot call.” With the police gone, 
the mob resumed, stoning the homes of Bond and her two neighbors. 
Before backup could come, a group of black men living nearby heard 
Bond was in trouble and rushed to protect her. It was then, according 
to the Afro-American, a few days later, that the riot began.
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For her part, Bond expected violence from the beginning. As she 
told the Public Ledger, when movers arrived with her furniture, on 
Wednesday, she appeared in her doorway armed with a revolver. Her 
white neighbors claimed that by this action, she had invited confl ict. 
However, as Bond explained, she was only taking “the usual means to 
protect” herself, as “a gang of hoodlums had thrown [her] inside [her] 
doorway.” Moreover, she soon observed that “the women went from 
door to door … and incited their neighbors to violence and to negro 
baiting,” perhaps, she suggested wryly, to shield criminal activity from 
an offi  cer of the law. In interviews conducted by the Ledger, Bond’s 
white neighbors accused her of plans to assert undue authority: 
“that she would put all the children in their homes, make them stay 
indoors and otherwise boasted of her power.” As for the realtor who 
sold Bond the house, he was guilty, they charged, of “colonizing the 
block with negroes.” Altogether, to borrow the Ledger’s unknowingly 
choice pun, it was a black person’s “appearance among the whites 
that stirred” the rioting that followed. Both sides declared their right 
to self- or community-defense, with varying degrees of legality. But 
it fell to the police to restore order and ultimately to decide on the 
spot which claims were credible.28

The papers described the siege at Bond’s home as a “race riot” in 
part because blacks were active participants in nearly equal number. 
Whites also did not allege a crime. By contrast, on Saturday, an “an-
gry mob” of white men chased William Box, a black man, in South 
Philadelphia “crying ‘Stop thief !’” Standing nearby, Louis Sacks, a 
storehouse police clerk, helped to apprehend Box, who in turn drew a 
“villainous looking knife” on Sacks, slashing his arm and shirt. One of 
the policemen who aided in arresting Box apparently struck him with 
a blackjack on top of his head, an injury that later required hospital 
care. The Philadelphia Inquirer led with the headline “Police Save 
Negro from Furious Mob.” In their view, the whites were “would-be 
lynchers,” Box the hapless villain, and police the heroes. The Inquirer 
did not note whether Sacks was in uniform; that Box possibly mis-
took him for a member of the lynch mob. The whites met the offi  cial 
defi nition but did not carry the label of rioters. Many, in fact, man-
aged to hit Box as Sacks and other police attempted to take him to 
the station. Given the prejudices of the era, it is unsurprising that the 
Inquirer assumed the guilt of a black man. It is more revealing that 
they — and the police — took the “would-be lynchers” at their word. 
For the whites at the scene, including the police, justice had been 
served: with the crowd as jury, the police delivered the sentence. Here, 
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quite obviously, po-
lice work affirmed 
the popular belief in 
black criminality so 
evident in the prac-
tice of “lynch law.” 
This cultural work 
of policing would in-
form the narrative of 
the “race riot” later 
that night.29

The Philadelphia 
Riot of 1918 repre-
sented William Box’s arrest and Adella Bond’s encounter on a larger 
scale. Some mystery remains about the immediate catalyst, the killing 
of Hugh Lavery, a white policeman, by Jesse Butler, a black civilian, 
in the early hours of Sunday, July 28. Butler was returning from a 
party, or he was sitting inside making “insulting remarks to white 
men who passed.” Either way, a white mob chased and caught him. 
In the struggle, he fi red a revolver, his own or one wrested from an 
assailant. The bullet killed Hugh Lavery, on his way toward the noise 
that had awakened him. Butler, beaten and disarmed by the white 
mob, was arrested by the police and taken to the station, then to the 
hospital. In their accounts the following day, city papers printed ru-
mors designed to deepen the tragedy. The Public Ledger claimed that 
Mrs. Lavery died “from the shock of her husband’s sudden death.” 
According to the Philadelphia Inquirer, she died during childbirth, 
the baby, too. Neither was true.

Evidently, while the city’s house was in disarray, the mainstream 
press trusted the forces of “law and order,” the white mob and the 
police, for their account of events on the ground. Headlines such 
as, “Insult to White Girls, Killing of Two Men and Wounding of 
Many Others in Last 24 Hours, by Negroes, Enrages Whole Sec-
tion,” endowed the “hue and cry” with the authority of news. Even 
the timeline was fraught. Several hours aft er Lavery’s death, rioting 
apparently resumed when “two negroes … made insulting remarks” 
to “two white girls” of teenage years. “[A]t their cry half a dozen 
men standing on the corner rushed to their assistance,” the Inquirer 
reported. Here white “posses” policing black “crime” indicated the 
return of order.30
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Intermittent confl ict continued throughout the day. Around 3pm, 
another riot led to the death of another white policeman, Thomas 
McVay. White civilians and police again shaded into each other in 
pursuit of a black “outlaw.” Henry Huff  allegedly was “brandishing 
a revolver and patrolling the sidewalks, inviting white men to come 
and be whipped,” when McVay arrived, drawn by the noise. Though 
dressed like a civilian, McVay still tried to disarm Huff , who freeing 
himself, ran into a nearby house. McVay and others followed. Huff  
fi red blindly in their direction, killing McVay instantly and injuring 
Thomas Myers, a plainclothes detective, and Frank Donohue, a white 
civilian, who later died as a result. Two other plainclothes detectives 
fi nally apprehended Huff , aft er beating him severely.

McVay’s death was, in retrospect, a turning point. Aft erward, whites 
seemed to gain more organized force. The following day, Monday, 
July 29, possibly a hundred men went to Huff ’s house. Using axes 
to gain entry, “the vengeance-seeking crowd started to wreck the 
place,” setting fi re to furniture they had dragged into the street. They 
did the same to “the homes of half a dozen other colored families” 
in the vicinity. Whites attacked blacks riding trolley cars that hap-
pened to stop in the area. Blacks alleged to have insulted a white 
woman or challenged a white man’s authority were pursued into 
their homes, disarmed by the mob and arrested by the police. By 
the end, late on Monday, the arrest ratio was sixty blacks to three 
whites. The Public Ledger summed it all up in describing one scene: 
“a crowd of policemen fortifi ed by a number of white people were 
trying to quell riotous negroes.” All blacks had become rioters; all 
whites, police.31

Police pronouncements redrew the line between citizen and cop that 
blurred in the mob. The authority of the state lent their description 
of the world the power of objective truth. The controversy around the 
mysterious death of Riley Bullock, a black civilian, while in the cus-
tody of Offi  cer Roy Ramsey, powerfully illustrates this phenomenon. 
On the morning of Monday, July 29, Ramsey and Offi  cer John Snyder 
were sent to arrest Bullock for allegedly “brandishing a revolver.” 
Bullock then apparently lunged at the patrolmen with a “razor.” Only 
aft er “repeated clubbing” by Ramsey and Snyder was Bullock fi nally 
“subdued” and brought to the station. A lynch mob followed. The 
city papers reported that “[a]s the trio mounted the steps a shot was 
fi red by a negro, who escaped.” Bullock died less than an hour later. 
The next day the press acknowledged that “a bullet from the service 
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revolver of Patrolman Roy Ramsey” had killed Bullock. Hoping to 
avoid more violence, Acting Superintendent of Police William B. Mills 
cited state necessity to justify letting the false story stand. Lieuten-
ant Myers, Ramsey’s superior, claimed that Ramsey “accidentally 
discharged” his gun, pressed against Bullock’s back, when he slipped 
walking backwards up the station steps, keeping the crowd at bay. 
G. Edward Dickerson, a lawyer who defended many of the black 
defendants accused of rioting, publicly charged that police murdered 
Bullock to avenge Offi  cer McVay’s death. During the crisis, however, 
little could be done to change the story.32

Police vernacular blanketed the public meanings of the riot, including 
interpretations critical of their conduct. It could be matter-of-fact, 
as when the Inquirer announced that the riot “eclipsed all records of 
the Police Department.” More oft en, it was less benign. City papers 
dutifully reported that “[t]he police declared that a majority of negroes 
were under the infl uence of liquor.” They concurred when Superin-
tendent Mills explained that “[s]outhern negroes, ‘running wild’ aft er 
long periods of restraint in the South, are the cause of the rioting.” 
They approved when U.S. District Attorney Francis Kane admonished 
the city for not expecting disorder despite being “cognizant of the 
immense invasion of negroes from the South.” All were critical but 
still lobbied for more police. The Ledger could not fathom why police 
had not disarmed black migrants upon arrival, who not being “ac-
customed to the restrictions of [city] life,” had weakened “the forces 
of everyday discipline.” Aft er all, a “riot doesn’t begin as a riot,” just 
as a “fi re doesn’t become a confl agration,” i.e. on its own.33

A race riot evidenced, at base, police failure. A group of black minis-
ters, in a public letter to Mayor Thomas Smith, “put the whole blame 
upon” the “incompetent police force.” Their “hobnobbing with the 
mob” allowed what “would have been nothing more than a petty row” 
to become “the disgrace of Philadelphia.” Citing inadequate police 
protection for “citizens of color,” the Philadelphia Tribune recom-
mended hiring more black offi  cers to keep order in black neighbor-
hoods. “As usual, when riots occur,” the Afro-American observed, 
“the colored people were disarmed by the offi  cers, while no serious 
attempt was made to deprive the whites of their weapons.” Better 
policing, all could agree, meant truly sorting “law-abiding” citizens 
from “hoodlums.”34

Disagreement over the proper response to disorder rested upon a 
deeper divide over whether a “race war” was underway. City papers 
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referred to black-owned homes as “veritable arsenals.” As many as 
5,000 white and black men were fi ghting “a series of street battles.” 
Crowds of blacks responded to white attacks “fully armed” and 
“marched” against “advancing bluecoats” who “charged through 
the fusillade of bullets.” Black papers also mentioned the “bitter 
racial warfare” but with diff erent emphasis. Generally, they avoided 
the logic that interracial contact led inevitably to confl ict. Blacks 
and whites, they maintained, can “live peaceably together.” Instead 
disorder was more a problem of class. Adella Bond had moved onto a 
block where “a low class of whites” lived — the “brutes” that attacked 
her. For too long, police had allowed “irresponsible white hoodlums” 
to harass “law-abiding” black citizens. The law could cut through 
the confusion caused by “color prejudice.” It could be an equalizer. 
Black leaders noted that “a white man carrying a concealed weapon 
is as much a violator of the law as is a colored man doing the same 
thing.” Police had failed precisely because in siding with the mob, 
they had taken the law into their own hands.35

In the event that law failed, certain black leaders were prepared to 
adopt “Dixie Methods” as well. Weeks before the riot, the Phila-
delphia Tribune published a fi ery editorial that promised a vigilante 
response should whites attempt further physical violence against the 
black community. “We favor peace,” G. Grant Williams declared, “but 
we say to the colored people of the Pine Street warzone, stand your 
ground like men.” Williams peppered his manifesto with the gen-
dered rhetoric of a classic American vigilante: “A man’s home is his 
castle.” He reminded his white antagonists that African Americans 
also “stand for law and order,” but, he told his readers, “when they 
tread upon your rights fi ght them to the bitter end … and if the law 
is insuffi  cient we’ll meet the rowdies of the town and give them shot 
and shell.” Aft er the street battles of July, Williams returned to similar 
themes: “I would and will shoot any man who attempts to enter my 
home by force,” including a policeman, he noted.36

For Williams and many African Americans, police misconduct threat-
ened not only the peace but also black manhood and the dignity of 
the wider black community. Violence for some was the requisite 
response. For the black press, riots were less evidence of a “race war” 
than the tragic consequence of lawless police. The beat cop needed to 
position himself above the mob but under the law. Only then would 
persons and property be secure. This ironically would become the 
position of police professionalization advocates in the decades aft er.37
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IV. Policing, Rights, and the Origins of the 1960s Riots

Philadelphians invoked the law in an era before “civil rights” held 
signifi cant legal standing at the local level. During the 1918 riot, Henry 
Huff ’s attorney, G. Edward Dickerson, charged city police with violat-
ing the Fourth Amendment’s warrant requirement at a time when 
state courts did not strictly apply the Bill of Rights to police, espe-
cially when the suspect was black.38 Perhaps it did not much matter 
anyway. Many states, Pennsylvania included, authorized martial law 
in “emergencies.” Police could close stores, seal off  city streets, and 
arrest anyone who defi ed their orders. Executive privilege certainly 
shielded many departments. More important than law, however, was 
custom. Like many white Americans, most police believed in the 
inherent criminality of African Americans. As policeman Callahan 
explained to the Chicago Commission on Race Relations one year 
aft er the 1919 Chicago Riot, “[i]f a Negro should say one word back 
to me or should say a word to a white woman in the park, there is a 
crowd of young men … who would procure arms and fi ght shoulder 
to shoulder with me.”39

Blacks’ “rights talk” still challenged white dominance even though it 
appealed to a power that did not yet exercise much local force. The 
national surveillance state that developed during World War I also 
was wary of the social ends of “rights” claims. Reporting military 
intelligence on “the negro problem,” Major J. E. Cutler warned that 
the NAACP had encouraged “the colored people to insist upon equal-
ity with white people … in order to establish their rights.” “‘Fight for 
your rights,’ is the new slogan,” Cutler worriedly observed. “Rights” 
discourse won an ally in the American Civil Liberties Union, estab-
lished in 1920. But it would not enter the mainstream and gain legal 
force until the late 1930s and 1940s. Later still did constitutional law 
attach concretely to policing.40

Placing faith in the rule of law to reign in police held both promise 
and peril. Vagrancy law is instructive. Until the early 1970s, police 
and politicians used broad anti-vagrancy ordinances to clear the 
streets of the poor and other “undesirables.” Arrests for disorderly 
conduct and breach of the peace also were common. African Ameri-
cans were especially vulnerable. A 1926 survey found that one-third 
of all black Philadelphians arrested were let go because police lacked 
evidence to charge them with a crime. A 1952 study discovered that 
“[t]hree-quarters of the arrests for disorderly conduct appear to be 
illegal, in that the charge is used to cover lawful conduct of which 
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the police disapprove” such as mixed-race “fraternization.” Aft er 
World War II, the African American population grew to 18% of the 
city total. Police commented in a post-war survey that black crime 
was “the result of housing, employment, and heredity.” “You don’t 
have too much trouble with Negroes if you keep them in their place,” 
one high-ranking offi  cial explained. Black respondents noted that 
police “frequently give the third degree” and “pick up people easily, 
use violence.” The “third degree” refers to police use of excessive 
force, even torture, in pre-trial interrogations. A 1931 government 
report found it to be nationally “widespread.” As journalist Ernest 
Hopkins put it at the time: “In every city our police hold what can 
only be called outlaw tribunals — informal and secret inquisitions 
of arrested persons — which are, terminology aside, actual and very 
vigorous trials for crime.” Over the next thirty years, the Supreme 
Court slowly recognized that the routine street stop existed largely 
outside courtroom law — and that this had to change.41

The law of policing transformed as the nation became a more impor-
tant organizing frame in political culture. The International Association 
of Chiefs of Police (IACP), established in 1893, increased coordination 
among police agencies. The Bureau of Investigation, founded in 1908 
and renamed the Federal Bureau of Investigation in 1935, introduced 
national record-keeping through the Uniform Crime Reports and set 
a premium on scientifi c crime-fi ghting. Gradually, police departments 
replaced torture with lie-detection as more scientifi c and effi  cient. 
Crime-control became more central to their mission. Arrest quotas 
and the patrol car encouraged the “police practice of arresting fi rst and 
building a case later.” Prohibition introduced a failed national experi-
ment in policing but left  an important cultural precedent. Public hys-
teria over the violence of bootlegging led to a national “war on crime.”42

During the 1920s and 1930s, the Supreme Court took the unprec-
edented step of intervening in state criminal trials. The Justices 
focused on poor black defendants sentenced to death by southern 
juries who in eff ect were acting as proxies for the lynch mob. Even so, 
their decisions barely aff ected police procedure on the street. The U.S. 
Commission on Civil Rights could report in 1961 that police brutality 
was “still a serious problem throughout the United States.” The lan-
guage of the rights of persons suspected of crime had, however, taken 
hold. One offi  cer captured the sentiment of many in the 1960s when 
he observed that “[i]t’s getting harder to work in these neighborhoods 
now than it used to be because we send the kids to school and teach 
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them about rights.” Nationally televised state-sanctioned racist 
southern violence against peaceful Civil Rights marchers deepened 
the rift  between the police and black communities. Amid a national 
war on poverty and injustice, black rioters would have their stage.43

The methods that police typically used in high-crime urban areas 
would provide the spark. A national study by the American Bar 
Foundation discovered that legislatures, courts, and police commonly 
deployed “substantive criminal law ostensibly designed to control 
‘suspicious’ persons.” New York passed the fi rst stop-and-frisk 
statute in 1964 — later implicitly affi  rmed by Terry v. Ohio — that 
allowed police to “stop any person abroad in a public place who he 
reasonably suspects is committing, has committed or is about to 
commit a felony.” Police had relatively free reign to invoke public 
safety concerns to disperse “suspicious” persons. “Move on!” worked 
by command not consent, less to enforce the law than to maintain 
order. The growing fi eld of “Police Science” turned to preventive 
patrol to keep the overcrowded metropolis safe. One popular guide 
recommended that a beat cop should closely observe “[p]eople who 
do not ‘belong.’” By the 1950s, the public profi le of “people who do 
not ‘belong’” encompassed the poor, the nonconformist, and the 
nonwhite migrant, city dwellers all.44

The public happily entrusted police with this responsibility because 
cities appeared to be changing for the worse. For the white majority 
during the 1950s, many of whom now lived in the suburbs, the dis-
order and delinquency they found in cities where millions of African 
Americans and other nonwhite populations recently had settled 
constituted a national threat. At the same time, big-city police de-
partments began to complain that their offi  cers lacked legitimacy in 
certain neighborhoods. Stanley R. Schrotel, Cincinnati Police Chief 
and IACP president, reported that “people assembled as spectators 
where an arrest is being made tend to side with the prisoner” and 
“sometimes … openly attack the police in an attempt to free the 
prisoner.” Police from Los Angeles and San Francisco affi  rmed this 
worrying trend. Encountering the systemic issue of black poverty, 
police responded with the tools at their disposal. To their dismay 
they discovered that stop-and-frisk, whatever its legality, elicited 
more and more a vigilante response.45

Most of the 1960s riots arose out of routine interactions between 
police and citizens. For police the routine was normal departmental 
policy. In the early 1960s, police chiefs in Los Angeles, Detroit, and 
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Newark — the cities that would experience the most destructive upris-
ings of the decade — off ered the same simple message in their testimony 
before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights: there is no police-
community relations problem. William Parker of Los Angeles confi -
dently asserted “that there is no desegregation or integration problem.” 
Rather, “genes” hinder Mexican Americans’ assimilation to city life. 
Dominick Spina of Newark denied the existence of any “great tension 
between any minority group, so called, and the police department.” 
Herbert Hart of Detroit dismissed allegations of police brutality 
against black citizens altogether, as “an uninformed misstatement.”46

Yet the view from the street looked very diff erent. For African Ameri-
cans across the nation, their routine police treatment had become 
intolerable. A former Detroit patrolman cited the belief among city 
cops “that if you stop and search fi ft y Negroes and you get one good 
arrest out of it that’s a good percentage.” Another former offi  cer tes-
tifi ed that “the Negro is living in a police state.” And the Assistant 
U.S. Attorney in Detroit argued that the “police department seems 
to be working under a program of containment of the Negro citizen 
by brute force.” Four years later riots swept through black neighbor-
hoods in seven northern cities. When North Philadelphia resident 
Florence Mobley climbed on top of an overturned fridge in late August 
1964, she represented what had been and what was to come. She 
encouraged the black men nearby to forget the NAACP, nonviolence, 
and the rest. Mobley and the black rioters of the 1960s called upon a 
long American tradition of vigilantism to remedy perceived injustice. 
Except now community police was oriented against offi  cial police.47
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The Rise of the Toxic Politics of Migration: 
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In the summer of 1959, Harold Stassen was running for Mayor of Phila-
delphia. Stassen was a seasoned Republican politician trying to revive 
his political career. In 1939, at the tender age of 32, he had been elected 
Governor of Minnesota, but his star had since fallen. He had sought his 
party’s nomination for President three times, to no avail.1 Aft er relocating 
to Pennsylvania and serving as President of the University of Pennsyl-
vania, he ran for Governor of his adopted state in 1958 and lost. Though 
considered by some a “liberal stalwart” of the Republican Party, he had 
a record of displeasing both liberals and conservatives.2 Stassen was, 
as political reporter Alan Otten put it, a “professional windmill tilter.”3 

When running for mayor, Stassen lived up to his reputation as an 
idiosyncratic politician willing to take unconventional positions. His 
challenge to Democratic incumbent Richardson Dillworth focused on 
the city’s rising unemployment rate and crumbling neighborhoods.4 To 
solve these problems, Stassen made a startling commitment: to slow 
the in-migration of the unemployed from the South, the coal mining 
regions, and Puerto Rico.5 As Stassen reasoned, restricting the “infl ux” 
to Philadelphia was economically necessary. “It is not fair to allow more 
and more unemployed to come here,” Stassen argued, “when … we fi nd 
industry unwilling to expand or locate here.”6 Stassen was hardly the fi rst 
to hold migration responsible for the city’s problems. Just weeks before, 
President Judge Adrian Bonnelly of the Philadelphia Municipal court had 
blamed migrants — specifi cally, the 500,000 migrants from the South and 
Puerto Rico who had moved to the city since 1930 — for the increased 
crime among the city’s youth.7 Migration, as Stassen, Bonnelly, and others 
saw it, was a problem. But Stassen was the fi rst prominent voice to assert 
that the solution was exclusion. He would not be the last. As Milwaukee 
Mayor Frank Zeidler correctly observed that fall, such exclusionary senti-
ment was “just below the surface” in cities across the country.8 

Migration has oft en been controversial. Throughout the “Age of Internal 
Migration,” which spanned four decades from the early 1930s to the 
early 1970s, many of the most publicized controversies involved internal 
migrants. During this period, the number of immigrants entering the 
country fell to an all-time low even as the rapid pace of urbanization 
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and the industrialization of agriculture made internal migration more 
visible. Scholars have not yet come to terms with the widespread interest 
in internal migration in this period. The historian responsible for coining 
the phrase “Age of Internal Migration,” James Gregory, has recognized 
some of the social and cultural developments of the era, but no historian 
has fully considered the debates over internal migration that took place 
during these years, and their ramifi cations for policy and polity.9 As a Vis-
iting Fellow in Economic and Social History at the GHI, I am researching 
and writing a comprehensive history of this Age of Internal Migration. 
During the Age of Internal Migration, I have found, as attention turned 
to people moving within the United States, a loose network of reformers 
concerned with the plight of migrants lobbied for new social welfare and 
labor market policies to facilitate migration and ameliorate the hardships 
that many migrants faced. These social workers, legislators, public wel-
fare offi  cials, social scientists, and lawyers oft en faced resistance from 
lawmakers and the general public. They spent as much time defending 
migrants as advocating for policy change. In the end, however, they 
were able to force legislatures to reform certain public policies. More 
signifi cantly, they prompted courts to redefi ne the rights of citizenship. 

This article considers one moment in the Age of Internal Migration — 
of which Harold Stassen was emblematic. In the late 1950s and early 
1960s, many large cities like Philadelphia were struggling with high 
unemployment, rising welfare costs, increased crime, and deteriorat-
ing neighborhoods — a prelude to what many would call the “urban 
crisis” later in the decade. At this moment, it became common for 
local political leaders to blame migrants for their cities’ problems. 
Though white “hillbillies” from Appalachia were sometimes accused 
of contributing to urban decline in Midwestern cities like Chicago 
where they concentrated, in Chicago itself as well as eastern cities 
like Philadelphia and New York the migrants most oft en blamed for 
urban ills were African American and Puerto Rican. 

Newspapers fi rst began covering the African American and Puerto Ri-
can migration to northern cities extensively in the early 1950s. In New 
York, Puerto Ricans attracted the most attention until 1956, when the 
focus shift ed to African Americans moving north. The Supreme Court’s 
decision that year striking down segregation in Brown v. Board of Edu-
cation drew attention to racial tensions in the South. As blacks moved 
north, they were increasingly depicted not only as economic refugees 
looking for work as farms in the South mechanized, but as political 
refugees fl eeing the backlash to Brown.10 By the late 1950s, newspapers 
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reported that the New York, Philadelphia, and Chicago metropolitan 
areas would soon be home to over one million African Americans.11 
The press depicted both the earlier Puerto Rican migration and the 
later African American migration as a problem for cities, charging 
migrants with exacerbating slum conditions, contributing to crime, 
and even “squeezing more and more middle-income whites to sub-
urban areas.”12 

At the time, scholars recognized this turn against migrants. 
In 1959, immigration historian Oscar Handlin made a rare 
foray into current political debates with his book, The Newcomers, 
analyzing the recent migration of African Americans and Puerto 
Ricans to New York. Handlin observed that the contemporary 
response to migration was much the same as the response 
to immigration in the nineteenth century. Then, as now, 
migrants were blamed for “broken families, illegitimacy, disease, 
criminality, prostitution, juvenile delinquency, insanity, and 
pauperism,” Handlin observed.13 He suggested that African 
American and Puerto Rican migrants to New York, like Euro-
pean immigrants before them, would soon adjust to their new 
environments. But Handlin’s study, and similar works by other 
social scientists, did not exert much infl uence on the popular 
discourse.

At this moment Stassen and several other public fi gures — all idio-
syncratic men with a knack for attracting attention to themselves — 
publicly demanded that migration be halted. These men believed, 
as others did at the time, that migration was the root cause of their 
cities’ travails. They demanded that public offi  cials take steps to 
stem the migrant tide. And their demands made headlines, draw-
ing further attention to the problems they attributed to migration 
and building public support for policies that penalized migration 
or even brought it to a halt. 

The controversies over migration that Stassen and others sparked 
marked a decisive shift  in the politics of migration. As race fi gured 
more prominently in debates over migration, and migration was 
charged with causing urban problems, the politics of migration 
became more treacherous — even toxic. It would be diffi  cult for 
liberal civil rights and social welfare leaders concerned with migrants’ 
wellbeing to navigate this new politics — a politics that would 
continue to set the terms for the debate over migration through 
the end of the Age of Internal Migration.
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I. Philadelphia 

Stassen’s call to halt migration to Philadelphia was prefi gured by 
almost a decade of debate about African-American migration to 
the city. Since the early postwar period, social scientists and public 
offi  cials had been aware that large numbers of southern blacks were 
moving to Philadelphia, and they had undertaken studies to fi nd out 
why migrants came to the city and what resources they needed most 
to establish themselves once there. The Philadelphia Urban League — 
the local branch of the civil rights organization established during the 
fi rst Great Migration to help black migrants fi nd jobs and housing — 
sponsored studies of migration to the city starting in the mid-1950s. 
By 1957, the League had helped form a Special Study Committee on the 
Problems of In-Migrant Newcomers, which involved representatives 
of social agencies that worked with migrants — from private organiza-
tions including Travelers Aid and the Health and Welfare Council to 
public agencies such as the Department of Public Welfare, the Com-
mission on Human Relations, and the Housing Authority. The year it 
was founded, members of the Committee expressed concern “about 
the existing negative community reactions to the heavy infl ux” and rec-
ommended that something be done to “creat[e] … a social atmosphere 
in which the immigrant newcomers can more easily become a part of 
the greater community.”14 The “negative community reactions” only 
mounted the following year, and on New Year’s Eve of 1958, League 
members met with Mayor Dilworth to discuss the spate of articles 
linking the migration of African Americans to crime and other social 
problems of the city. They called on the mayor to “declare as a mat-
ter of public policy that it has always been the right of citizens in our 
country to move freely from one part of the country to another, and 
that indeed this movement of people has been one of the main bases 
of the virility of the American economy.”15 

Migrant advocates had thus already felt the need to defend 
migrants’ right to move before Stassen recommended that they 
city take steps to halt migration. Aft er Stassen lost his bid for 
mayor, they continued their eff orts to reframe the discussion of 
migration.16 A month aft er the election, the Philadelphia Urban 
League hosted a one-day conference on “Minority Migration,” 
in which speakers from a variety of fi elds attempted to debunk 
the views promulgated by Stassen and others about migration to 
Philadelphia and its eff ects on the city. The League published and 
distributed the proceedings to Urban Leagues across the country 
the following year.17
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II. New York

As the Urban League and other civil rights and social welfare lead-
ers dealt with the fallout from Stassen’s call to curb migration in 
Philadelphia, an outspoken Brooklyn judge off ered a similar recom-
mendation as a solution to New York’s slum problem. On September 
24, 1959, Kings County Judge Samuel Leibowitz testifi ed before the 
Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency, which was holding 
hearings in New York, and urged city offi  cials to discourage migration 
“from all parts of the country and the Caribbean” until the city had 
addressed its “crime-breeding” slum problem. His suggestion that 
migration be discouraged was specifi cally aimed at Puerto Ricans. 
While Leibowitz acknowledged that Puerto Ricans had a right to move 
where they wished, he wanted “to get the man in City Hall to open his 
mouth, to do a little talking not only to Puerto Ricans but others who 
are going to be jammed into these terrible slums which cause juvenile 
delinquency.”18 As part of the eff ort to discourage migration, Leibow-
itz recommended that New York State institute a one-year residence 
requirement for welfare. New York was one of only a handful of states 
to not require migrants to wait for a year before becoming eligible for 
public assistance. Leibowitz hoped that instituting such a requirement 
would discourage migrants from coming to the state. 

The context of Leibowitz’s recommendations, like Stassen’s, is 
important. Like Stassen, Leibowitz was attracted to the limelight.19 
A nationally-known criminal defense attorney who had defended 
the Scottsboro boys before becoming a judge, once on the bench he 
launched highly publicized grand juries to investigate racketeering, 
fi rst, and then, in 1958, violent crime committed by Brooklyn’s youth. 
In early 1958 several stabbings and a rape in Brooklyn had made 
headlines nationally.20 The perpetrators were presumed to be young 
Puerto Ricans. Leibowitz’s grand jury called for a quick crackdown 
on crime, recommending that police offi  cers be placed in schools.21 

Leibowiz’s call to discourage migration a year later made the front 
page of the New York Times. It was the fi rst highly publicized such 
statement made by a New Yorker, but it was in line with Leibowitz’s 
previous recommendations and, indeed, with the statements and ac-
tions of other politicians who worried about the migration, especially 
of Puerto Ricans, into the state. For example, since 1957, state legisla-
tors had debated a residence requirement for welfare. That year, the 
measure failed to pass the state senate, garnering only two votes from 
New York City — a fact which the New York Times found remarkable 
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since the city, “is the main stopping place of migration from Puerto 
Rico and has borne the heaviest relief load of nonresidents.”22 In 1958 
the bill passed the state senate, but was defeated in the assembly.23 
According to its opponents, the law had two purposes: fi rst, “to ex-
clude the ‘undesirable’ Puerto Ricans,” and second, to preserve the 
balance of political power between upstate conservatives and New 
York City liberals, since “lots of talk has been going on suggesting 
that balances of political power will be upset by non-residents com-
ing here.”24 Finally, in 1959, the year that Leibowitz spoke out against 
migration, a residence requirement was the subject of a joint-two day 
legislative hearing in Albany. At the hearing, supporters claimed that 
New York’s failure to enact a residence requirement made the state a 
“favorite target for low-income groups, who move in for easy pickings 
on relief.”25 Critics of the measure, meanwhile, charged that “resi-
dence is being used as a symbol to hide the real issue — an objection 
to the entrance of new cultural and ethnic groups.”26 By speaking out 
against the migration of Puerto Ricans, Leibowitz was wading into 
an ongoing debate about migration in New York. 

As in Philadelphia, the call to discourage migration provoked a de-
fense of migration and migrants. If anything, in New York, which was 
home to some of the nation’s most outspoken liberal proponents of 
civil rights, the defense of migration was more enthusiastic than in 
Philadelphia. New York’s leading politicians immediately spoke out 
against Leibowitz’s recommendation. Liberal Republican Senator 
Jacob Javits, testifying before the same committee as Leibowitz, said 
that “I believe that ultimately, as was true of other waves of migration, 
we will integrate the migrants,” and averred that every citizen should 
be “entitled to freedom to travel and the best that we’ve got.” Aft er 
the committee’s hearings Democratic Congressman Emanuel Celler 
spoke to the press, arguing that “we should not discourage them from 
coming. We need them for the hard chores and rough work.”27 New 
York Mayor Robert Wagner, meanwhile, rejected any plan to discour-
age migration. As he put it, “I do not agree that we ought to attempt to 
bar anybody from the city. We’ve never done that before.” The mayor 
specifi cally criticized the proposed one-year residence requirement 
for welfare, saying, “Any law you pass doesn’t keep people from com-
ing in,” but only shift s the burden of supporting migrants from the 
state to local public and private agencies.28 Aft er New York’s leading 
politicians had spoken, its religious and civil rights leaders chimed 
in. The Sunday aft er Leibowitz testifi ed, Harlem ministers spoke out 
against Leibowitz’s proposal from their pulpits.29 The Puerto Rican 
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Bar Association censured Leibowitz, resolving that it was, “of the 
opinion that the attitude of Judge Leibowitz clearly demonstrates his 
inability to render impartial justice to defendants of Negro and Puerto 
Rican origin and that the eff ect of his testimony before the Senate 
committee tends to subject the Puerto Rican and Negro people to 
the contempt of the rest of the community.”30 By far the most vocal 
of Leibowitz’s critics was the American Jewish Congress.

Leibowitz was himself a Jewish immigrant to New York, and Jewish 
civil rights leaders feared that his statements against Puerto Rican 
migration would be taken as the Jewish position, exacerbating racial 
tensions between Jews, blacks, and Puerto Ricans. There was some 
basis for this fear. In an article documenting the response to Leibow-
itz’s proposal, the New York Times reported that a young man named 
Daniel Goldstein had been attacked by a “gang of boys” in Brownsville, 
Brooklyn. The clear implication was that he was targeted because he 
was Jewish.31 The American Jewish Congress (AJC) and its civil rights 
lawyer, Shad Polier, immediately worked to dispel any notion that New 
York’s Jews approved of Leibowitz’s statement. Interestingly, Polier’s 
wife, the pioneering family court judge Justine Wise Polier, had already 
tussled with Leibowitz over his juvenile delinquency grand jury inves-
tigation.32 Whether Polier himself went into the Leibowitz controversy 
disapproving of the judge is unclear, but once the judge recommended 
that migration be curbed, Polier sprung into action. In a press release 
issued by the AJC, Polier was quoted as commending Mayor Wagner’s 
“prompt rejection” of Leibowitz’s proposal. The press release went on 
to say that high crime rates could not be solved by “blanket accusations 
against minority groups or by closing the doors of our city to them.” 
The AJC emphasized the shared migrant experience of all New Yorkers:

All of us in this great city are descended from immigrants 
who came to these shores in search of security and oppor-
tunity. Even disregarding the obvious unconstitutionality 
of Judge Leibowtiz’s proposal, it is unthinkable that certain 
people should be barred from our city because of the color 
of their skin or the place where they were born.33 

The AJC stood by its strongly-worded statement even aft er readers 
pointed out that Leibowitz did not technically endorse “barring” 
migrants, but only “discouraging” them. In a personal letter, Polier 
explained why: “More than any event in the past twenty-fi ve years, 
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Judge Leibowitz’s testimony has created and stirred up a tremendous 
anti-Semitic sentiment among the colored people of this City and, 
indeed, of the entire country.”34

Though New York’s leading politicians and civil rights organizations 
rejected Leibowitz’s recommendation, the press coverage was more 
mixed. The New York Times roundly denounced the judge’s proposal. 
Immediately following his testimony the editorial board described 
Puerto Rican migration to the city as a response to economic factors, 
and opined, “it is unconstitutional to set up state barriers against 
these tides and no lectures by Judge Leibowitz or the Mayor or anyone 
else can have much eff ect on them.”35 A Washington Post editorial 
similarly observed, “The remedy [to the problem of crime in slums] 
is unlikely to be found in Judge Samuel Leibowitz’ suggestion that 
migration be discouraged. Freedom of movement within the Federal 
Union is a right which cannot be curtailed; and hope drives men to 
surmount discouragement. The only real remedy, we think, lies in 
taking the migrants into the community instead of casting them 
out.”36 A long New York Times magazine piece several weeks later 
interviewed hardworking Puerto Ricans who had moved to the city 
and sought to explain their struggles as well as the appeal of gangs 
to some. The article specifi cally challenged the notion that a welfare 
residence requirement would infl uence migration “since the curve of 
migration, as always, rises and falls with the business curve — the 
opportunity of work rather than the opportunity to go on relief in New 
York.” The article went on to assert that the city’s problems did not 
result from migration: “All of the problems in which Puerto Ricans 
are involved existed in New York long before their arrival — slum 
housing, juvenile delinquency, narcotics, low wages, racial tensions — 
and there is no reason to believe that these would vanish with the 
Puerto Ricans.”37 

Some of the coverage of Leibowitz’ testimony was more approving, 
however. Baseball star Jackie Robinson, who had recently retired 
and taken up his pen as a columnist for the New York Post, spoke 
out in qualifi ed defense of Leibowitz, who he considered a friend 
since the judge had supported his move to integrate the Brooklyn 
Dodgers in 1947. Robinson downplayed the signifi cance of Leibowitz’s 
remarks, observing, “I’ve found him to be a very outspoken man 
when he believes in something, and there isn’t an outspoken man 
alive who hasn’t stepped on some people’s toes and felt the wrath 
of their condemnation.”38 Others took Leibowitz more seriously and 
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directly endorsed his recommendation. Harper’s magazine praised 
Leibowitz for “blurting out the unpopular truth about his city.” An 
editorial in the magazine observed that New York’s “housing, traffi  c, 
schools, water supply, police and municipal fi nance are all strained to 
the danger point — or beyond. Millions of its people live in squalor 
and walk its streets in fear. Anybody thinking of moving to New York 
should be warned to keep away.”39 

On balance Leibowitz’s recommendation that migration be halted 
was, like Stassen’s, more oft en criticized than praised by public 
fi gures and the press. Both men were comfortable attacking sacred 
cows, and had publicly said what was not yet acceptable to say. But 
within two years, much would change. When, in 1961, another pub-
lic fi gure sought to discourage migration to a struggling industrial 
city just up the Hudson from New York, the public response was 
altogether diff erent. And the political fallout was not just local, but 
national. 

III. Newburgh

Newburgh, New York was a small city of 31,000 just 60 miles north 
of New York City. In 1952 it had won Look magazine’s All American 
City award, but the following decade had been hard on the city. 
Factories and mills that once employed the city’s residents had 
headed south, and in 1957 the Department of Labor declared the 
city and its surrounding region an “area of substantial unemploy-
ment.”40 The demographics of the city had also shift ed. Though 
the city’s total population declined between 1950 and 1960, the 
African American population increased 151 percent. Many of these 
newcomers were former migrant workers who had traveled to 
work the farms surrounding Newburgh and decided to settle in 
the city.41 In 1961, one reporter pointedly observed that Newburgh 
“now qualifi es as ‘All American City’ chiefl y because it is suff ering 
almost every one of the well-known urban ills and frustrations that 
have developed since the war — a rapidly growing Negro slum, 
a declining business section, a rising crime rate, and increasing 
school costs.”42 

By the early 1960s, Newburgh’s political leaders had come to believe 
that migrants were at the root of the city’s urban ills. They recom-
mended that migration be curtailed, and, unlike Stassen and Leibowitz, 
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actually took steps to curtail it. Newburgh’s new City Manager, 
Joseph Mitchell, spearheaded the action.

Mitchell had been hired by Newburgh’s Republican-controlled City 
Council in 1960. At the time of his hiring the Council had been con-
cerned about both migration and welfare. Newburgh was far from the 
only city concerned about welfare in the early 1960s. Public welfare 
departments in cities from Chicago to New York were studying 
the reasons for rising welfare costs and politicians were calling 
for harsh measures to curb the increases.43 But Newburgh was 
the fi rst city to directly blame migrants for the increased welfare 
expenditures, and to do something about it. The tone was set by 
the senior Republican on Newburgh’s City Council, plumbing 
contractor George McKneally, who was responsible for hiring the 
new city manager. As McKneally saw it, migration and welfare were 
twin drivers of the city’s decline. McKneally believed that welfare 
encouraged migration, by “off er[ing] some security to a migrant to 
takes a chance and leaves the South even though there is no job 
awaiting him here.” McKneally’s asserted, with little evidence, that 
Newburgh had developed a “reputation in the South as a soft  touch 
for welfare aid.”44 Rumors, no doubt fed by McKneally, circulated 
among Newburgh’s white residents that a sign in a railroad sta-
tion in the South read, “Go to Newburgh, N.Y., and get paid for 
not working.”45 The migration that welfare encouraged, McKneally 
in turn asserted, was responsible for the city’s decline. No other 
evidence was needed than coincidence in timing, he believed: 
the “deterioration began when the migration from the South got 
underway about 10 years ago.”46 McKneally interviewed Mitchell 
for the position of city manager, and as he remembered it, when 
he had discussed the city’s problems with Mitchell, Mitchell had 
given him answers he “wanted to hear.”47 That is, Mitchell also 
believed that welfare and migration were a problem, and something 
needed to be done. 

Mitchell had been a city manager in California and Pennsylvania be-
fore taking the job at Newburgh, and nothing from his previous expe-
rience indicated that he would become the lightning rod he became.48 
But once on the job, Mitchell glommed to the role of explainer of the 
city’s problems. He began making speeches to civic organizations 
arguing that the city’s social ills could be explained by its welfare 
program, and the migrants it attracted. In one speech he suggested 
that welfare needed to be reformed because it was attracting “the 
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dregs of humanity into this city … [in a] never ending pilgrimage from 
North Carolina.”49 He appointed a three-member citizens committee 
to study the city’s welfare program. The committee’s report, which 
turned out to be authored by Mitchell himself, criticized the admin-
istration of the welfare program and expressed particular concern 
about the “steady infl ux of outsiders, principally from the southern 
States.” A large proportion of the report considered the “social and 
economic conditions” and the “moral values” of these newcomers.50 

On June 20, 1961, Mitchell took action to discourage migration as 
part of an overhaul of the city’s welfare system. On that date, he re-
quested that the city adopt a new thirteen-point welfare code, to go 
into eff ect a month later. Among the most signifi cant tenets of what 
came to be known, simply, as Newburgh’s Thirteen Points, were 
new regulations requiring that cash payments be issued in voucher 
form, that all able-bodied males on relief be given work, that all re-
cipients who were off ered work but refused it be denied relief, that 
mothers with illegitimate children who continued to have children 
out of wedlock be denied relief, and, fi nally, that “all applicants for 
relief who are new to the city must show evidence that their plans in 
coming to the city involved a concrete off er of employment similar to 
that required of foreign immigrants.” The new welfare code targeted 
loafers, unwed mothers, and migrants, threatening to cut them off  
of public assistance.51 

The code’s restrictions on migrants were severe. All newcomers who 
could prove they had moved to the city for a legitimate purpose — i.e. 
for work — could receive up to two weeks assistance, but no more. 
Those who could not provide such proof would be limited to one 
week of assistance.52 The goal, as the city manager openly admitted 
at the time, was not simply to cut costs. Mitchell described the new 
welfare code as a necessary measure to “curtail immigration, save 
money, and halt our blight.”53 Aft er Mitchell issued his plan, Council-
man McKneally heartily endorsed the plan and the goal, explaining, 
“My aim is to discourage undisciplined, unskilled, unemployable 
migrants of the type that have been moving here. We can’t aff ord to 
take any more of them so, yes, it is our aim to discourage migrants.”54

State public welfare offi  cials quickly responded to Newburgh’s at-
tempt to solve its welfare and migration problem simultaneously. 
Two weeks aft er Mitchell released his thirteen-point plan, the State 
Board of Social Welfare announced that a number of the code’s 
provisions “on their face appear to violate the provisions of State 
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Social Welfare Law and the Federal Social Security Act.” It launched 
an investigation.55 One of the Board’s primary concerns was that 
Newburgh’s actions, by violating federal law, would jeopardize the 
state’s annual reimbursement of $150,000,000 from the federal gov-
ernment for welfare expenditures.56 Aft er a meeting in early July on 
Newburgh’s welfare code, the Board adopted resolutions demanding 
that Newburgh offi  cials “observe the social welfare law and desist 
from implementing the illegal provisions of their Thirteen Point 
program.” 57 It specifi cally condemned Mitchell’s welfare code for set-
ting up “a local immigration service designed to restrict, harass, and 
intimidate United States citizens by compelling them to submit to 
tests that are said to be ‘required of foreign immigrants.’”58 The Board 
also gave other critics of the code ammunition against the claim that 
“great numbers of ‘undesirable newcomers’ come to Newburgh to get 
public assistance.”59 As the Board disclosed, only $205 was spent on 
state-funded relief to residents who had been in the state less than 
one year in 1960, and “not one cent was spent for newcomers on ADC 
[Aid to Dependent Children].”60 Finally, the Board requested that the 
New York Attorney General look into bringing action if Newburgh 
attempted to implement any of the code’s illegal provisions.61 By Au-
gust, the Board had sought an injunction to stop Newburgh’s leaders 
from enforcing the welfare code.62 Administrators of the Bureau of 
Public Assistance in Washington were keeping a close eye on the 
Newburgh situation but did not feel the need to intervene because 
the State Board of Social Welfare was so proactive.63

Mitchell’s crackdown made national headlines. An Associated Press 
wire story carried the Thirteen Points to newspapers across the coun-
try.64 Mitchell himself was the story’s best promoter, taking on what 
amounted to a second job touring the country giving speeches about 
the need to rid the welfare rolls of loafers, unwed mothers, migrants 
and others who, in his view, took advantage of the all-too-generous 
safety net.65 The publicity Newburgh’s Thirteen Points attracted 
prompted a discussion of Mitchell’s methods and goals that went 
well beyond the province of public offi  cialdom.
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As in Philadelphia and New York, civil rights and social welfare lead-
ers were among the fi rst to speak out about the exclusionary recom-
mendations. They uniformly denounced Newburgh’s Thirteen Points 
and specifi cally argued against its attempt to limit migrants’ access 
to assistance. The President of the Newburgh NAACP condemned 
the code, which, as he saw it, was simply, “an attempt to frighten as 
many of our people as possible out of the town and out of the area.”66 
The Board of Trustees of the National Urban League immediately sent 
a letter to the State Board of Social Welfare raising questions about 
Mitchell’s actions, and when the Urban League delegate assembly 
next met it released a statement condemning Newburgh’s welfare 
code and asserting that the subtext of Newburgh’s actions was anti-
migrant. As they put it, Newburgh’s actions seemed to presume that 
the root of the city’s ills was “undesirable types of newcomers,” and 
the “clear impression which Newburgh’s offi  cial spokesmen have 
managed to convey is that of a small city (31,000 population), gallantly 
struggling against a rising tide of indigent newcomer families — 
families who came not in search of work, but to take advantage of a 
‘soft  touch.’”67 

Social welfare leaders, meanwhile, decried the code as a throwback 
to the period when excluding strangers was considered a legitimate 
government policy.68 New York’s long-established State Charities 
Aid Association released a statement asserting that the “Newburgh 
crusade is not justifi ed by the facts,” and attempting to “set the re-
cord straight.”69 The American Public Welfare Association released 
a similar statement describing Newburgh’s proposed regulations as 
“arbitrary and punitive” and affi  rming what it described as tenets 
of responsible social welfare administration. One of these tenets 
was that population movement is “essential to the economy” and 
public welfare services should be available to anyone regardless of 
“residence, settlement, citizenship requirements, or circumstances 
of birth.”70 The National Association of Social Workers issued a 
press release calling the code a “hoax” designed to “break down 
modern standards of assistance.” It recommended that communities 
recognize certain principles of public welfare, including that “welfare 
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programs … refl ect the needs of a highly industrialized, mobile mod-
ern society” and specifi cally that “families be permitted mobility.”71 
The Executive Director of Catholic Charities sent a letter to the New 
York Times explaining that his organization “cannot subscribe” to the 
policies proposed in Newburgh because they contravened “Catholic 
Social doctrine,” which “emphasizes the obligation of society and 
its more favored members not to remain indiff erent to the plight of 
those who suff er from poverty, misery, and hunger.”72 The AFL-CIO 
likewise opposed Newburgh’s code for “humanitarian reasons, be-
cause of their callous disregard for the self-respect and dignity of the 
human person, and because it would not solve the very real problem 
of general assistance.73 The labor organization’s leading social wel-
fare expert, Leo Perlis, gave a speech in which he called Newburgh’s 
program “a hoax and complete denial of human rights.” The code 
seemed to strip migrants of their citizenship, Perlis suggested. As he 
put it, “a relief recipient in Newburgh is not only not human, as per 
Mr. Mitchell’s regulations, but he is not even an American. He is just 
a foreigner who, I suppose, is not human in the fi rst place — as any 
vocal know-nothing will be only too pleased to tell you.”74

But while civil rights and social welfare leaders consistently criticized 
Mitchell, the same could not be said for the nation’s political lead-
ers. Newburgh’s Thirteen Points became the subject of a heated and 
sharply ideological national debate. As with the scandal over Judge 
Leibowitz’s call to halt migration, the Newburgh controversy led New 
York’s most prominent liberals to criticize restriction. Senator Jacob 
Javits weighed in on Newburgh Thirteen Points, rejecting the most 
exclusionary conditions and implying that the code was an attempt 
“to turn back to the dark ages’” and deny government responsibility 
for the “truly unfortunate.”75 New York’s liberal Republican Governor 
Nelson Rockefeller was more circumspect, perhaps concerned about 
how a statement might infl uence his chances in the next Republican 
presidential primary. He did not directly censure Newburgh offi  cials 
but pledged support for the principle enshrined in the state consti-
tution that the public had a responsibility to care for the needy. He 
expressed disbelief that Newburgh offi  cials would deliberately violate 
state law.76 Liberal Democrats outside of New York were more out-
spoken. Hubert Humphrey, Senator from Minnesota, gave a speech 
on the Senate fl oor in August calling the controversy over welfare in 
Newburgh “a symbolic testing ground of the measure of responsibil-
ity that man is willing to take for his fellow man,” and denouncing 
the city’s new policies.77
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As liberals condemned Mitchell, conservatives held him up as a 
model of responsible city leadership. Barry Goldwater met with 
Mitchell and endorsed Newburgh’s welfare code, proclaiming that he 
was “tired of professional chiselers walking up and down the streets 
who don’t work and have no intention of working.” Goldwater wanted 
“to see every city in the country adopt the plan.”78 At a news conference 
in Washington, Mitchell discussed his vision for public welfare while 
standing next to freshman Senator John Tower of Texas, a conservative 
Republican, Republican Congresswoman Katherine St. George from 
Newburgh, and Goldwater.79 Mitchell also received support from the 
conservative press. The National Review approvingly observed that 
Mitchell’s plan addressed a problem that Newburgh shared with 
“hundreds of other northern cities that have played host to Negroes 
migrating from the South.” The magazine specifi cally applauded how 
Mitchell’s plan dealt with migration. While many African American 
migrants, the magazine observed, “have come in an honest eff ort to 
fi nd work and a better life … others have come in response to their rela-
tives and friends’ reports about the easy living on welfare payments.”80 

The newspaper coverage of the Newburgh controversy dramatized the 
confl ict it had aroused between liberals and conservatives. The press 
was particularly drawn to the clash between Goldwater and Rock-
efeller, the icons of the opposing conservative and liberal factions 
within the Republican Party. One New York Times cartoon showed 
Goldwater and Rockefeller going knuckle to knuckle over a copy of 
the Newburgh welfare code. Goldwater gave the plan a thumbs-up, 
while Rockefeller gave it a thumbs-down. The caption suggested 
that the fi ght would continue through the next presidential election: 
“What’s this — a prelude to ’64?”81 

While national political fi gures were split along ideological lines 
over Newburgh’s code, all evidence suggested that the public was 
broadly supportive — especially of its anti-migratory conditions. 
Most Newburgh residents welcomed the welfare crackdown. New 
York Times labor reporter A. H. Raskin observed that the average 
Newburgh resident supported Mitchell’s code because he believed 
it would reduce in-migration. Raskin quoted a construction worker 
repeating the conventional wisdom: “Mitchell is right in keeping 
the riff raff  out. They come in here by the truckload, get in a house 
and have kids of all colors and force all the decent people to move 
away.”82 The Hartford Courant published a series of editorials that 
criticized the plan and attributed its popularity to the public’s 
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parsimoniousness and xenophobia. “The fear and hatred of strang-
ers” fed the belief that “‘outsiders’ are coming in squandering our 
tax money by getting on relief,” and led many people to support the 
crackdown, the Courant editorial board concluded.83 Lester Granger, 
who was about to step down as Executive Director of National 
Urban League, similarly ascribed Mitchell’s popularity to the be-
lief among a certain type of American that “colored people from 
the South and Puerto Rico ought to be pressured into ‘going back 
where they came from.”84 On consecutive days The New York Times 
carried columns of letters on the Newburgh situation, the majority 
of which, Granger sadly observed, approved Mitchell’s policy.85 By 
September, three months into the controversy, Mitchell boasted 
that he had received over 10,000 letters in response to his actions, 
favoring the code 100 to 1.86

Polling data supported the anecdotal evidence of the code’s popular-
ity. A month aft er the fi restorm had erupted over Newburgh, George 
Gallup conducted a poll on the controversy. Over half of respondents 
favored giving local communities more control over their relief 
programs so they could enact policies like Newburgh’s.87 “Gener-
ally,” Gallup concluded, “the public shows itself in sympathy with 
Newburgh’s ‘get tough,’ relief policies — favoring the adoption of 
some of these same policies in their area of the country.”88 Notably, 
an overwhelming 74 percent of respondents seem to have agreed 
with the code’s anti-migrant conditions. These respondents said 
they agreed with the statement that “persons who have recently 
come from some other place and who try to get on relief should 
be required to prove that they came to this area because they had 
a defi nite job off er.”89 The Newburgh welfare code was so popular 
that it inspired copycat welfare crackdowns in cities from Milwaukee 
to Richmond.90

The code’s popularity led civil rights and social welfare leaders not 
just to speak out against it, but to organize against it. The National 
Urban League rallied its affi  liates to ensure that they were ready 
should their own political leaders attempt to enact policies similar 
to Newburgh.91 The American Public Welfare Association collected 
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information about Newburgh and distributed it to public welfare 
offi  cials in each state, reminding them of the principles of their 
profession and providing them with background information on 
the situation.92 The National Association of Social Workers, mean-
while, distributed a pamphlet, “Will the Newburgh Plan Work in 
Your City?” The pamphlet’s target audience was the general public, 
particularly people concerned with high taxes, and it debunked the 
idea that the Newburgh plan was a “new short-cut to progress.” 
It took each of the Thirteen Points individually, explaining why it 
was ill-advised and would do nothing to solve the city’s underlying 
problems.93 

To a point, the debunking and critiques worked. The courts enjoined 
Newburgh’s welfare code and twelve of the famous Thirteen Points 
were invalidated. Most of Mitchell’s reforms were never imple-
mented.94 Mitchell himself resigned his post two years later to take 
a position with the right-wing John Birch Society.95 But the debate 
over migration continued. And Newburgh left  a lasting imprint on 
the debate. 

IV. Fallout

The controversies over migration in Newburgh, New York City, and 
Philadelphia both illustrated and propelled a shift  in the politics of 
migration. As a result of these controversies, migration became in-
extricably tied to the “race problem” as well as the “urban problem.” 
By the conclusion of the last controversy, it became acceptable to 
speak out against migration, even to recommend that it be brought 
to a halt. In two short years, from 1959 to 1961, statements that had 
once made their exponents political pariahs were now making them 
political celebrities. 

Social welfare and civil rights leaders struggled to navigate this new 
politics. In the wake of Newburgh, some organizations concerned 
with migrants’ wellbeing attempted to address underlying anxieties 
about race and urban decline by reaching out to minority migrants 
to fi nd out what their needs were and how they could be met. At the 
1961 American Public Welfare Association conference, a session on 
adapting services for the newcomer asked explicitly, “what are the 
needs of newcomers who relate to cities, mainly from a non-urban 
and non-white culture?”96 Travelers Aid, which served a diverse group 
of movers and migrants, made a special eff ort in the early 1960s to 
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connect with African Americans. As one Travelers Aid piece pub-
lished in December 1963 put it, the organization was making a special 
eff ort to “provide more reaching-out service, directed especially to the 
needs of Negro clients and given in such a way that it is accessible, 
usable, and acceptable to migrant Negroes.”97 

But some social welfare leaders believed the issue was not so much 
that minority migrants needed more services to help them adjust 
to urban life than that the blame for urban problems needed to be 
shift ed off  their backs. Whitney M. Young, Jr. was one such leader. 
Young was a social worker with an activist streak who had risen 
through the ranks of the Urban League to become Executive Director 
of the organization in 1961.98 He was fully aware of how politically 
sensitive migration was becoming, and he doubted that migrants 
themselves were causing cities’ problems. In a speech in April 1962, 
Young systematically debunked the argument that the problems of 
cities could be attributed to the failure of newcomers to culturally 
adjust. Instead, Young suggested that “the problem to be tackled 
by social work is neither the migrant nor the strains resulting from 
movement, but the city itself.”99

The idea that migration — especially the migration of minorities — 
was responsible for urban decline persisted, however. This new, 
toxic, politics of migration would haunt the eff orts of reformers to 
aid migrants and facilitate migration through the end of the Age of 
Internal Migration.
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BOSCH FOUNDATION ARCHIVAL SUMMER SCHOOL FOR 
YOUNG HISTORIANS 2013
AMERICAN HISTORY IN TRANSATLANTIC PERSPECTIVE

Archival Summer School in Chicago, Madison, Boston, and Washington 
DC, September 1-13, 2013. Co-organized by the German Historical In-
stitute Washington, the University of Chicago’s Department of History, 
and the Newberry Library, with the generous support of the Robert Bosch 
Foundation. Convener: Mischa Honeck (GHI). Participants: Gregg French 
(University of Western Ontario), Marco Härter (Ludwig Maximilian Univer-
sity of Munich), Peter W. Lee (Drew University, New Jersey), Karin Hagen 
(Jacobs University, Bremen), Russell McKenzie Fehr (University of Cali-
fornia, Riverside), Victoria Taff erner (Free University Berlin), Kyle T. Mays 
(University of Illinois), Ana Maric (Augsburg University), Nicolette Rohr 
(University of California, Riverside), Julius Wilm (University of Cologne).

Formerly known as the “Archival Seminar,” the Bosch Foundation 
Archival Summer School for Young Historians convened for the fi rst 
time under its new name in September 2013. Once again the tour 
spanned four cities (Chicago, Madison, Boston, and Washington DC), 
and the ten seminar participants from Germany and the United States 
were introduced to the holdings and policies of a broad spectrum of 
American archives and research libraries. The goal of the seminar 
was to prepare doctoral students from both countries working in 
diverse fi elds of American history for their prospective research trips; 
to teach them how to contact archives, use fi nding aids, and identify 
important reference tools; and to help them gain a greater apprecia-
tion of the various kinds of archives and special collections located 
in the United States.

The Bosch Foundation Archival Summer School 2013 began with a 
walking tour of downtown Chicago on Labor Day, September 2. The 
following day was spent at the University of Chicago, where Professor 
Kathleen Neils Conzen hosted the traditional thesis workshop once 
again. The seminar participants, who had been grouped into fi ve 
transatlantic pairs consisting each of one German and one American 
student, commented on the work of their respective partners, exposed 
their projects to academic scrutiny, and received valuable feedback 
from their peers and present faculty members. On Wednesday, Sep-
tember 4, the Seminar met Daniel Greene, Director of the William 
M. Scholl Center of American History and Culture at the Newberry 
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Library, for a daylong introduction to the institute’s collections as well 
as for a general overview of American archival policies and practices. 
Among the topics discussed were the purchase of rare books, how to 
browse manuscript collections, the expedience of maps for histori-
cal research, and the opportunities and pitfalls of digitalization. On 
Thursday morning, before the group departed for Madison, Wiscon-
sin, the group visited the Chicago Historical Museum. Archivist Peter 
Alter pulled some spectacular items from the museum’s archival 
collections to demonstrate the breadth of sources that can be used 
to do urban history.

Our fi rst destination in Madison was the Wisconsin State Historical 
Society. Chief archivist Michael Edmonds welcomed the participants 
in the morning hours of September 9. He spoke about the history and 
holdings of their institution within the broader context of American 
state historical societies and impressed the students with the Wis-
consin State Historical Society’s dedication to accessibility and public 
education. Aft er that, time was set aside for individual research before 
the group reassembled at the local University of Wisconsin history 
department for a roundtable talk on the relationship of historical 
research and political intervention. Under the guidance of Professor 
Jennifer Ratner-Rosenhagen, the participants weighed in on an in-
novative subfi eld, the study of emotions in history, making all kinds 
of connections to their own work. There was a general agreement that 
human feelings drive actions and impact decisions, although many 
voiced reservations as to how one could gain access to the emotional 
constitution of a specifi c historical subject beyond what is conveyed 
through language. 

On Saturday evening, September 7, the group arrived in Boston, the 
third city on our itinerary. The following morning gave the seminar 
participants a chance to witness public history in action with a 
guided tour of the Freedom Trail. The rest of the day was free for 
individual exploration. On Monday, September 9, the Bosch Archival 
Summer School 2013 resumed at the John F. Kennedy Presidential 
Library at Columbia Point. Enjoying a two-and-a-half hour tour of 
the museum and library archives, including the Ernest Hemingway 
Collection, under the supervision of Stephen Plotkin, the group 
benefi ted from staff  presentations on audio-visuals, declassifi cation, 
and the library’s manuscript collections and oral history program. 
The day concluded with a visit to the Baker Library Archives at 
the Harvard Business School. Katherine Fox, Associate Director of 
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Public Services, acquainted the students with the wealth of the Baker 
Library’s holdings, which touch upon almost every issue pertaining 
to the country’s economic development from an agricultural society 
to an industrial and postindustrial superpower. The Bosch Seminar 
returned to Harvard University the next morning. Our fi rst stop was 
Schlesinger Library, one of the leading U.S. research facilities for 
women’s history. Head librarian Ellen Shea showed and explained let-
ters, pamphlets, books, and visual material related to topics ranging 
from domesticity and black women to the female suff rage movement. 
The fi nal destination on our Boston schedule was Houghton Library, 
where Peter Accardo walked the group through the library’s precious 
Early Americana collections and gave valuable advice on how to use 
them for various research agendas.

Aft er reaching Washington DC in the late aft ernoon of Tuesday, 
September 10, the Summer School continued the following day at 
the Library of Congress. A guided tour of the Jeff erson Building was 
followed by a presentation from archivist Lewis Wyman, who spoke 
to the participants about the breadth of manuscript collections 
available through the Library of Congress Manuscript Division. The 
group then stopped at the Prints and Photographs Division, where 
Sara Duke and her coworkers had worked hard to gather illustration 
samples related to the participants’ individual projects, thereby un-
derscoring the signifi cance of visual material for historical research. 
In the aft ernoon, the group was welcomed by Matthew Wasniewski 
from the Offi  ce of the Historian of the House, who gave the seminar 
participants a tour of the U.S. Capitol and explained the work of his 
offi  ce, which provides information on the history of Congress, as 
well as congressional documents and legislation, and chronicles its 
composition and individual members.

On Thursday, September 12, the group visited the Center for Legisla-
tive Archives at the National Archives and Records Administration 
in Washington DC. Historian Richard McCulley welcomed the group 
and introduced them to the structure of the National Archives and 
ways to access source material pertaining to the diff erent branches of 
government. Next, Executive Director James Grossman and Interim 
Special Projects Coordinator Julia Brookins hosted a lunch for the 
group at the Washington bureau of the American Historical Asso-
ciation (AHA). They drew the students into a lively debate over the 
ethical stakes involved in the study and teaching of history, touching 
on issues of plagiarism, civility, access to sources, trust, and claims 
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of truth. Following this fruitful discussion, the group met Ida Jones, 
curator at the Howard University’s Moorland-Spingarn Research 
Center, who introduced the participants to the Center’s remarkable 
array of collections on African American history and culture.

On Friday, September 13, the Bosch Archival Seminar 2013 put in a 
fi nal stop at the Smithsonian’s National Museum for American His-
tory. Craig Orr, one of the museum’s veteran curators, spent time 
with the students to talk about ways in which everyday objects from 
the realms of technology to fashion can enrich historical research. 
In the aft ernoon, the group met for a wrap-up discussion at the 
German Historical Institute. They were greeted by Deputy Director 
Britta Waldschmidt-Nelson, whose presentation focused on the 
institute’s work, research projects, as well as the many fellowship 
and networking opportunities. The farewell dinner that evening con-
cluded a very successful seminar, whose participants were extremely 
grateful for the useful information, contacts, and prospects for future 
collaboration that it opened up for them.

Mischa Honeck (GHI)
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THE DREAM AND ITS UNTOLD STORIES: 
THE MARCH ON WASHINGTON AND ITS LEGACY

Conference at the German Historical Institute Washington, September 
19-21, 2013. Sponsored by the GHI, the University of Nottingham, and 
Georgetown University. Conveners: Britta Waldschmidt-Nelson (GHI), 
Sharon Monteith (University of Nottingham) and Marcia Chatelain 
(Georgetown University). Participants: Eric Arnesen (George Washington 
University), Erin Chapman (George Washington University), David Chappell 
(University of Oklahoma), Cerue Diggs (Howard University), Angela Dillard 
(University of Michigan), Paul Farber (Haverford College), Allison Graham 
(University of Memphis), Heinrich Grosse (Institute of Social Sciences 
of the Evangelical Church in Germany, Hannover), Duchess Harris 
(Macalester College), Michael Haspel (University of Jena), Maurice Jackson 
(Georgetown University), Peniel Joseph (Tuft s University), Mark Malisa 
(College of Saint Rose, NY), Suleiman Osman (George Washington 
University), Christopher Phelps (University of Nottingham), Stephen Tuck 
(Oxford University), Brian Ward (Northumbria University), Stephen 
Whitfi eld (Brandeis University).

Co-convened by three professors of American History and American 
Studies from Germany, Britain, and the United States, this sympo-
sium refl ected the global impact of the March on Washington by 
forging a transatlantic conversation in the city of the March. Hosted 
by the German Historical Institute in Washington DC, it brought 
together civil rights organizers and scholars with the general public 
at its keynote event, “Martin’s Dream: The Global Legacy of Martin 
Luther King, Jr.” Keynote speaker Professor Clayborne Carson, Pro-
fessor of History at Stanford University and Director of the Martin 
Luther King, Jr. Research and Education Institute, posited that King’s 
“most important contribution was that he not only understood his 
place in a larger African American freedom struggle, but also the 
place of this eff ort in a global freedom struggle.” Carson’s response 
to the fi ft ieth anniversary of the March developed into an examina-
tion of “King’s valiant life and Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee’s courageous challenge to white supremacy in the deep 
South.” Congressman John Lewis (Democrat, Georgia), whose speech 
from the platform in 1963 was, for many participants, as important 
as King’s, was unable to attend but he sent a personal video message 
for the opening of the conference. A centerpiece of the event was the 
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exhibition of Leonard Freed’s photographs of ordinary people from 
the crowd of some 300,000 present on the Mall on August 28, 1963. 
The curator of this exhibit, Paul Farber, told some of the stories 
behind Freed’s images and their publication in This is the Day: The 
March on Washington (2013). 

This commemoration of this important civil rights anniversary in-
cluded activist-participants who marched on that hot August day fi ft y 
years ago and activists who had questioned the effi  cacy of the March, 
in order for us to debate as well as analyze the impact of the event, 
then and now. Speakers at the commemoration roundtable included 
Courtland Cox of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC), who was a member of the Steering Committee for the event 
in Washington in 1963; A. Peter Bailey, journalist and founding mem-
ber of the Organization of Afro-American Unity (OAAU) in 1964; and 
Freedom Rider and SNCC activist Joan Trumpauer Mulholland, the 
extraordinary “ordinary” woman who is the subject of the documen-
tary An Ordinary Hero: The True Story of Joan Trumpauer Mulholland 
(2013). Each of these speakers addressed one of the conference’s key 
concerns: that the stories of activists receive sustained attention. 
Speaker Ella M. Kelly’s experience spoke directly to the conference 
theme. She had volunteered for the Red Cross and was driving an 
ambulance the day of the March, attending to marchers suff ering 
from heatstroke to heart attacks. Having witnessed the event from 
behind the scenes, she told a story of the March previously hidden 
from view. A number of important African American women were 
invited to share the platform at the March on Washington but none 
were invited to make a speech, and our conference paid attention to 
those whose voices went unheard and whose stories risk being lost 
behind celebration of a great event and a groundbreaking speech.

Martin Luther King Jr. was, of course, one of the key symbols of the 
twentieth-century social justice struggle, and the “I Have a Dream” 
speech has been highlighted in media coverage of the fi ft ieth anni-
versary of the March. The three-minute extemporization in which 
Dr. King recounted his dream has received particular attention, rather 
than the scripted talk that preceded it, in which he called upon the 
federal government, in the midst of the nation’s Civil War Centennial, 
to make good on the Emancipation Proclamation. “But one hundred 
years later, we must face the tragic fact that the Negro is still not free,” 
King declared. “It is obvious today that America has defaulted on 
this promissory note insofar as her citizens of color are concerned.” 
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In the United States, African American conservatives and radicals 
had opposed the March for a wide variety of reasons and, as Angela 
Dillard pointed out in her paper, the Reverend J.H. Jackson of Mt. 
Olivet Baptist Church in Chicago and head of the National Baptist 
Convention characterized the idea of the March as a dangerous and 
unwarranted rejection of law and order. 

The conference’s focus on some of the neglected or untold stories 
behind King’s speech and the March oft en took us across the Atlan-
tic. The discussion turned to political sympathizers in the United 
Kingdom, for example, and, as Stephen Tuck demonstrated in his 
paper, to the inequalities which immigrants from the Caribbean, 
India and Pakistan faced, including racial violence exemplifi ed by the 
murder of Kelso Cochrane in London in 1959. Scholars from South 
Africa, Germany, the United States, and the United Kingdom explored 
transnational and cultural crossovers, some of which were lived out 
by participants. Heinrich Grosse published the fi rst scholarly account 
in German of King’s life in 1971 and explained what had drawn him 
to the Mississippi Delta in the 1960s in support of the civil rights 
movement. Grosse, a member of the Fellowship of Reconciliation, 
and another German theologian, Michael Haspel, examined how 
the so-called “Peaceful Revolution” that led to the fall of the Berlin 
Wall in 1989 was infl uenced both by civil rights protest methods in 
the American 1960s and the legacy of Martin Luther King Jr. in the 
1980s. Theirs was only one of many stories told. In total, some thirty 
civil rights and social movement scholars came together in interdis-
ciplinary ways to discuss and debate, to agree and to disagree, and 
to tease out more and varied stories behind the Dream. 

Segregationist organizations opposed the March, as did much of the 
southern media. The Roanoke World News printed a cartoon depicting 
marchers with placards heading toward a big barrel labeled “Wash-
ington, D.C.,” and “Powder Keg.” Despite opposition from many 
sides, the March was fi lmed by more news cameras than had covered 
President John F. Kennedy’s inauguration and was relayed by satellite 
around the world in newscasts. Conference participants discussed 
Hollywood’s connection to the March and its supporters, including 
activist and fundraiser Harry Belafonte and actor Sidney Poitier. 
Presenters explored Motown’s recording of the “I Have a Dream” 
speech as delivered in Detroit in June 1963 and how the release of 
the album The Great March to Freedom in the wake of the March 
on Washington caused considerable controversy. Exploitation and 
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commercialization were signifi cant issues for March organizers, with 
King mounting and then dropping an injunction against Motown 
founder Berry Gordy. Conference participants also thought about how 
the media’s focus on the March impacted publicity for voter regis-
tration taking place in Mississippi, and, closer to Washington, civil 
rights demonstrations taking place at the same time in Cambridge, 
MD, led by Gloria Richardson. Brian Ward and Maurice Jackson de-
bated the extent to which musicians threw their fame behind the civil 
rights movement, and Ward explored the choice of musical perform-
ers who entertained the crowds. The line-up featured several white 
and black folk singers such as Bob Dylan; Peter, Paul and Mary; and 
Odetta; alongside gospel star Mahalia Jackson and classical soprano 
Marian Anderson, the only two artists listed as part of the offi  cial 
program. The role and signifi cance of individual speakers at the 
March was also explored, particularly in Steve Whitfi eld’s examina-
tion of the orator who preceded King to the podium, Joachim Prinz, 
president of the American Jewish Congress. By tracing Prinz’s story 
back three decades to when he had been a proponent of embattled 
liberal Judaism in Berlin, Whitfi eld showed that Prinz’s story exem-
plifi ed the urgency of confronting “Never” with “Never Again.” The 
man behind the idea of the March was A. Philip Randolph, and we 
discussed his economic agenda as it had developed over previous 
decades, as well as the political fallout that followed the March as 
traced over the following decades. Stories which participants told, 
and which they located in relation to the March, included the role of 
African American women on President Kennedy’s Commission on 
the Status of Women, which also took place in 1963, to the position 
taken by Malcolm X. In each and every story we found the seeds of 
other stories, and we followed some of those stories, tracing them 
through to the King Holiday in 1983 and to U.S. sanctions against 
South Africa in 1986. 

The legacy of the 1963 March on Washington is long, and the in-
dividuals whose lives have been touched by this historic event are 
many. But there remain stories about the March, its preparations, 
contestations, and legacy that are yet to be told, and which deserve 
further and more sustained study. Our project promoted a trans-
national, multidisciplinary approach to civil rights scholarship and 
encouraged a lively exchange of ideas which will hopefully encourage 
more research in this area.

Sharon Monteith (University of Nottingham)
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EIGHTH MEDIEVAL HISTORY SEMINAR, 2013

Joint seminar of the German Historical Institutes in London and Wash-
ington at the GHI London, October 10-12, 2013. Organized by Cornelia 
Linde (GHI London) and Stefan Hördler (GHI Washington). Conveners: 
Stuart Airlie (University of Glasgow), Michael Borgolte (Humboldt University 
Berlin), Patrick Geary (Institute of Advanced Studies, Princeton), Stefan 
Hördler (GHI Washington), Ruth Mazo Karras (University of Minnesota), 
Cornelia Linde (GHI London), Frank Rexroth (University of Göttingen), 
Miri Rubin (Queen Mary, University of London). Participants: Lilach Assaf 
(University of Konstanz), Christopher Braun (Warburg Institute, Univer-
sity of London), Matthew Champion (Queen Mary, University of London), 
Jan Clauß (University of Münster), Emily Corran (University College Lon-
don), Julia Crispin (University of Münster), Étienne Doublier (University 
of Wuppertal), Linda Dohmen (University of Bonn), Sebastian Dümling 
(University of Göttingen), Dana Durkee (Durham University), Torsten Edstam 
(University of Chicago), Duncan Hardy (University of Oxford), Daniela Kah 
(University of Augsburg), Verena Krebs (University of Konstanz), Joseph 
Lemberg (Humboldt University Berlin), Maya Maskarinec (University of 
California, Los Angeles), Eugene Smelyansky (University of California, 
Irvine), Jeff rey Wayno (Columbia University), Nicholas Youmans (Dresden 
University of Technology), Milan Žonca (Queen Mary, University of 
London).

At the eighth biennial Medieval History Seminar, jointly organized by 
the German Historical Institutes of London and Washington, twenty 
participants from UK, US and German universities presented and 
discussed their current research. These research projects represented 
a wide range of methodological approaches, refl ecting the partici-
pants’ diff erent backgrounds, which ranged from political, social, and 
religious history to literary studies, communication studies, and art 
history. Each paper was briefl y introduced by its author and was the 
subject of two commentaries by fellow participants. The papers were 
then discussed in plenum, allowing for rich and fruitful engagement 
with each paper, within the context of wider refl ections on relation-
ships between projects and the broader interests of the seminar’s 
participants. Although the papers employed and combined a number 
of methodological approaches and utilized an array of source mate-
rial, particular areas of shared interest emerged. A comparatively 
large group of the projects were concerned with cultural history and 
the history of religious cultures, while studies of social and economic 
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history were less represented. A stress on modes of communication 
and reception, combined with the interpretation of political, visual, 
and theological languages, showed that recent theoretical emphases 
on questions of mediation and representation remain central to this 
group of new medieval historians.

Several contributions were concerned with a broadly defi ned intel-
lectual and cultural history of the high and late Middle Ages. Milan 
Žonca explored the beginnings of the study of Maimonidean phi-
losophy in late-medieval Jewish communities in Central Europe, 
especially in Prague. In an important contribution to understandings 
of intellectual authority within Jewish communities, Žonca argued 
that the turn to philosophical texts in the late fourteenth century 
was stimulated by internal Jewish developments, as well as external 
infl uence from contemporary Christian intellectual culture. Continu-
ing this focus on communities and authority, Nicholas Youmans 
discussed the defi nition of early Minorite obedience and its develop-
ment, arguing that increasing institutionalization of the order over 
the course of the thirteenth century gradually changed the meanings 
of obedience. Charismatic understandings of the early Franciscans 
were gradually overshadowed by hegemonic strategies. Like Youmans, 
Torsten Edstam devoted his paper to changes in meaning over time, 
particularly changes in the reception of the writings of the twelft h-
century theologian Hugh of St. Victor within reforming monastic 
communities in the fi ft eenth century. Focusing on Hugh’s texts at 
the Benedictine Abbey in Melk, Austria, Edstam argued that the 
interests of this particular community in linking discipline to love of 
God shaped the transmission of Hugh’s work.

Reform and reform texts were likewise the focus of contributions by 
Matthew Champion and Sebastian Dümling. Champion’s paper used 
the writings of the Louvain theologian Peter de Rivo to explore the 
ways in which the concept of time was created and experienced within 
reformed monastic communities of fi ft eenth-century Brabant. Argu-
ing for a history of time which considers explicit refl ections on time 
alongside the rhythms of human action, his contribution described 
the production and maintenance of a liturgical self in late-medieval 
reform, a master measurer of time. Dümling’s paper turned from the 
liturgical implications of reform to the construction of expertise and 
experts within a complicated body of texts devoted to political and 
ecclesiastical reform in the fi ft eenth century. In these texts, university-
educated experts are presented as a means of reform, and failures 
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of expertise are castigated; knowledge and experts emerge as a social 
good which off ers a pathway to managing change and contingency. 
The role of experts and the reception of the past also emerged as 
central in the paper off ered by Joseph Lemberg. Addressing debates 
over the interpretation of Charlemagne in 1935, Lemberg’s paper 
focused on the successful career of the German medievalist Friedrich 
Baethgen. Negotiating the poles of race and Reich ideology, Baethgen 
rehabilitated the idea of Charlemagne as a founder of the German 
Empire against the attacks of Alfred Rosenberg. Lemberg’s paper har-
monized with the plenary address by Stuart Airlie, who discussed the 
complex and mediated reception and projection of medieval power 
and rulership in the twentieth century, through refl ections on Percy 
Ernst Schramm and Aby Warburg.

Questions of authority, knowledge, and the production of value 
adumbrated in the preceding papers were pursued more closely in a 
trio of papers dealing with church structures, politics, and canon law. 
Étienne Doublier examined the use of indulgences by Pope Gregory 
IX, arguing that indulgences served as an effi  cient political instru-
ment which supported and shaped the newly founded Mendicant 
orders, particularly through crusade sermons, the inquisition and 
the cult of the saints. Jeff rey Wayno analyzed the communication 
practices and strategies of Pope Alexander III during the schism 
of 1159 and the role of Eberhard, Archbishop of Salzburg, in that 
conflict. Wayno’s particular emphasis lay in the importance of 
the Archbishop’s information networks for the Pope. Strategies of 
communication, this time in legal settings, were a theme for Emily 
Corran, who examined the function and the development of oaths 
of calumny in thirteenth-century canon law. She argued that the 
oath had a limited practical impact on court decisions and instead 
functioned as a statement of the ethical values of the ecclesiastical 
courts in the face of increasing professionalization of the law and the 
concomitant danger of morally questionable legal practice.

Legally and ethically questionable inquisitorial practice emerged in 
Eugene Smelyansky’s investigation of itinerant inquisitors in the 
fourteenth century. Smelyansky’s paper focused on the means by 
which one such inquisitor, Heinrich Angermeier, negotiated and 
constructed his inquisitorial power and practice in the persecution 
of Waldensians in late fourteenth-century Augsburg, and in this 
discussion, Augsburg’s complex social and political worlds emerged. 
Smelyansky’s largely cultural-historical analysis of late-medieval 
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urban persecution of heresy was balanced by investigations of urban 
and communal social structures in the work of Dana Durkee and 
Lilach Assaf. Taking fi ft eenth- and early sixteenth-century Norwich 
as an example, Durkee examined questions of social mobility in 
the late-medieval English town. Revising theories of mercantile 
domination of guilds in Norwich, Durkee argued for the importance 
of weaver’s guilds in Norwich’s civic elite and traced examples of 
social mobility within these groups. Assaf’s examination of Jewish 
memorial books explored social structures and gender relations in 
German Jewish communities from the thirteenth century onwards 
by means of naming practices, leading her to suggestive conclu-
sions concerning changes in women’s positions within families and 
Ashkenazi communities.

In contrast, to the lives of these Jewish women, Linda Dohmen’s 
paper examined the women of the Carolingian court. Using the case 
of Richardis, wife of Emperor Charles III, as a case study, Dohmen 
examined accusations of sexual impropriety against the wives of 
Carolingian rulers. She focused on the political implications of those 
accusations and emphasized the explanatory value of their political 
discourse for relations between Emperors and Carolingian elites. This 
emphasis on rule, as practiced and performed, continued in three 
papers examining the complexities of hegemony in fi ft eenth-century 
Europe. Duncan Hardy explored lateral interactions between political 
actors, such as regional leagues and alliances, in the southwest part 
of the Holy Roman Empire in the fi ft eenth century. Arguing against 
exclusively vertical analyses of imperial action, Hardy used the exam-
ple of Emperor Sigismund to show how rulers could instrumentalize 
horizontal structures for political ends. Hardy’s emphasis on the me-
chanics of horizontal relations was complemented by Daniela Kah’s 
examination of self-representation and strategic communication in 
the imperial cities of Augsburg, Lübeck, and Nuremberg. Combining 
communication studies and art history, Kah interpreted the ways 
in which imperial presence was constructed and negotiated in civic 
architecture and town planning in the second half of the fi ft eenth cen-
tury. Like Kah’s paper, Julia Crispin’s paper straddled the disciplines 
of political history and art history. Through a close examination of 
the manuscripts illuminated in Paris for John of Bedford, Regent of 
France from 1422 to 1435, Crispin interpreted their function and use 
as devotional aids and pedagogical tools, showing their representa-
tions of politically central ideals of lineage and Lancastrian rule in 
fi ft eenth-century France.
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Such questions of cultural interchange, transfer, and interaction 
were the subject of a fi nal group of papers spanning an array of set-
tings from early medieval Rome to early sixteenth-century Ethiopia. 
Maya Maskarinec’s deft  examination of the introduction of the cults 
of Eastern soldier-saints to early medieval Rome showed how these 
militant saints were shaped by, and responded to, the needs and ide-
als of changing communities, particularly the Byzantine presence in 
Rome. In turn, these soldier-saints aided the development of Rome’s 
new Christian topography. Moving northwards, Jan Clauß’s paper 
examined the texts of Theodulf, Visigoth, Bishop of Orléans and 
scholar at the court of Charlemagne. Theodulf introduced specifi c 
Visigothic traditions and modes of communication, shaping Frankish 
court and scholarly culture. Christopher Braun was the sole historian 
of the medieval Arab world. His paper examined the enigmatic genre 
of handbooks for treasure-hunting in Egypt. These guides, which pro-
vide instruction for fi nding buried treasure and for the occult rituals 
associated with extracting it, present a window into the widespread 
phenomenon of treasure-hunting in the medieval world. Finally, in a 
paper based on diffi  cult research into the material culture of late me-
dieval Ethiopia, Verena Krebs showed how European visual culture 
was received at the Christian court of the Emperor of Ethiopia in the 
fi ft eenth and sixteenth centuries. Through textual traces of European 
artists at the Ethiopian court, as well as surviving visual materials, 
Krebs shone a light on this complex and as of yet under-researched 
world of cultural exchange and contact.

The seminar concluded with a wide-ranging discussion, led by 
Patrick Geary, on the purposes and methods of historical research. 
Debate about the purposes of history, and its social and cultural roles, 
led to refl ections on the importance of public history from a variety 
of participants. This emphasis on the participation of historians in 
public life was mirrored by a strong emphasis on the important role 
of teaching in academic life. The role of teaching in maintaining a 
vibrant public discourse of history in turn generated refl ections on 
the ways in which research can be tied to both dissemination and 
teaching. Yet, as several participants insisted, research also exists as 
a contribution to the longer history of academic discourse, emerging 
in unexpected ways at unexpected times to challenge and supplement 
later historical practice.

The 2013 seminar saw the retirement of Patrick Geary and Michael 
Borgolte from their leading roles in the Medieval History Seminar. It 
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was fi tting, then, that the fi nal discussions closed with warm thanks 
for their rigorous dedication to mentoring new medieval historians, 
and for their extraordinarily distinguished service fostering interna-
tional dialogue in the study of the medieval world.

Matthew Champion (Queen Mary, University of London) 

and Julia Crispin (University of Münster)
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MIGRANTS AS “TRANSLATORS”: 
MEDIATING EXTERNAL INFLUENCES ON POST-WORLD 
WAR II WESTERN EUROPE, 1945–1973

Workshop at the Institute for the History of the German Jews (IGdJ) in 
Hamburg, Germany, co-sponsored by the GHI Washington, October 
24-26, 2013. Conveners: Jan Logemann (GHI Washington) and Miriam 
Rürup (IGdJ). Participants: Doris Bachmann-Medick (University of Giessen), 
Tamara Bjažić Klarin (Croatian Museum of Architecture), Elisabeth 
Gallas (Zentrum für Literatur- und Kulturforschung Berlin), Nancy L. 
Green (EHESS Paris), Laura Hobson Faure (Sorbonne Nouvelle University), 
Andreas Joch (GHI Washington/University of Giessen), Jan Lambertz (U.S. 
Holocaust Memorial Museum), Simone Lässig (Georg-Eckert-Institut/TU 
Braunschweig), Jan Logemann (GHI Washington), Isabella Löhr (Univer-
sity of Basel), Barbara Louis (University of Minnesota), Corinna Ludwig 
(GHI Washington/University of Göttingen), Jadwiga E. Pieper Mooney 
(University of Arizona), Hanno Plass (TU Berlin), Christiane Reinecke (Cen-
tre d’Histoire Sociale du XXe siècle), Miriam Rürup (IGdJ), Joachim Schlör 
(University of Southampton), Dirk Schubert (HafenCity University), Lauren 
Shaw (GHI Washington/University College London), Björn Siegel (IGdJ), 
Andreas Stuhlmann (University of Hamburg), Corinna Unger (Jacobs Uni-
versity Bremen), Anne Zetsche (Northumbria University).

In the decades that followed the end of World War II, Western Europe 
experienced a period of rapid social and cultural transformation. This 
workshop set out to explore the ways in which returning European 
émigrés and other migrants contributed to and acted as mediators 
in this era of change. As entrepreneurs and scholars, government 
envoys and leaders of civil society organizations, migrants played an 
active part in facilitating the vibrant postwar exchange that connected 
disparate parts of the globe and shaped the rebuilding of Europe’s 
cities, the strengthening of its economies, and the “modernizing” of 
its societies. How did their migration experiences enable them to take 
on the role of “translators” either in a linguistic or a broader cultural 
sense? To what extent can the examination of individual and group 
experiences with exile, migration, and return provide a fruitful lens 
through which to study postwar social change? 

A keynote lecture and comment provided a methodological and the-
matic framework for the workshop. Coming from the fi eld of cultural 
studies, Doris Bachmann-Medick challenged participants to view 
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migration as a form of cross-cultural interruption, a series of ruptures 
and frictions during which individual migrants may in turns have the 
agency to act as “cultural brokers” or fi nd themselves translated and 
defi ned by others. In discussing what she has termed the “transla-
tional turn,” Bachmann-Medick provided several theoretical models 
that migration scholars may fi nd useful for analyzing the shift ing and 
varied social contexts between which migrations and translations 
occur. These included self-translation, the management of multiple 
belongings, and the use of a shared point of reference or third idiom — 
such as international human rights norms — by migrants to make 
their political or cultural claims heard. In history and migration 
research, as in cultural studies, she emphasized the importance of 
a less metaphorical and more empirically-grounded understanding 
of translation. Nancy L. Green followed up on Bachmann-Medick’s 
lecture, commenting from a migration studies perspective that the 
conceptualization of migration as a series of ruptures may prove a 
good way to complicate overly simplifi ed and cheerful narratives of 
transnationalism. Green noted the importance of considering compli-
cating factors, such as class and gender, when looking at the power 
structures within a society that make possible or frustrate attempted 
translations. Certain professions, she observed, are characterized by 
an inherent translational quality, while the socio-economic status of 
other migrants may make it near-impossible to participate actively 
in translation. Green also asked participants to refl ect on which ele-
ments of the “translational turn” could provide useful new tools for 
researchers in migration studies and whether some of its concepts 
might not already be present in the fi eld under other names.

The fi rst day of the workshop focused on political translations by 
migrants in the Atlantic world in the aft ermath of the war. The initial 
panel centered on individual Jewish émigrés who acted as “cultural 
brokers” in public discussions about the Holocaust. Elisabeth Gal-
las presented a look at Hannah Arendt’s “return through writing” to 
participate as a Jewish voice in German postwar public debates about 
the country’s Nazi past, as well as in eff orts backed by Allied forces 
to recover Jewish cultural objects looted during the war. Through 
a close analysis of her writings, Andreas Stuhlmann distinguished 
several translational modes in Arendt’s transatlantic engagement; 
these included the weaving together of refl ections on the European 
Enlightenment, political science, and individual historical experience 
to contribute to a shared cultural narrative, and, on a more literal 
level, the use of her position as an editor for a New York publishing 
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house to recommended the translation and publication of the works 
of certain German and European authors, including Walter Benjamin. 
To conclude the panel, Jan Lambertz examined the detention of 
the Jewish community activist Norbert Wollheim on Ellis Island 
upon entry into the United States, highlighting the challenges that 
Cold War tensions created for cultural interlocutors as they moved 
between distinct and shift ing political worlds. All three papers sug-
gested that the reception of cultural processes of translation depends 
not only on the translations off ered, but also on the acceptance — or 
not — of the migrant’s authority by the wider society as a result of 
the individual’s real or perceived political and cultural affi  liations. 

The panel that followed featured émigrés that were involved in the 
postwar reestablishment of cultural ties between the United States 
and Europe. Through an examination of German-American business-
man Eric M. Warburg’s role in the founding of the Atlantik-Brücke 
and the American Council on Germany, Anne Zetsche suggested that 
diverse professional and personal contacts, coupled with experience 
in multiple cultures, put émigrés like Warburg in a unique position 
to forge elite networks and strengthen the emerging “Atlantic Com-
munity.” Björn Siegel then traced the transatlantic career of shipping 
magnate Arnold Bernstein and his eff orts to restore American-
European shipping routes for both cargo and tourism. By enabling 
middle-class Americans to visit the continent, Bernstein contributed 
to shift ing perceptions of Europe from a wartime battlefi eld to a 
resurrected center of culture. Both presentations highlighted the 
importance of social networks for successful cross-cultural transfers, 
but also raised questions about how to clearly defi ne translation as 
a social practice.

The third panel off ered a look beyond the Atlantic and examined 
political exchanges and translational processes between Europe and 
the Global South during the 1960s and ‘70s. Hanno Plass shared his 
research on the anti-apartheid activism of members of South Africa’s 
Jewish minority. Taking the example of the journalist Ruth First, Plass 
demonstrated how experiences with anti-Semitism in Eastern Europe 
shaped the social and political views of Jewish activists like First, 
and enabled her to internationalize the anti-apartheid cause while 
in exile in Great Britain. Jadwiga E. Pieper Mooney then presented 
on the reception of Chilean political exiles in the German Democratic 
Republic (GDR) and the distinct ways in which the Chilean peaceful 
revolution and subsequent military coup were understood by GDR 
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party elites, members of solidarity groups, and average East Germans. 
This was coupled with a look at the position of “translator” the exiles 
later assumed when conveying their experiences with socialism in 
practice aft er their return to Chile. Even within the highly transna-
tional language of protest and activism, these papers acknowledge, 
there remained a need for translation and adjusting of messages 
to localized debates and cultures. By couching their struggle in the 
burgeoning international language of human rights, these migrant 
activists were able to amplify their message.

The second day of the workshop shift ed the focus to migrants active 
in various professional fi elds. Translations in business and market-
ing stood at the center of the fourth panel. Jan Logemann assessed 
the transatlantic career of motivational researcher Ernest Dichter 
as part of a larger group of European émigré “consumer engineers” 
that were able to use their expert knowledge of European markets 
and psychologically-informed research methods to infl uence the 
development of mass consumption on both sides of the Atlantic. 
Turning to the fi eld of advertising, Corinna Ludwig then analyzed 
the cultural codes and market features unique to American and 
German automobile consumption that complicated the transfer and 
translation of the Volkswagen Beetle advertising campaign in the 
late 1950s and early ‘60s. In business, as with transnational protest 
movements, localized adaptation and awareness of the culture of a 
translation’s intended audience were stressed as important elements 
of a successful translation. Both case studies furthermore sought to 
complicate traditional notions of the postwar “Americanization” of 
European consumption as a one way process, noting the multidi-
rectional dialogue and creative synthesis between European-trained 
market researchers, American advertising experts, and companies 
from both sides of the Atlantic.

The fi ft h panel opened a discussion on the way experiences with 
migration, exile, and displacement were portrayed in and experienced 
by those involved in creating contemporary popular culture. Miriam 
Rürup explored representations of remigration and return in the early 
postwar fi lms Der Ruf (The Lost Illusion) and Long is the Road, analyz-
ing the challenges of negotiating incredibly divisive and emotionally 
charged issues on screen, including wartime suff ering and guilt, and 
the hopes and disappointments of returnees. Joachim Schlör fol-
lowed this with an examination of the way exile from and return to 
Europe shaped the career of the German songwriter Robert Gilbert. 
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The English language — the source of much of Gilbert’s frustration 
as he tried to write songs for an American audience — became an 
asset in his later career aft er returning to Europe as he translated 
multiple American musicals, including My Fair Lady and Oklahoma!, 
into German. Both papers inquired about the potential limitations 
and misinterpretations of cross-cultural translation by highlighting 
not only the successes, but also the challenges migrants faced and 
the instances of failed translations. 

The role of remigrés in the postwar professionalization of European 
social work was the topic of the next panel. Laura Hobson Faure pre-
sented on the creation of the Paul Baerwald School of Social Work by 
the American Joint Distribution Committee and on the involvement 
of migrant experts — including several German exiles — in eff orts 
to popularize “American” social work methods to France. Barbara 
Louis then shared the case study of Gisela Konopka, a Jewish refugee 
from Germany, who became a translator of social work methods and 
practices — most notably social group work — through her position 
as an educator and consultant specialist sought out by the Allied 
High Commission to help rebuild German welfare services aft er 
the war. By considering migrant experts as translators rather than 
simple carriers of ideas, Louis suggested, historians acknowledge the 
individuals’ agency and active participation in the adjustment and 
moderation of transfers between cultures. Such an understanding 
can lead to a more nuanced understanding of processes of cultural 
and professional exchange. These papers also demonstrated dif-
ferent strategies experts chose in representing themselves and the 
methods they tried to advance as either “American,” “European,” or 
something in between. 

The fi nal panel examined the careers of several prominent émigré 
architects and urban planners who engaged in postwar debates on the 
future of urban space. Looking at the diverse professional activities 
of Walter Curt Behrendt, Victor Gruen, and Hugo Leipizger-Pearce, 
Andreas Joch suggested that while planners of the period shared a 
professional language that to some extent bridged national divides, 
a secondary translation of planning ideas was oft en necessary to 
make them accessible to non-experts, including politicians and the 
average citizen. In this sense, contemporary planners made use of 
both the strategy of appealing to a cross-cultural “third language” 
and of localizing their message in an eff ort to make it resonate with 
the receiving society. Tamara Bjažić Klarin analyzed Croatian-born 
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Ernest Weissmann’s rise from an independent architect to the direc-
tor of the United Nations Housing and Town and Country Planning 
Section, noting his continued dedication to the practice and spread of 
socially responsible architecture. Weissmann and the other planners 
discussed in this panel had well-defi ned social goals that included the 
protection of metropolitan city centers, the creation of high-quality 
housing for vulnerable individuals, and the fostering of democratic 
behavior. While these goals were maintained, more or less, as the 
planners crossed national borders, the methods used to pursue and 
explain these aims oft en required translation to fi t the cultural and 
historical context. 

The concluding discussion underlined the potential usefulness of 
translational models of cultural analysis for histories of exchange 
and encounter. The research presented at this workshop provided an 
initial empirical test of these models. A renewed focus on the pro-
cess rather than the outcome of translations leads to a more subtle 
understanding of cultural and professional dynamics and of the posi-
tion of migrants within a society. “Translation,” it was suggested, is 
a more nuanced term than “transfer”; it brings in the complexity of 
language and the speaker’s anticipation of the reception of a mes-
sage by a particular audience. However, a more well-defi ned typology 
of the diff erent modes of translations would be useful, particularly 
when considering diff erent types of migrants. To what extent can 
the same processes be seen among high- and low-skilled, forced 
and professional migrants? While migrants in certain professions, 
including marketing and pop culture, refl ected explicitly on their roles 
as “cultural brokers,” for others, translation was simply an inherent 
part of everyday life. The translational turn, most participants agreed, 
may not revolutionize their research projects, but can open valuable 
new spaces to explore the nuance and friction of migrant experiences, 
and to better understand the agency of individual historical actors. 

This workshop was hosted by the Institute for the History of the Ger-
man Jews in cooperation with the GHI Washington’s Transatlantic 
Perspectives project, the website of which was presented during the 
workshop (www.transatlanticperspectives.org). We are grateful for 
everyone whose hard work made this workshop possible and for 
the support of the Institute for the History of the German Jews, the 
GHI Washington, and the German Federal Ministry of Research and 
Education.

Lauren Shaw (GHI)
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THE CONSUMER ON THE HOME FRONT: 
SECOND WORLD WAR CIVILIAN CONSUMPTION 
IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE 

Joint Conference of the German Historical Institutes London, Moscow, 
and Washington at the GHI London, December 5-7, 2013. Conveners: 
Hartmut Berghoff  (GHI Washington), Andreas Gestrich (GHI London), 
Nikolaus Katzer (GHI Moscow), Jan Logemann (GHI Washington), Felix 
Römer (GHI London), Sergey Kudryashov (GHI Moscow). Participants: 
David Clampin (Liverpool), Donald Filtzer (London), Mila Ganeva (Oxford / 
Ohio), Sheldon Garon (Princeton), Wendy Z. Goldman (Pittsburgh), Neil 
Gregor (Southampton), Cynthia L. Henthorn (New York), Oleg Khlevnyuk 
(Moscow), Jan Lambertz (Washington), Bettina Liverant (Calgary), Erina 
Megowan (Georgetown), Erich Pauer (Marburg), Nicole Petrick-Felber 
(Jena), Ines Prodöhl (GHI Washington), Uwe Spiekermann (GHI Wash-
ington), Pamela Swett (Hamilton), Frank Trentmann (London), Sergej 
Zhuravlev (Moscow), Ina Zweiniger-Bargielowska (Chicago).

The home front of World War II is increasingly recognized by histo-
rians as a vital part of not only military strategies during a war with 
an unparalleled degree of civilian mobilization, but also as a catalyst 
for broader social developments, e.g. in gender and race relations. 
Collaboratively organized by three German Historical Institutes, 
this conference looked at the relationship between war and mass 
consumption and the role of the consumer in the war eff orts of 
Germany, Japan, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, Canada, and 
the United States. While mass consumption has long been associ-
ated primarily with liberal democracies, research on Nazi Germany 
as well as Communist countries has demonstrated the degree to 
which these regimes also engaged the growing importance of mass 
consumption — even if, in the Soviet case, the structures of a mass 
consumer society did not fully develop until aft er the war. In the 
context of the war, however, the state rather than the market oft en 
played a central role in organizing consumption across all regimes. In 
addition to posing comparative questions of how war time consump-
tion was organized and experienced, many papers also highlighted 
transnational exchanges and learning processes. 

Hartmut Berghoff  introduced the conference topic by highlighting the 
signifi cance that all major powers attributed to civilian consumption 
during World War II, building on the lessons from the preceding war. 
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The “modern” home front under conditions of total war was seen as 
paramount in maintaining civilian morale, which meant that a shift  
to military consumption was inherently limited. Minimum standards 
of provisioning and a sense of distributional justice had to be en-
sured, and consumers were mobilized to participate in production, 
conservation, and distribution eff orts. Consumption in fashion and 
entertainment also served as a form of distraction while planners and 
marketing professionals in many countries fostered forms of “virtual 
consumption,” the promise of a consumerist postwar future which 
created a lasting legacy. In the fi rst keynote address of the conference, 
Sheldon Garon emphasized the global and transnational nature of 
home front planning, which runs counter to prevailing myths and 
narratives of national distinctiveness in collective memories of war-
time experience. Using Japan as his vantage point, Garon highlighted 
shared challenges in maintaining production and morale, as well as 
in food security and rationing. Like other powers, the Japanese paid 
close attention to the lessons of World War I and its blockades, 
shortages, and ultimate home front collapses. They drew on a grow-
ing international body of knowledge in nutritional science to prepare 
for the coming war and mounted an (ultimately failed) attempt to 
maintain food self-suffi  ciency during the war. As clothing became 
increasingly uniform and much of the nascent consumer goods 
industry was converted to wartime production, food consumption 
became ever more central to the Japanese war experience by the end 
of the confl ict. 

Securing civilian nutrition was generally a central element in war-
time eff orts to maintain the home front, as explored in the fi rst two 
panels of the conference. Rationing and price controls were part of 
the war experience in all societies under consideration here, albeit 
to signifi cantly diff erent degrees. Food provisioning was the central 
challenge in the Soviet Union, as Wendy Goldman showed, and 
deprivation was the predominant experience of most Russian civil-
ians. Rationing was almost entirely handled through institutional 
canteens, while the retail sector was virtually non-existent. Still, the 
intricate rationing system was riddled with inequalities and corrup-
tion, oft en failing to provide factory workers with the bare minimum 
needed for survival. The consumer as an individual receded into the 
background in the Japanese case as well. Erich Pauer discussed the 
role of neighborhood organizations in organizing rice rationing in 
Japan and the increasingly centralized distribution system which 
had supplanted private retailers and markets by the end of the war. 
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In Germany, by contrast, consumer choice remained more viable 
and certain indulgences were seen as essential to morale. Nicole 
Petrick-Felber showed that while coff ee consumption almost en-
tirely shift ed to surrogate products, due to a collapse of imports, 
tobacco remained “vital” to the war eff ort. Cigarette production 
continued, but aft er 1944, the state increasingly lost control over 
the rationing process as black markets emerged. For the Western 
Allies, the situation was entirely diff erent, as Ines Prodöhl’s paper 
demonstrated. She analyzed the Combined Food Board, an inter-
national body set up in 1942 to organize the distribution of U.S. 
agricultural surpluses to allied nations. While shortages in areas 
such as fats and oils riddled Western Allies as well, American 
abundance and the global access to goods ensured that starvation 
was of little concern in the West. 

Diff erences in available supplies and the distribution of foodstuff s 
made for very diff erent experiences in home front consumption 
by civilian consumers. In the United Kingdom, as Ina Zweiniger-
Bargielowska explained, scarcity, not starvation, was the primary 
experience. A “fl at rate” rationing system promised a sense of eq-
uitable sacrifi ce, but black markets, self-supplied consumers in the 
countryside and the possibility to circumvent rationing in restaurants 
posed challenges to the “fair share” principle and its promise to miti-
gate class distinctions. Still, many postwar Britons would go on to 
memorialize a mythical “wartime community.” Many Germans, too, 
Felix Römer argued, viewed the home front situation in a relatively 
positive light. Based on U.S. surveys among German POWs, he ana-
lyzed the views of Wehrmacht soldiers regarding the food situation 
on the home front and cross-referenced them with research about the 
German rationing system. From soldiers’ point of view, he concluded, 
the maintenance of suffi  cient caloric intake outweighed the negative 
experience of deteriorating food quality, which was not in the least 
due to the vivid memory of conditions during the First World War. 
Donald Flitzer analyzed Soviet home front experiences by looking at 
infant mortality rates. Poor hygiene and pervasive illnesses, as well 
as shortages in milk and fuel, presented rife conditions for mass mor-
tality, which indeed spiked early in the war. Yet, overall, the war saw 
an eventual decline in mortality, which could in part be attributed to 
state programs, but also speaks to the already high levels of mortal-
ity prior to the war and the continuity in experiences of deprivation 
and scarcity that, for many Russian consumers, spanned from the 
interwar to the postwar period. 
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The subsequent panel on wartime advertising provided a stark 
contrast to the realities of malnutrition in some countries and fur-
thermore provided surprising parallels between liberal democracies, 
such as the United Kingdom and the United States, and the more 
organized economy of Nazi Germany. David Clampin related the British 
case wherein advertisers were keen to contribute to the war eff ort, 
but also careful to maintain brand awareness and to encourage future 
consumption. Postwar visions of consumerism took the form of either 
forward-looking visions of modernity or a nostalgic promise of return 
to the “good old days.” The anticipation they stoked, however, proved 
to be a political liability, as rationing continued aft er the war. Many 
American advertisers, Cynthia Lee Henthorn argued, also blurred 
the line between government propaganda and commercial ads. The 
overriding concern of the U.S. industry, however, was to ensure a 
return to an unfettered market economy in the postwar years. The 
consumerist world of the future was to be a world of free enterprise. 
German advertisers, as Pamela Swett showed, also pursued their 
own commercial interests. While consumer goods ads linked con-
sumption and national expansionism, industry struggled to retain a 
degree of distance from the regime, especially towards the end of the 
war. Maintaining brand awareness during rationing was central for 
German advertising executives, too, and Swett’s examples suggested 
a surprising degree of continuity from the pre- to postwar period. 

Wartime nations thus frequently relied on “virtual consumption,” the 
deference of immediate consumer satisfaction in anticipation of later 
rewards. In addition to advertising, the commercial entertainment 
industry was utilized to boost morale and to infl uence consumer 
desires. Mila Ganeva discussed the prominence of fashion in wartime 
German media, from magazines to movies. While managing scarcity 
was an acknowledged reality, the imaginary consumption of luxury 
high fashion retained a prominent place in the media landscape. Even 
in the Soviet Union, as Sergej Zhuravlev showed, new fashion maga-
zines appeared during the war. While textiles were extremely diffi  cult 
to attain, wartime photographs attest to a continuous concern with 
appearing fashionable among many Russian civilians. Despite a 
widespread struggle for survival, Russian workers in provincial fac-
tories also oft en had their fi rst encounters with theater and ballet, as 
cultural institutions were displaced from the major population cen-
ters. Erina Megowan argued that the Soviet policy of bringing “high 
culture” and brigades of performers to the hinterland during the war 
was well received and had a lasting impact on cultural consumption 
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across the country. In Germany, by contrast, as Neil Gregor suggested, 
the continued practice of regular attendance of symphonic concerts 
attested to a continuation of “banal social habits” and a sense of ev-
eryday normalcy amidst total war. At least in certain areas, “normal 
life” persisted and a shortage in material goods meant that surplus 
incomes during the war could be spent on entertainment. This panel 
certainly raised questions about the paradoxes of wartime consump-
tion and the at times jarring juxtaposition of cultural consumption 
and entertainment with pervasive mass death. 

The fi nal part of the conference focused on the legacies of wartime 
consumption. Frank Trentmann opened this section with the second 
keynote address. He challenged the audience to consider the implica-
tions of the war for the long-term development of mass consumption, 
especially in the Western World. On the one hand, 1945 was not the 
dramatic break that is oft en assumed and consumer desires were 
deeply rooted and well developed prior to a war which did not fun-
damentally challenge them. On the other hand, the war left  its mark 
on postwar mass consumption. It widened the transatlantic gap in 
consumption levels, it shift ed tastes through wartime migration and 
exchanges, and it impacted generational patterns of consumption. 
Finally, the war heightened belief in the possibility of statecraft  and 
planning for consumption, leading to a secular rise in taxation and 
public forms of consumption across Western nations. 

The papers in the fi nal panel then looked at various legacies of the 
war primarily through its impact on expert communities. Jan Lambertz 
discussed the wartime and postwar studies of U.S. and British 
nutrition experts, which yielded new analytical techniques for mea-
suring human “need” and “defi ciencies” and which would fi nd later 
application in defi ning civilian health standards. Looking at Canada, 
Bettina Liverant showed the impact of the war on economists and 
policy experts. Canada’s experiences with strategic austerity, with 
rationing, price freezes and consumer surveys, which pre-dated those 
of its American neighbor, informed postwar eff orts in controlling 
consumer spending and infl ation within the framework of a Keynesian 
economic policy. Jan Logemann similarly argued that the wartime 
expansion of state-sponsored market research in the United States 
acted as a catalyst for postwar transformations in marketing research. 
Focusing on three prominent émigré consumer researchers, the paper 
traced both transnational transfers in consumer psychology and the 
entanglement of commercial, academic and government research that 
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connected the warfare state to the postwar consumer’s republic. In 
the Soviet Union, Oleg Khlevnyuk showed that basic structures of 
provision remained in place from the 1930s to the 1950s, but victory 
in the war promoted a growing gap between consumer expecta-
tions and the continued reality of shortages. Especially as Russian 
soldiers came into contact with consumption levels in other parts of 
Europe, pressures for reform mounted, leading to a “new course” 
aft er Stalin’s death. The impact of war preparations on innovations 
in the food industry, fi nally, was at the center of Uwe Spiekermann’s 
paper, which traced the eff ects of eff orts by German nutrition experts 
to improve military food. Iconic consumer goods of the postwar 
“economic miracle,” such as instant potato dumplings, he showed, 
were literally fi eld tested during the war. His paper also provided an 
important reminder of how closely consumption on the military and 
civilian home fronts were intertwined. 

The concluding discussion, led by Hartmut Berghoff  and Andreas 
Gestrich, emphasized the surprising degree to which continuities 
could be traced in various areas of consumption from the pre- to 
postwar eras. Especially for the more developed consumer econo-
mies, World War II was not as decisive a break in the long-term 
development of mass consumption. It did, however, provide a point 
for broader implicit and explicit societal debates about the role of 
consumption between market and state, individual and community. 
Despite structural similarities in the challenges posed by wartime 
consumption and parallel developments across regimes, the com-
parative look made clear that the experience for consumers also 
varied tremendously among the countries surveyed, with the United 
States and the Soviet Union representing opposite ends of a spectrum 
between curtailed affl  uence and mass deprivation. The everyday war-
time experience, for example in the various constellations of black or 
grey market activity, was fi nally noted as an important fi eld for future 
research — especially as the memories of wartime sacrifi ces helped 
shape the cultures of mass consumption in subsequent decades. 

Jan Logemann (GHI Washington)
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GHI NEWS

2013 HELMUT SCHMIDT PRIZE IN GERMAN-AMERICAN 
ECONOMIC HISTORY

On October 24, 2013, the 2013 Helmut Schmidt Prize in German-
American Economic History was awarded to Mary Nolan, professor of 
history at New York University. The Schmidt prize pays tribute to the 
former German chancellor for his part in transforming the framework of 
transatlantic economic cooperation. The prize, which is awarded every 
other year, has been generously sponsored by the ZEIT-Stift ung Ebelin 
and Gerd Bucerius since 2007.

Professor Nolan was honored for her remarkable oeuvre, especially 
for her groundbreaking books Visions of Modernity: American Business 
and the Modernization of Germany (1994) and The Transatlantic Cen-
tury: Europe and America, 1890-2010 (2012). Nolan’s Visions of Moder-
nity opened new perspectives on the history of the Weimar Republic 
by examining the German reception of “Fordism” and American ideas on 
the rationalization of work, production, and consumption. Bridging the 
fields of business history, labor history, and women’s history, Visions 
of Modernity is a landmark study that threw new light on the com-
plexity of Weimar culture and society. In her most recent book, The 
Transatlantic Century, Nolan offers a fascinating overview of the 
interactions between the Old and New Worlds. Her analysis centers 
on the differing — and at times opposing — understandings of mo-
dernity that have shaped European-American relations over the past 
century.

Aft er introductory remarks by Hartmut Berghoff  (GHI) and Nina Smidt 
(American Friends of Bucerius), S. Jonathan Wiesen (Southern Illinois 
University, Carbondale) delivered the laudation. Upon accepting the prize, 
Mary Nolan delivered a lecture titled “Americanization? Europeanization? 
Globalization? The German Economy since 1945,” which is published in 
this issue of the Bulletin.

An excerpt of the laudation follows here: “Mary Nolan’s scholarly 
achievements are manifold, but before I highlight some of her specifi c 
interventions, allow me to suggest that her signal contribution to our 
fi eld has been to conceive of economic history in its most capacious and 
creative terms. Professor Nolan is not a scholar who produces narrow 
studies of companies or market trends. Instead, she has been drawn 
to the multiple actors that converge in the economy-business owners, 
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managers, politicians, labor leaders, and, of course, workers. To this last 
category she has lent especially fruitful attention. She has sought to 
understand workers-and indeed work-in their multifaceted dimensions 
by exploring the meaning and experience of labor. In her studies of the 
long twentieth century, her reach has been sweeping. She has looked 
at working class politics, working class culture, and the relationships 
between men and women in the workplace. She has taken us from the 
factory fl oor and the sweatshop to the union hall and the party head-
quarters. We have learned about salaried labor, wage labor, skilled labor, 
semi-skilled labor, manual labor, agrarian labor, and migrant labor. We 
have been introduced to Catholic bricklayers and Protestant pipefi tters. 
We have seen European and American workers on the assembly line 
and on the picket line-and in the home, at the ballot box, and in the 
grocery store. We have descended into the coalmine and stood next to 
the blast furnace and the kitchen stove. We have observed industrialists, 
shop stewards, and Hausfrauen in imperial settings, in democracies, 
and under dictatorships. This colorful panoply should not obscure a 
key point: Mary Nolan’s work has always been grounded in an exacting 
study of macroeconomic trends and microeconomic statistics, and she 
has also infused her writings with an appreciation of long-term social 
developments.”

2013 FRITZ STERN DISSERTATION PRIZE

The 2013 Fritz Stern Dissertation Prize, honoring the best doctoral dis-
sertation on German history written at a North American university, was 
awarded to Ricky W. Law for  his dissertation “Knowledge is Power: The 
Interwar German and Japanese Mass Media in the Making of the Axis” 
(University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 2012). The award ceremony 
took place on November 15, 2013 at the 22nd Annual Symposium of the 
Friends of the GHI, chaired by David Blackbourn (Vanderbilt University), 
President of the Friends. The prize selection committee was composed of 
Ann Goldberg (University of California, Riverside), Paul Lerner (University 
of Southern California), and Jesse Spohnholz (Washington State University). 
The prize winner has contributed an article presenting his dissertation 
research to this issue of the Bulletin.

The committee’s prize citation read: “In this impressively researched, 
elegantly written, and ambitious project, Dr. Law approaches the 
German-Japanese alliance (the Anti-Comintern Pact of 1936) from a 
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variety of angles and perspectives, off ering an approach from cultural 
and intellectual history to issues traditionally dealt with by diplomatic 
historians. Law’s work recasts the German-Japanese relationship 
before and during World War II from the conventional view of it as a 
logical alliance between aggressive, authoritarian dictatorships. He 
points out that the alliance was actually rather surprising at the time, 
especially because of German “racial” chauvinism and Japanese sensi-
tivity. The alliance thus needs more explanation than historians have 
yet provided. Rather than turning to high diplomatic concerns, Law 
centers his attention on how the German and Japanese publics came 
to see an alliance as not only politically expedient but also refl ective 
of shared or at least complementary cultural norms and traditions. In 
doing so, he provides a panoramic view of German and Japanese mass 
culture that off ered consumers images of the other — newspaper 
coverage, fi lms, non-fi ction books, lectures and pamphlets, voluntary 
associations dedicated to the study of the other and even instructional 
materials for learning a foreign language — and shows how the two 
nations imagined and constructed each other in the years leading up 
to and during the alliance. To be sure, as subjects within authoritarian 
regimes, members of the German and Japanese publics played no role 
in signing the Anti-Comintern Pact. Yet Law shows a shift  in popular 
culture that, he argues, made this alliance increasingly appear both 
tolerable and natural. The committee was impressed by Law’s extensive 
research in both German and Japanese sources. His facility with both 
languages is clear and is a major achievement in itself, but even more 
impressive is the depth and comprehensiveness of his research, as well 
as his mastery of a historiographic landscape that includes a range of 
subfi elds (e.g., fi lm history and the history of publishing) Law’s sensi-
tive and imaginative treatment of source criticism and creative framing 
of his project around diff erent forms of media provides a thoughtful 
model for other cultural historians. In sum, the committee members 
fi nd Law’s approach to international relations innovative and compel-
ling and believe that his fi ndings will be of great signifi cance to both 
German and Japanese historiography.”
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NEW STAFF PUBLICATIONS

Monographs and Edited Volumes

Hartmut Berghoff  and Thomas Kühne, eds. Globalizing Beauty: Con-
sumerism and Body Aesthetics in the Twentieth Century. Vol. 4, Worlds of 
Consumption Series. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013. 

Hartmut Berghoff  and Uta A. Balbier, eds. The East German Economy, 
1945-2010: Falling Behind or Catching Up? Vol. 5, Worlds of Consumption 
Series. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013. 

Hartmut Berghoff , Uff a Jensen, Christina Lubinski, and Bernd Weisbrod, 
eds. History by Generations: Generational Dynamics in Modern History. 
Göttingen: Wallstein Verlag, 2013.

Mischa Honeck, Martin Klimke and Anne Kuhlmann, eds. Germany and 
the Black Diaspora: Points of Contact, 1250-1914. Vol. 15, GHI Studies in 
German History. New York: Berghahn Books, 2013. 

Stefan Hördler. SA-Terror als Herrschaft ssicherung. “Köpenicker Blutwoche” 
und öff entliche Gewalt im Nationalsozialismus. Berlin: Metropol, 2013.

Jan Logemann, Donna Gabaccia, and Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, eds. 
Europe — Migration — Identity, special issue of National Identities 15.1 
(2013).

Christina Lubinski, Jeff rey Fear, and Paloma Fernandez Perez, eds. Family 
Multinationals: Entrepreneurship, Governance, and Pathways to Interna-
tionalization. Routledge: New York 2013.

Simone Müller-Pohl and Michaela Hampf, eds. Global Communication 
Electric. Business, News and Politics in the World of Telegraphy. Frankfurt 
a.Main/ Berlin: Campus, 2013. 

Ines Prodöhl, Dan Ben-Canaan, and Frank Grüne, eds. Entangled Histo-
ries: The Transcultural Past of Northeast China. Springer: Berlin 2014.

Britta Waldschmidt-Nelson, Clara Juncker, Grzesiek Kosc, and Sharon 
Monteith, eds. The Transatlantic Sixties: Europe and the United States in 
the Counterculture Decade. Bielefeld: transcript, 2013.

Richard F. Wetzell, ed. Crime and Criminal Justice in Modern Germany. Vol. 
16, GHI Studies in German History. New York: Berghahn Books, 2014.

Articles and Chapters

Hartmut Berghoff . “Blending Personal and Managerial Capitalism. 
Bertelsmann’s Rise from Medium-sized Publisher to Global Media 
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Corporation and Service Provider, 1950-2010.” Business History 55.6 
(2013): 855-874.

Hartmut Berghoff  and Andreas Fahrmeir. “Unternehmer und Migration. 
Einleitung.” Zeitschrift  für Unternehmensgeschichte/Journal of Business 
History 58.2 (2013): 141-148. 

Hartmut Berghoff  and Jens Beckert. “Risk and Uncertainty in Financial 
Markets.” Socio-Economic Review 11.3 (2013): 497-499.

Hartmut Berghoff  and Berti Kolbow. “Flourishing in a Dictatorship. 
Agfa‘s Marketing and the Nazi Regime.” Journal of Historical Research in 
Marketing 5.1 (2013): 71-96.

Hartmut Berghoff  and Uwe Spiekermann. “Immigrant Entrepreneurship: 
German-American Business Biographies, 1720 to the Present. Zielset-
zungen, Organisation und Herausforderungen Eines Forschungspro-
jektes Des Deutschen Historischen Instituts Washington.” Jahrbuch der 
historischen Forschung (2012): 53-61.

Hartmut Berghoff  and Thomas Kühne. “‘It Makes Princes of Those Who 
Have It’: Beauty and Consumerism in the Twentieth Century: An Intro-
duction.” In Globalizing Beauty: Consumerism and Body Aesthetics in the 
Twentieth Century, edited by Hartmut Berghoff  and Thomas Kühne, 1-21. 
New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013.

Hartmut Berghoff  and Uta Balbier. “From Centrally-Planned Economy 
to Capitalist Avant-Garde? Test Lab East Germany.” In Falling Behind or 
Catching Up? The East German Economy, 1945-2010, edited by Hartmut 
Berghoff  and Uta Balbier, 3-16. New York: Cambridge University Press, 
2013.

Hartmut Berghoff , Uff a Jensen, Christina Lubinski, and Bernd Weisbrod. 
“Introduction.” In History by Generations: Generational Dynamics in Mod-
ern History, edited by Hartmut Berghoff , Uff a Jensen, Christina Lubinski 
and Bernd Weisbrod, 7-12. Göttingen: Wallstein, 2013

Hartmut Berghoff . “Becoming Global, Staying Local. The International-
ization of Bertelsmann, 1962-2010.” In Entrepreneurship, Governance, and 
Pathways to Internationalization, edited by Christina Lubinski, Jeff rey R. 
Fear and Paloma Fernández Pérez, 169-90. New York: Routledge, 2013.

Hartmut Berghoff , Jürgen Kocka, and Dieter Ziegler. “Business in the Age 
of Extremes in Central Europe: An Introduction.” In Business in the Age of 
Extremes. Essays in Modern German and Austrian Economic History, edited 
by Hartmut Berghoff , Jürgen Kocka and Dieter Ziegler, 1-12. New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2013.
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Mischa Honeck. “Liberating Sojourns? African American Travelers in 
Mid-Nineteenth Century Germany.” In Blacks and Germans, German 
Blacks: Germany and the Black Diaspora, 1250-1914, edited by Mischa 
Honeck, Martin Klimke, and Anne Kuhlmann-Smirnov, 153-168. New 
York: Berghahn Books, 2013. 

Stefan Hördler. “Die Politischen Abteilungen im KZ-System. Polizei und 
SS ‘in gutem Einvernehmen.’” Beiträge zur Geschichte der nationalsozialis-
tischen Verfolgung in Norddeutschland 15 (2013): 90-104.

Stefan Hördler and Christoph Kreutzmüller. “Arnold Büscher. Ein KZ-
Kommandant aus Rehme.” Beiträge zur Heimatkunde der Städte Löhne 
und Bad Oeynhausen 22 (2013): 127-134.

Stefan Hördler. “SA-Terror als Herrschaft ssicherung. ‘Köpenicker Blut-
woche’ und öff entliche Gewalt im Nationalsozialismus.” In SA-Terror als 
Herrschaft ssicherung. “Köpenicker Blutwoche” und öff entliche Gewalt im 
Nationalsozialismus, edited by Stefan Hördler, 9-27. Berlin: Metropol, 
2013.

Stefan Hördler. “Ideologie, Machtinszenierung und Exzess: Taten und 
Täter der ‘Köpenicker Blutwoche.’” In SA-Terror als Herrschaft ssicherung. 
“Köpenicker Blutwoche” und öff entliche Gewalt im Nationalsozialismus, 
edited by Stefan Hördler, 83-104. Berlin: Metropol, 2013.

Stefan Hördler. “Kooperation der Gewalt. Anmerkungen zur ‘Köpenicker 
Blutwoche’ und zum SA-Sturm 33.” In SA-Terror als Herrschaft ssicherung. 
“Köpenicker Blutwoche” und öff entliche Gewalt im Nationalsozialismus, 
edited by Stefan Hördler, 105-109. Berlin: Metropol, 2013.

Stefan Hördler and Christoph Kreutzmüller. “Gewalt gegen Juden: Vom 
Feindbild zum Mord.” In SA-Terror als Herrschaft ssicherung. “Köpenicker 
Blutwoche” und öff entliche Gewalt im Nationalsozialismus, edited by 
Stefan Hördler, 184-199. Berlin: Metropol, 2013.

Stefan Hördler and Amelie Artmann. “Zur Rezeption der frühen NS-
Gewalt in der Presse.” In SA-Terror als Herrschaft ssicherung. “Köpenicker 
Blutwoche” und öff entliche Gewalt im Nationalsozialismus, edited by 
Stefan Hördler, 200-213. Berlin: Metropol, 2013.

Stefan Hördler, “De SS in Auschwitz en de slotfase van het concentra-
tiekamp: netwerken, personeelsbeleid en massamoord.” In Het Höcker 
Album. Auschwitz door de lens van de SS, edited by Christophe Busch and 
Robert Jan van Pelt, 111-146. Laren: Verbum, 2013.

Stefan Hördler. “Entgrenzung und Eingrenzung der Gewalt. Berliner SA, 
SS und Polizei 1933-1939.” In Berlin 1933-1945. Stadt und Gesellschaft  im 
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Nationalsozialismus, edited by Michael Wildt and Christoph Kreutzmüller, 
297-310. Munich: Siedler, 2013.

Stefan Hördler. “Das Schwarze Korps. Zeitung der Schutzstaff eln der 
NSDAP.” In Handbuch des Antisemitismus. Judenfeindschaft  in Geschichte 
und Gegenwart, vol. 6: Publikationen, edited by Wolfgang Benz, 628-630. 
Munich: De Gruyter, 2013.

Stefan Hördler. “Der Mythus des 20. Jahrhunderts. ” In Handbuch des Anti-
semitismus. Judenfeindschaft  in Geschichte und Gegenwart, vol. 6: Publikatio-
nen, edited by Wolfgang Benz, 468-471. Munich: De Gruyter, 2013.

Marina Kaneti. “Immigrant Art and Architecture.” In Encyclopedia of 
American Immigration, edited by James Ciment; John Radzilowski. 2nd ed. 
New York: M.E. Sharpe, 2013.

Marina Kaneti and H.H. Williams. “Political, Ethnic, Religious, Gender, 
and Sexual Orientation Persecution of Immigrants.” In Encyclopedia of 
American Immigration, edited by James Ciment; John Radzilowski. 2nd ed. 
New York: M.E. Sharpe, 2013.

Marina Kaneti. “English As a Second Language.” In Encyclopedia of Ameri-
can Immigration, edited by James Ciment; John Radzilowski. 2nd ed. New 
York: M.E. Sharpe, 2013.

Torsten Kathke. “Power Lines: Arizona Elites, the Telegraph, and the 
Construction of a Regional Identity, 1870-1910.” In Global Communication 
Electric: Business, News and Politics in the World of Telegraphy, edited by 
M. Michaela Hampf and Simone Müller-Pohl, Frankfurt: Campus Verlag, 
2013.

Reinhild Kreis. “‘Wir sind Frauen. Wir sind viele. Wir haben die Schnauze 
voll.’ Die neue Frauenbewegung.” In Aufb ruch, Protest und Provokation. 
Szenen und Orte der 70er und 80er Jahre in Baden-Würtemberg, edited by 
Reinhold Weber, 75-93. Darmstadt: Theiss Verlag, 2013.

Reinhild Kreis, “Rüstungspolitik und Friedensbewegung: Flugblätter und 
Protestplakate der 1980er Jahre. ” In Flugblätter — Plakate — Propaganda. 
Die Arbeit mit appelativen Bild-Text-Dokumenten im Geschichtsunterricht, 
edited by Michael Wobring, Susanne Popp, Daniel Probst, and Claudius 
Springkart, 73-84. St. Ingbert: Röhrig Universitätsverlag, 2013.

Jan Logemann. “Europe — Migration — Identity: Connections between Mi-
gration Experiences and Europeanness.” National Identities 15.1 (2013): 1-8.

Jan Logemann. “Remembering ‘Aunt Emma’: Small Retailing between 
Nostalgia and a Confl icted Past.” Journal of Historical Research in Market-
ing 5.2 (2013): 151-171.
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Christina Lubinski and Geoff rey Jones. “Making ‘Green Giants’: Environ-
ment Sustainability in the German Chemical Industry, 1950s-1980s.” 
Business History (2013): 1-27. DOI: 10.1080/00076791.2013.837889

Christina Lubinski and Geoff rey Jones. “Historical Origins of Environment 
Sustainability in the German Chemical Industry, 1950s-1980s.” Harvard 
Business School General Management Unit Working Paper No. 14-018 
(August 26, 2013). <http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2318399>.

Christina Lubinski. “Siemens’ Early Business in India: A Family Multina-
tional’s Quest for Unity, 1847-1914.” In Family Multinationals: Entrepre-
neurship, Governance, and Pathways to Internationalization, edited by 
Christina Lubinski, Paloma Fernández Pérez, and Jeff rey Fear, 38-54. 
New York: Routledge, 2013.

Christina Lubinski, Jeff rey Fear, and Paloma Fernández Pérez. “Family 
Multinationals : Entrepreneurship, Governance, and Pathways to Inter-
nationalization.” In Family Multinationals: Entrepreneurship, Governance, 
and Pathways to Internationalization, edited by Christina Lubinski, Paloma 
Fernández Pérez, and Jeff rey Fear, 1-18. New York: Routledge, 2013.

Simone Müller-Pohl. “Geographien der Globalisierung. Die Kabelstation 
von Heart’s Content, Neufundland zwischen globaler Integration, lokaler 
Fragmentierung und sozialer Diff erenzierung.” Technikgeschichte 80.1 
(2013): 51-70.

Simone Müller-Pohl, “Working the Nation State: Submarine Cable 
Actors, Cable Transnationalism and the Governance of the Global Media 
System, 1858-1914.” In The Nation State and Beyond. Governing Globaliza-
tion Processes in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Century, edited by I. Löhr 
and R. Wenzlhuemer, 101-126. Berlin: Springer, 2013.

Ines Prodöhl. “Versatile and Cheap: A Global History of Soy in the First Half 
of the Twentieth Century.” Journal of Global History 8.3 (2013): 461-482.

Ines Prodöhl. “Dynamiken globaler Vernetzung: Mandschurische 
Sojabohnen auf dem Weltmarkt.” Zeitschrift  für Agrargeschichte und 
Agrarsoziologie 61.2 (2013): 75-89.

Ines Prodöhl, Dan Ben-Canaan, and Frank Grüner. “Entangled Histories: 
The Transcultural Past of Northeast China (Introduction). ” In Entangled 
Histories: The Transcultural Past of Northeast China, edited by Dan Ben-
Canaan, Frank Grüner, and Ines Prodöhl, 1-11. Berlin: Springer 2014.

Laura Rischbieter. “Wer nicht wagt, der nicht gewinnt? Kaff eegroßhän-
dler als Spekulanten im Kaiserreich.” Jahrbuch für Wirtschaft sgeschichte 2 
(2013): 71–94. 
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Laura Rischbieter and Henriette Hertz. “Salonnière und Gründerin der 
Bibliotheca Hertziana in Rom.” In 100 Jahre Bibliotheca Hertziana, Max-
Planck-Institut für Kunstgeschichte, Rom. Die Geschichte des Instituts 1913-
2013, edited by Sybille Ebert-Schiff erer and Elisabeth Kieven, München: 
Hirmer, 2013.

Leonard Schmieding. “Breakin’ around the Bloc: Hip-Hop in the GDR.” In 
Hip-Hop in Europe: Cultural Identities and Transnational Flows, edited by 
Sina Nitzsche and Walter Grünzweig, 105-124. Berlin: Lit-Verlag, 2013.

Leonard Schmieding. “Breakdance, Polizei und fl ächendeckende 
Ordentlichkeit in der DDR.” In Montagen zur Herrschaft spraxis in der klas-
sischen Moderne: Alltagshistorische Perspektiven und Refl exionen, edited 
by Maren Büttner, Christine Hartig, and Tilmann Siebeneicher, 161-172. 
Essen: Klartext, 2013.

Uwe Spiekermann. “‘Der Mittelstand stirbt!’ Der Kampf zwischen 
mittelständischem Einzelhandel und Warenhäusern in Deutschland 
1890-1933.” In The Berlin Department Store 1896-1938: Interdisciplinary 
Perspectives / Das Berliner Warenhaus 1896-1938: Interdisziplinäre Pers-
pektiven, edited by Godela Weiss-Sussex and Ulrike Zitzlsperger, 33-52. 
Frankfurt a.M et al.: Peter Lang, 2013.

Jasper Trautsch. “The Causes of the War of 1812: 200 Years of Debate.” 
Journal of Military History 77.1 (2013): 273-293.

Jasper Trautsch. “The History of the Canadian Governmental Represen-
tation in Germany.” Zeitschrift  für Kanadastudien 33.1 (2013): 143-169.

Jasper Trautsch. “The Origins and Future of Liberal Democracy or the 
Need for Strong States.” Journal of Transatlantic Studies 11.1 (2013): 
109-116.

Jasper Trautsch. “Ungenutzte Chancen: Ist eine diplomatische Lösung 
des Atomkonfl ikts mit dem Iran noch möglich?“ Neue Gesellschaft  — 
Frankfurter Heft e 6 (2013): 20-23.

Britta Waldschmidt-Nelson, Clara Juncker, Grzesiek Kosc, and Sharon 
Monteith. “Introduction” In The Transatlantic Sixties: Europe and the 
United States in the Counterculture Decade, edited by Britta Waldschmidt-
Nelson, Clara Juncker, Grzesiek Kosc and Sharon Monteith, 7-11. 
Bielefeld: transcript, 2013.

Britta Waldschmidt-Nelson. “‘We Shall Overcome’: The Impact of the 
African American Freedom Struggle on Race Relations and Social Protest 
in Germany aft er World War Two.” In The Transatlantic Sixties: Europe 
and the United States in the Counterculture Decade, edited by Britta 
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Waldschmidt-Nelson, Clara Juncker, Grzesiek Kosc and Sharon Monteith, 
66-97. Bielefeld: transcript, 2013.

Britta Waldschmidt-Nelson. “Abolitionism.” In USA Lexikon, edited by 
Christof Mauch and Rüdiger Wersich, 59-60. Berlin: Erich Schmidt 
Verlag, 2013.

Britta Waldschmidt-Nelson. “Christian Science/Church of Christ, Sci-
entist In USA Lexikon, edited by Christof Mauch and Rüdiger Wersich, 
215-217. Berlin: Erich Schmidt Verlag, 2013.

Britta Waldschmidt-Nelson. “Henry Miller — The Cattle King of Califor-
nia” In Immigrant Entrepreneurship: German-American Business Biogra-
phies, 1720 to the Present, vol. 2, edited by William J. Hausman. German 
Historical Institute. Last modifi ed September 05, 2013. <http://www.
immigrantentrepreneurship.org/entry.php?rec=153>

Britta Waldschmidt-Nelson, “Faith and the Transatlantic Divide: The 
Role of Religion in America and Europe” In Geheimdienste-Diplomatie-
Krieg: Das Räderwerk der Internationalen Beziehungen, edited by Carlos 
Collado Seidel, 319-336. Münster: LIT, 2013. 

Britta Waldschmidt-Nelson, “Barack Obama (2009-  ): Der erste af-
roamerikanische Präsdient: A Dream Come True?” In Die amerikanischen 
Präsidenten: 44 historische Portraits von George Washington bis Barack 
Obama, edited by Christof Mauch, 439-464. Revised Edition. München: 
Beck, 2013.

Richard F. Wetzell, “Crime and Criminal Justice in Modern Germany.” 
In Crime and Criminal Justice in Modern Germany, edited by Richard F. 
Wetzell, 1-28. New York: Berghahn Books, 2014.

GHI FELLOWSHIPS AND INTERNSHIPS

GHI Doctoral and Postdoctoral Fellowships

The GHI awards short-term fellowships to German and American doctoral 
students as well as postdoctoral scholars in the fi elds of German history, 
the history of German-American relations, and the history of the roles of 
Germany and the United States in international relations. The fellowships 
are also available to German doctoral students and postdoctoral scholars 
in the fi eld of American history. The fellowships are usually granted for 
periods of one to six months but, depending on the funds available, can 
be extended by one or more months. The research projects must draw 
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upon primary sources located in the United States. The GHI also off ers a 
number of other doctoral and postdoctoral fellowships with more specifi c 
profi les. For further information and current application deadlines, please 
check our web site at www.ghi-dc.org/fellowships.

GHI Internships

The GHI Internship Program gives German and American students of history, 
political science, and library studies an opportunity to gain experience at a 
scholarly research institute. Interns assist individual research projects, work 
for the library, take part in the preparation and hosting of conferences, and 
help with our publications. They receive a small stipend. The program is very 
fl exible in the sense that the GHI tries to accommodate the interns’ interests, 
abilities, and goals. A two-month minimum stay is required; a three-month 
stay is preferred. There is a rolling review of applications. For further informa-
tion, please check our web site at www.ghi-dc.org/internships.

RECIPIENTS OF GHI FELLOWSHIPS

Doctoral Fellows

Sophia Dafi nger, Universität Augsburg
“Lessons learned?” Wissenschaft liche Expertise fü r den Luft krieg nach 
1944 in den USA

Jana Hoff mann, Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Mü nster
Familienvorstellungen im amerikanischen Mainline-Protestantismus, 
1950-1980

Claas Kirchhelle, University of Oxford
Pyrrhic Progress: Consumer Attitudes towards Agricultural Antibiotics 
(1951-2012)

Ella Müller, Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg
“Anti-Environmentalism”: Widerstände gegen Umweltschutzpolitik in den 
USA von 1969 bis in die frü hen 1990er Jahre

Kristina Poznan, College of William & Mary
Becoming Immigrant Nation-Builders: The Developement of 
Austria-Hungary’s National Projects in the United States, 1880s-1920s

Michele Weber, Marquette University
When does our Liberation Come? The Policing of Homosexuality in American 
Occupied Germany, 1945-1949
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Andrew Zonderman, Emory University
Embracing Empire: Eighteenth-Century German Migrants and the 
Development of the British Imperial System

Postdoctoral Fellows

Julio Decker, Technische Universität Darmstadt
A Global History of Railways in the Colonial Spaces of the United States and 
the German Empire, 1884-1918

Natalie Krentz, Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg
Die “Wissenschaft liche Revolution” im Kontext: Repräsentationen und Prak-
tiken wissenschaft licher Erkenntnisgewinnung in der Massachusetts 
Bay Kolonie im 17. und frühen 18. Jahrhundert

Rachel Moran, Pennsylvania State University
Poor Choices: Welfare and Pregnancy in the U.S. and Western Europe, 
1945-1996

Klaus Seidl, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München
Weltbü rger wider Willen: Eine Biographie Veit Valentins (1885-1947)

Jana Weiss, Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Mü nster
Beer in the U.S.: From a German Cultural Asset to an (Inter)National Mass 
Product — A “(Re)Invention of Tradition and Consumption”

GHI RESEARCH SEMINAR, FALL 2013

October 16  Joris Mercelis (University of Ghent)
Photography and the Public Domain: Managing 
Knowledge and Intellectual Property, 1871-2003

 Rene Schlott (University of Giessen)
A Biography on the Life, Work, and Impact of Raul 
Hilberg (1926-2007)

October 30  Leonard Schmieding (GHI)
German Restaurants in San Francisco, 1890-1941

November 20  Adelheid Voskuhl (University of Pennsylvania)
Engineers’ Class Struggle and the Question of “Technol-
ogy” in German and American High Industrialism
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December 4  Mischa Honeck (GHI)
Eagle on Ice: Paul Siple’s Passage to Imperial Manhood

December 11  Discussion of:
Emily S. Rosenberg, ed., A World Connecting, 1870-
1945 (Harvard University Press, 2012)

GHI DOCTORAL SEMINAR, SUMMER/FALL 2013

June 13  Elise Vallier (University of Paris-Est Marne 
La Vallée)
In Defense of American Womanhood: Color, Class, Gender 
and Region: A Study of African-American Women’s Writ-
ings, 1865-1920s

  Kritika Agarwal (State University of New York, 
Buff alo)
Uncertain Citizenship: Denaturalization and Expatriation 
in Twentieth-Century America, 1906-1967

 Brian Goodman (Harvard University)
Amerika and the Other Europe: Literature and Culture 
beyond the Curtain, 1946-1989

July 11  Matthew Yokell (Texas A&M University)
Qingdao and the German Experience in China, 1880-1918

 Marina Kaneti (New School for Social Research)
Migrants, Consumers, and the Politics of Aff ect 

 Brendan Murphy (University of Sheffi  eld)
Killing in the German Army: Organizing and Surviving 
Combat in the Great War

October 10  Bernhard Sassmann (Universität Augsburg)
“Kulturen der Intelligence“: Militärische Nachrichtendien-
ste in den USA, 1900-1947

 Elisabeth Piller (Universität Heidelberg)
German Cultural Diplomacy and the United States, 1919-
1932

October 17  Karin Hagen (Jacobs University Bremen)
“Male, pale, and stale”: Gender and Manned Space Travel 
in the United States in the Context of the Cold War
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  Julian Länge (Heinrich-Heine-Universität 
Düsseldorf)
Amerikanische Unternehmensstrategien in westdeutschen 
Einzelhandelsunternehmen nach dem Zweiten Weltkrieg 
bis in die 1980er Jahre

November 7   Scott Krause (University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill)
City upon a Hill of Ruins: A German-American Network’s 
Campaign to bring Cold War Democracy to West Berlin, 
1945-63

 Alex Elkins (Temple University)
Street Sovereignties: The 1960s Riots and the Triumph of 
“Get-Tough” Policing

December 12  Silke Körber (Johannes Gutenberg-Universität 
Mainz)
Deutschsprachige Verleger im Exil in den USA/Großbri-
tannien und ihr Einfl uss auf die Entwicklung des populä-
ren illustrierten Sachbuchs im 20. Jahrhundert.
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GHI SPRING LECTURE SERIES 2014

EAST GERMAN INTELLECTUAL BIOGRAPHIES

Organized by Leonard Schmieding and Uwe Spiekermann

Twenty-fi ve years aft er the fall of the Berlin Wall, Germany continues to be 
shaped by narratives of clear-cut diff erences between East and West. This 
lectures series will take a biographical perspective on coming of age as a 
scholar in East Germany. It will explore the impact of the collapse of the 
GDR on individuals’ careers and the challenges they faced in adjusting to 
the academic culture of the West. The experiences of the speakers, who 
represent three diff erent generations, highlight the diff erences and simi-
larities between East and West — before and aft er 1989 — and will chal-
lenge the audience to refl ect on their own “western” intellectual practices.

This lecture series has been generously funded by a bequest from Michael 
Olshausen to the Friends of the German Historical Institute.

February 20 The Academic and the Everyday in the GDR
Sigrid Jacobeit (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin) and 
Wolfgang Jacobeit (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)

March 27  Research between Central Planning and the 
Market: The Experiences of an East German Eco-
nomic Historian, 1965-2005
Jörg Roesler (Berlin)

April 24  In the Labyrinth of Memories: The Battle over the 
Stasi Files in the Peaceful Revolution of 1990/91
Stefan Wolle (DDR Museum Berlin)

May 15  Between East and West: Contemporary History 
as Biographical Challenge
Jürgen Danyel (Zentrum für Zeithistorische Forschung 
Potsdam)
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GHI CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2014

For a regularly updated calendar of events, please check our web site at 
www.ghi-dc.org

January 23-24 Studying the History of National Socialism and 
the Holocaust: Toward an Agenda for the 21st 
Century
Conference at the GHI and the United States Holo-
caust Memorial Museum
Conveners: Stefan Hördler (GHI) and Jürgen Matthäus 
(Center for Advanced Holocaust Studies/United 
States Holocaust Memorial Museum)

January 24 Studying the History of National Socialism and 
the Holocaust: Toward an Agenda for the 21st 
Century
Panel Discussion at the GHI 
Panelists: Frank Bajohr (Institute of Contemporary His-
tory Munich/Center for Holocaust Studies), Christo-
pher Browning (University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill), and Wendy Lower (Claremont McKenna College)

February 20-22 Gender, War and Culture: From Colonial Con-
quest and standing Armies to Revolutionary 
Wars (1650s-1830s) to the Wars of Nations and 
Empires (1830s-1910s)
Workshop at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill
Conveners: Dirk Bönker (Duke University) and Karen 
Hagemann (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

February 25 Visions of Beauty: Arnold Genthe and the Art of 
Photography
Exhibition Opening and Lecture at the GHI
Speaker: Marina Kaneti (New School for Social 
Research)

March 7-8 Histories of Humanitarianism: Religious, Philan-
thropic, and Political Practices in the Modern-
izing World
Conference at the GHI and the University of 
Maryland, College Park
Conveners: Sonya Michel (University of Maryland, 
College Park) and Britta Waldschmidt-Nelson (GHI)

April 4 Migration and the Great Recession
Lecture at the GHI
Speaker: Demetrios G. Papademetriou (Migration 
Policy Institute)
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April 4-5 Migration during Economic Downturns: From 
the Great Depression to the Great Recession
Workshop at the GHI
Conveners: Elisa Minoff  (GHI) and Marc Rosenblum 
(Migration Policy Institute)

April 25-26 A Hands-on Approach: The Do-It-Yourself Cul-
ture and Economy in the 20th Century
Workshop at the GHI
Convener: Reinhild Kreis (GHI)

May 3 Search for a New Sound: The Blue Note Photo-
graphs of Francis Wolff 
Exhibition Opening at the Goethe-Institut

May 7-10 20th Transatlantic Doctoral Seminar: 
Nineteenth-Century German History
Seminar at the GHI
Conveners: Anna von der Goltz (Georgetown 
University) and Richard F. Wetzell (GHI)

May 21 Jazz — the Classical Music of Globalization
Performance and Lecture at the GHI
Speaker and Performer: Reinhold Wagnleitner (Uni-
versity of Salzburg) and Tom McDermott (Piano, New 
Orleans)

May 29 What Crisis? Speculation, Corruption, and the 
State of Emergency during the Great Depression
Gerald Feldman Memorial Lecture, at the GHI
Speaker: Martin Geyer (LMU Munich)

June 5-7 War and Childhood in the Age of the World 
Wars: Local and Global Perspectives
Conference at the GHI
Conveners: Mischa Honeck (GHI), James Marten 
(Marquette University), Andreas Gestrich (GHI Lon-
don), and Arndt Weinrich (GHI Paris)

June 18-20 Informal and Everyday Markets: Modern 
Histories of Indian Business and Entrepreneur-
ship since the Nineteenth Century
Conference at the University of Göttingen
Conveners: Sebastian Schwecke (University of 
Göttingen), Ingo Köhler (University of Göttingen), 
and Christina Lubinski (GHI)

June 23-July 4 Archival Summer Seminar in Germany
Seminar in Germany
Convener: Mark Stoneman (GHI)
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September 1-12 Bosch Foundation Archival Summer School 
for Junior Historians 2014: American History in 
Transatlantic Perspective
Seminar in Chicago, Madison, Boston, 
and Washington, DC
Convener: Mischa Honeck (GHI)

September 4-6 Jewish Consumer Culture
Conference at the GHI
Conveners: Jenna Weissman Joselit (George Washing-
ton University), Roger Horowitz (Hagley Museum and 
Library), and Uwe Spiekermann (GHI)

September 11-13 Gender, War and Culture: From the Age of the 
World Wars (1910s-1940s) to the Cold War and 
Anti-Colonial Struggle to the Wars of Globaliza-
tion (1940s-Present)
Workshop at the Duke University
Conveners: Hartmut Berghoff  (GHI), Dirk Bönker 
(Duke University), Karen Hagemann (UNC Chapel 
Hill), and Mischa Honeck (GHI)

September 18-20 Shady Business: White Collar Crime in History
Conference at the GHI
Conveners: Edward Balleisen (History Department /
Kenan Institute for Ethics, Duke University), Hartmut 
Berghoff  (GHI), and Christopher McKenna (Said Busi-
ness School, University of Oxford)

October 16-17 Wirtschaft skriminalität und Unternehmen
Conference in Frankfurt
Conveners: Hartmut Berghoff  (GHI/University 
of Göttingen) and Thomas Welskopp (University 
of Bielefeld)

October 30-31 Green Capitalism? Exploring the Crossroads of 
Environmental and Business History
Conference at the Hagley Museum and Library in 
Wilmington, Delaware
Conveners: Adam Rome (University of Delaware), Yda 
Schreuder (University of Delaware), Hartmut Berghoff  
(GHI), Erik Rau (Hagley Museum and Library), and 
Roger Horowitz (Hagley Museum and Library)

November 13 28th Annual Lecture of the GHI
Lecture at the GHI

November 14 23rd Annual Symposium of the Friends 
of the GHI and Award of the Fritz Stern 
Dissertation Prize
Symposium at the GHI
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November 17 The Rosenburg Files: The West German Ministry 
of Justice aft er 1949 and the Nazi Past
Panel Discussion at the GHI
Speakers: Manfred Görtemaker (University of 
Potsdam) and Christoph Saff erling (University of 
Marburg)

December 5-7 Taxation for Redistribution since 1945: North 
America and Western Europe in Comparison
Workshop at the GHI
Conveners: Gisela Hürlimann (GHI/University of 
Zurich) and W. Elliot Brownlee (University of 
California, Santa Barbara)
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